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ABSTRACT: 
Constantinople to instigate a “military revolution” in the early modern 
Mediterranean. Fortresses, harbours and ships-of-the-line faced numerous logisti-

-

-

emerged as a polyvalent form of campaigning. On a strategic level, offensives in 
the Levant cannot be separated from events in central Europe. The Mediterranean 

-
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M any historians have been drawn to the idea of a “military revolution”, 

of the advent of gunpowder weaponry at the end of the Renaissance. 
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noughts, or men-o’-war: these were ships-of-the-line, high-sided, sail-driven and 
 

A new type of battlement was another manifestation of the advance in tactics, 
organisation and technology in the sixteenth-century. An innovative design of 

trace italien-
ne style), and its widespread adoption meant that the reduction of major positions 

trace 
italienne «the 
Mediterranean system of warfare at sea».2

of warfare. Sailing was not quite as simple a process as has been assumed, many 

regulations issued by the Madrid government in the early seventeenth-century 

at many harbour mouths in the Atlantic. To this end, no ship was to be built that 
exceeded 550 tons « ».

John H. PRYOR, Geography, technology, and war: studies in the maritime history of the 
Mediterranean, 649–1571 CIPOLLA, Guns, 
Sails and Empires. Technological Innovation and the Early Phases of European Expan-
sion, 1400–1700 GLETE, War-

, London 
ROGERS (Ed.), The Military Revolution De-

bate: Readings on the Military Transformation of Early Modern Europe, Boulder, CO, 
PARKER, The Military Revolution: Military Innovation 

and the Rise of the West, 1500–1800
The Grand Strategy of Philip II

.
2 John Francis GUILMARTIN, Jr., Gunpowder and Galleys. Changing Technology and Med-

iterranean Warfare at Sea in the 16th Century, 2nd edition, London, Conway Maritime 
PRYOR, Geography, technology and war, cit., chapter VII «The 

» DUFFY, The Fortress in the Age 
of Vauban and Frederick the Great, 1660–1789. Siege Warfare Volume II, London etc., 

.
…] en contemplación por las entradas de las barras». Hugo O’DONNELL Y DUQUE DE ES-

TRADA IDEM (Ed.), Historia Militar de España. 
III Edad Moderna. I. Ultramar y la Marina

ordenanzas 
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In the Mediterranean a slightly different set of circumstances and problems 

bombardment.4 stato da mar 

apparently had little or no effect – were to sail with 20 reinforced galleys to assist 
«in 

the Levant» in winter on account of the «narrowness» of these seas and the fact 
that they offered few deep-water harbours.5 Feeding and protecting an armada 
when it was in port was another challenge. Fleets anchored in Palermo (June 

latter case, the loss of Louis XIV’s men-o’-war facilitated the Austrian conquest 

There were relatively few defendable forward positions offering a sheltered 

viable target in the Levant. Once Cyprus had fallen to the Ottomans (Famagusta’s 

how the ambitions of the Holy League could be squared with the conditions on 

4 The arguments presented here are set out at greater length in Phillip WILLIAMS, Empire and 

and Ottomans
Phillip WILLIAMS, «
the Fleets of the Seventeenth Century Mediterranean», Storia Economica

RIZZO, Á la guerre comme á la guerre. Attori, 
risorsi e dinamiche della competizione strategica in Europa e nel Mediterraneo fra XV e 
XVIII secolo). MATAR, Britain 
and Barbary, 1589–1689

.
5 ARCHIVO GENERAL DE SIMANCAS (hereafter: AGS), Secretaría de Estado (Est.), legajo (leg.) 

RIBOT GARCÍA, La Monarquía de España y la Guerra de Mesina, Madrid, Actas, 
PAOLETTI

and the English Historians: A Dissenting View», The Journal of Military History, 70, 4 
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the ground.7 
a trap – at least, this was the warning issued by an expert engineer, Felipe Lascari 

8

To effect any sort of campaign in the Morea would have required a siege 

would be forced to venture out from the anchorage, which he had intelligently 
 His armada could then be engaged and destroyed, preparing the ground 

for future offensive and ventures.

harbour or bridgehead.  Horse units clearly played a major role in the Ottoman 

reported, doubtless with a degree of exaggeration, that the beylerbey of Greece 
 Aside from their direct military 

GARCÍA HERNÁN and Enrique GARCÍA 
HERNÁN, Lepanto: el día después Venice made an attempt against the 
small island early in the following year. Kenneth M. SETTON, The Papacy and the Levant 

8 
and St John in his dreams. AGS, Secretarias Provinciales, leg. 4, sf «Phelipe Lascari Pa-
leologo capitán que fue del gran Turco».
Luciano SERRANO, La Liga de Lepanto entre España, Venecia y la Santa Sede (1570–

 The expeditionary force was on land from 2 to 5 October. Fernand BRAUDEL, The Mediter-
ranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II, translated by Siân Reynolds, 

SETTON, Papacy and the Levant, cit., Vol. 4, 
ff.

 
fact, only 200 horses went. BRAUDEL, Mediterranean

 «De Corfu» «Avisos»
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«Avisos» SETTON, Papacy and the Le-
vant, cit., Vol. 4, 

Medium: Etching.

Comment: Callot’s depiction of a naval battle was perhaps based on operations in 

seaboard. This was increasingly the case in the seventeenth-century, as they came to be 
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equipment to and within bastions and forward camps.  
number of horses to the Levant, «per montar molti cavalieri».  So important 
were cavalry units in the campaigns of Francesco Morosini (d. 
that they appear to have been given priority on board ships ahead of refugees 
and even troops.
consisted of 500 cavalry, according to Ottoman sources.

there were not, in fact, that many mounts and mules available in Spain, France 
or Greece.  The second major limitation was operational: even when horses and 

large quantities of water and fodder. This was far from easy. During the brief 

and the animals needed to run the Acropolis fort, the fort’s cisterns could store 
water for no more than 50 days.

 The stradiots or stradioti were light cavalry units deployed by Venice in defense and po-

their story reinforce the arguments that horses were relatively expensive to maintain. They 
evolved into the cappelletti a cavalo in the seventeenth-century. See Stathis BIRTACHAS, 
«Stradioti, Cappelletti, Compagnie or Milizie Greche: -
cenary Companies in the Venetian State (Fifteenth to Eighteenth Centuries)», in Georgios 
THEOTOKIS and Aysel YILDIZ (Eds.), A Military History of the Mediterranean Sea. Aspects 
of War, Diplomacy, and Military Elites

 Kenneth M. SETTON, Venice, Austria and the Turks in the Seventeenth Century, Philadel-
 p. 220.

 Ibid.
 Svat SOUCEK Studies in 
Ottoman Naval History and Maritime Geography

 Robert A. STRADLING, « », in 
History PARROTT, Richelieu’s Army: War, Government 
and Society in France, 1624–1642

DAVIES, «Administration and Settle-
», Hesperia

 That is, 50 days even after supplies of wine and biscuit had been provided to the garrison. 
SETTON, Venice, Austria MILLER, «The 

», The English Historical Review
-

emy control of the Megara pass, was also decisive in forming the assessment that Athens 
could not be held.
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Geographical and climatological features shaped warfare in many other ways. 

more effective – and far more highly valued – than those soldiers without direct 

recruits.  A number of permanent or quasi-permanent marine regiments also 
the oltremarini serving Venice and the tercios 

de armada
20

and Canea under the Ottomans but not, paradoxically, under the Venetians). 

decisive consideration, while the inability or unwillingness of so many other 
guard regiments to do so shaped events in other years.  From the beginning, 

22 

 Raquel CAMARERO PASCUAL, , Madrid, 

20 Guido CANDIANI

ANTONIELLI (Ed.), Extra moenia. Il controllo del territorio nelle 
campagne e nei piccoli centri O’DON-
NELL Y DUQUE DE ESTRADA WILLIAMS, «Captains of 

in Davide MAFFI and Enrique GARCÍA HERNÁN (Eds.), Estudios sobre Guerra y Sociedad, 

 An interpretation along these lines has been presented for the great Italian forts by David 
PARROTT, « -

», War in History
22 WILLIAMS, Empire and Holy War
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of the Hospital of St John of Jerusalem (the Hospitallers).24 Ten years later, in 

Castelnuovo di Cattaro were put to the torch and a garrison installed in Koron.25 
This campaign may have played some role in diverting Süleymân away from a 

previously, although other reasons for his abortive move against the Austrian 
capital appear more convincing.  For his part, the sultan certainly expressed his 

27

28 The Sublime Porte 
also began to invest dramatically larger sums in its navy.  Koron was abandoned 
by the Christians in the following year, in large part because of the considerable 

 SETTON, Venice, Austria, cit., p. 240.
24 -

clude Géraud POUMARÈDE, Mythes et réalités de la lutte 
contre les Turcs au XVIe et XVIIe siècles EICKHOFF, Venezia, 
Vienna e i Turchi. Bufera nel sud-est europeo BONO, 
Corsari nel Mediterraneo: Cristiani e musulmani fra guerra, schiavitù e commercio, Mi-

FINKEL, Osman’s Dream. The History of the Ottoman Em-
pire 1300–1923

25 Maria José RODRÍGUEZ-SALGADO, «¿Carolus Africanus?: el Emperador y el turco», in José 
MARTÍNEZ MILLÁN and Ignacio J. EZQUERRA REVILLA (Eds.), Carlos V y la quiebra del hu-

 WILLIAMS, Empire and Holy War SETTON, Papacy and the Levant, cit., Vol. 

27 Gülru , « -
text of Ottoman-Habsburg-Papal Rivalry», in Halil INALCIK and Cemal KAFADAR (Eds.), 
Süleymân the Second and His Time

28 ZACHARIADOU (Ed.), The Ka-
, Rethymnon, Crete University Press, 2002.

 Rhoads MURPHEY, « -
», in Enrique GARCÍA HERNÁN and Davide MAFFI 

(Eds.), Guerra y Sociedad en la Monarquía Hispánica. Política, estrategia y cultura en la 
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Barbarossa returned with the “armada del Turco” to the coastlines of Italy, his 
intention being to help a prospective rebellion by grandees sympathetic to the 

 The campaign against Calabria was a failure, and on 

repulsed. The decisive intervention was Süleymân’s, who ordered his forces to 
withdraw: «I would not exchange the life of one of my Janissaries for a thousand 
such fortresses».  The sultan had not, therefore, apparently noticed that an 

bataille manqué 

interpretation and contextualisation.

 Francisco LÓPEZ DE GÓMARA, “Guerras de mar” del emperador Carlos V, version edited 
by Migeul Ángel DE BUNES IBARRA JIMÉNEZ, Madrid, SECCCF, 2000, pp. 

 SOUCEK, «
Crete», Studia Islamica

 LÓPEZ DE GÓMARA, “Guerras de mar”
 Ottoman chronicles refer, somewhat implausibly, to plans to conquer Italy. SOUCEK, « -
val Aspects», cit.,

 POUMARÈDE, , cit., pp. 222-
MERCIECA, «

of Malta’s Perspective», and Emmanuelle PUJEAU, «
very complex situation», in Preveza B. Proceedings of the Second International Symposi-
um for the History and Culture of Preveza

respectively.
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Second Coming was imminent.
Venice remained steadfastly neutral in the campaigns of the mid-century, 

perhaps because of its relative military strength and high degree of preparedness, 

impressive bastions in the eastern Mediterranean.
by “la armada del Turco” in retaliation for the capture of Mahdia (“Africa” in 
contemporary sources).  Unsuccessful campaigns were then launched by the 

the sultan once again ordered his forces to withdraw.

the “mare nostrum”, characterised by a more overt and direct form of Christian–

smaller Christian armada (of reinforced galleys, with superior rowing crews) 

“poor order”, with very high levels of 
mortality and relatively low levels of oarsmanship.

 SETTON, Papacy and the Levant p. 482.
PEZZOLO, «Stato, 

-
sella CANCILA (Ed.), 

SETTON, Papacy and 
the Levant PEDANI, The Ottoman–Venetian Border (15th–18th 

 The blame for ending the truce is placed on the Barbary corsairs by ALONSO ACE-
RO MARTÍNEZ MILLÁN and 
EZQUERRA REVILLA (Eds.), Carlos V y la quiebra ff.

 Maria José RODRÍGUEZ-SALGADO, «“El león animoso entre las balas”: los dos cercos de 
Orán a mediados del siglo XVI», in Miguel Ángel DE BUNES IBARRA ALONSO 
ACERO (Eds.), Orán. Historia de la Corte Chica

 WILLIAMS, Empire and Holy War, cit., -
ship is presented in Àlex CLARAMUNT SOTO (Ed.), Lepanto. El mar rojo de sangre, Madrid, 
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Title: L’Abordage du “Bertone” (The boarding of the bertone).

Comment: This print portrays the bertone or high-sided ship in an unusual light. The 
bertoni have often been described as advanced sailing ships, but this one certainly 

of galleys.
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«
» 40

«out of the limelight», to use Fernand Braudel’s famous phrase.  But comparison 

by Mediterranean standards.42 Spain was hardly committed to Atlantic warfare. 

of Lisbon: the failure to do so had profound consequences, as it went a very 

perhaps had some 7,000 troops aboard it. At around this time there were some 

44

and one galleon.45

vessels, including 40 galleys and 40 ships-of-the-line, to supply the expeditionary 
force in Crete. 47 In 

40 Jan Paul NIEDERKORN, Die europäischen Mächte und der “Lange Türkenkrieg” Kaiser Ru-
dolfs II, 1593–1606

 BRAUDEL, Mediterranean
42 Esteban MIRA CABALLOS, «Defensa Terrestre de los reinos de Indias», in O’DONNELL Y DU-

QUE DE ESTRADA (Ed.), Historia Militar de España
 Rafael VALLADARES RAMÍREZ, «La dimensión marítima de la empresa de Portugal: limita-
ción de recursos y estrategia naval en el declive de la monarquía hispánica», Revista de 
Historia Naval

44 WILLIAMS, Empire and Holy War
45 PEZZOLO

 Rhoads MURPHEY, «The Ottoman Resurgence in the Seventeenth-Century Mediterranean: 
the Gamble and its Results», Mediterranean Historical Review

47 Rhoads MURPHEY, Ottoman Warfare 1500–1700
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warships, a fairly clear indication that the inland sea was still «in the limelight». 
And i navires de guerre were mobilised.48

Candia: this was as many as had been sent to relieve Malta in the Great Siege 

oared warships: this was around as many as Philip II had on his squadrons at the 
50

forces were going anywhere, that they were deployed to advance some grand 

Levant.
with the apparent intention of diverting “Spanish” forces from the campaign front 
in Lombardy.52

Ottomans, in large part because they challenged the Ottoman claim to be the 
defender the Holy Sites of Islam, a cornerstone of the dynasty’s authority.  In 

48 EICKHOFF, Venezia, Vienna SETTON, Venice, Austria
 PORMARÈDE, 

50 BAM-
FORD, « », American Histor-
ical Review additional context in André ZYSBERG, Les 
galériens. Vies et destins de 60 000 forçats sur les galères de France 1680–1748, Paris, 

 SOUCEK BONO, Corsari nel Mediterraneo
52. On the many frontiers, see PEDANI, The Ottoman–Venetian Border, cit.

52 MAFFI, Il -

2007.
 Andrew C. HESS, «The Evolution of the Ottoman Seaborne Empire in the Age of the Oce-

», The American Historical Review
VATIN, L’Ordre de Saint-Jean-de-Jérusalem, l’Empire ottoman et 

, Paris, Collection 
Maria Pia PEDANI, « -

», in Colin IMBER, 
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and pilgrims in chains and dungeons.54

taxes were levied illegally.55

war and its concluding operations represented a singular success for Mehmed 
IV and his empire. 

57

superb demonstrations of the potential of a new type of integrated amphibian 

K. KIYOTAKI and Rhoads MURPHEY (Eds.), Frontiers of Ottoman Studies: State, Province, 
and the West Suraiya FAROQHI, 
Pilgrims and Sultans. The Hajj under the Ottomans 1517–1683

A different emphasis, stressing political considerations, is provided by 
SOUCEK, « »

54 MALLIA MILANES, Venice and Hospitaller Malta 1530–
1798: Aspects of a relationship

55 SOUCEK, « », cit., p. 257.
 SETTON, Venice, Austria, cit., Marc David BAER, Honoured by the Glo-
ry of Islam. Conversion and Conquest in Ottoman Europe
2008, 

57 MURPHEY DUFFY’s (The For-
tress, cit., 
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consisting of galleys, ships-of-the-line, galleasses, freighters and lighter craft. In 

58

is, of course, problematic. Still, it would seem that if the events of the “Glorious 

naval expeditions.

did planners in Constantinople and Venice hope to achieve in their campaigns in 

territories – indeed, needing to acquire new lands, revenues and peoples in order 
to palliate its inherent domestic instability? And, if so, was this a conquest state 
constructed according to Islamic precept, a latter-day caliphate?  But, if this is the 
case, did Süleymân and his successors really view the King of France as a vassal 

 Many 

 
Süleymân, for example, appears to have been conscious of the political capital to 

58 Guido CANDIANI, Dalla galea alla nave di linea. Le trasformazioni della marina veneziana 

 KARATEKE and Maurus REINKOWSKI (Eds.), Legitimizing the 
Order: The Ottoman Rhetoric of State Power, Leiden & Boston, Brill, 2005.

 As suggested by Bernard LEWIS, The Muslim Discovery of Europe
ISOM-VERHAAREN, Al-

, London 

 TEZCAN, The Second Ottoman Empire: Political and Social Transformation in the 
Early Modern World

 SOUCEK, « »
Colin IMBER, « », in KARATEKE and REINKOWSKI (Eds.), Legitimizing the 
Order
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many contemporaries framed their analysis in these terms.  The Republic of St 

 This perspective undoubtedly contains a great deal 

abandoning Paul III’s Holy League and accepting humiliating conditions. But 
more perhaps lay behind this decision than losses during in Levant trade during 
the war against Süleymân and the threat to its dominion of the Adriatic posed by 

Serenissima sought to overhaul 
its naval administration and recruit and deploy a different sort of rowing crew, 
a tacit admission that the demands of Paul III’s Holy League had proven a steep 
challenge for its armada of free oarsmen (« »).
Venetian galley crewed by criminal oarsmen was armed.  Certainly, this was a 

was dependent upon criminals and slaves. But galleys of this sort were much 
more reliable and effective. In this context, it is noticeable that no action was 

arrival of the galleys under Doria in Corfu in early September.

started in opportune circumstances for Venice, where many statesmen professed 

a peace settlement.

Innocence XI’s Holy League. By this stage the evidence of Ottoman decline 

 POU-
MARÈDE, PRYOR, Geography, technology and war -
ing J.R. Hale).

 PEZZOLO

 Luca LO BASSO, Uomini da remo. Galee e galeotti del Mediterraneo in età moderna, Mi-

 PEZZOLO

 Guido CANDIANI

Studi Veneziani
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was too clear to be ignored by the canny patricians of the Rialto, although this 
perspective – that Mehmed IV’s empire was on a clear downward trajectory – 
would be questioned by many scholars today, who tend to frame it as an «empire 
of difference», of adaption, toleration and logistical foresight.  It is also worth 

 See, for instance, Karen BARKEY, Empire of Difference. The Ottomans in Comparative 
Perspective . For an extremely stimulating compar-
ative study, see Rudi MATTHEE, «The Decline of Safavid Persia in Comparative Perspec-
tive», Journal of Persianate Studies
stressed in MURPHEY, Ottoman Warfare

Title: Galley under construction.

Medium: Etching.
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bitter divisions which gave rise to notions that it was better «
conserves us than a peace which destroys us».

Any calculation or assessment of strategy is complicated by the imperfect tools 

Castilian statesmen at the time suspected that more should have been done to 
prepare and defend both positions.70

of Canea. Indeed, the siege of Chalcis lasted three months (from mid-July to 
mid-October).

launched under Ibrahim I: this detail perhaps poses the question of why the 

72

 Mario INFELISE and Anastasia STOURAITI, «L’ultima crociata», in IDEM (Eds.), Venezia e la 
, Milan, Franco Angeli, 2005, 

70 WILLIAMS, Empire and Holy War
 

SETTON, Venice, Austria
72 Guido CANDIANI, I vascelli della Serenissima. Guerra, politica e costruzioni navali a Vene-

zia in età moderna, 1650–1720
p. 257.
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 Behind 
the sometimes operatic terms of registers, narratives and trials there perhaps lies 

anchorage and a productive hinterland – at least not in the timeframe available to 
the Venetian forces.74 Monemvasia, on the other hand, presents a very different 

several rounds of (frantic) negotiation. The obvious theme in this episode was, 

this failing can be closely tied to tactical and operational concerns – the strict 

the fact that the fortress appears not to have offered an anchorage to larger ships 
and was only reachable by smaller vessels.75

Venice, notes Christopher Duffy, constructed a «
detached forts on the summit of the Palamedi Mountain»

 This position was stormed 

Acrocorinth and the “castello” on the acropolis at Athens) may well have been of 
Haris A. Kalligas 

states), but they harnessed formidable geographical qualities. On the other hand, 
their shortcomings may have been far from unique, as the great bastions of Casale 

 MERCIECA PUJEAU CANDIANI -
IDEM, Dalla galea

74 
GERTWAGEN, «Harbours and facilities along the eastern Mediterranean Sea lanes to Outre-
mer», in John H. PRYOR (Ed.), Logistics of Warfare in the Age of the Crusades, London 

Geography, 
technology, and war -
don («just roadsteads») and water provision.

75 
KALLIGAS, Monemvasia. A Byzantine city state

 DUFFY, The Fortress, cit.
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77 It was 

dispatch a formidable expeditionary force to claim Barcelona. This having been 

has shown, the fall of the “City of the Count” was largely due to the disorder and 
demoralised state of its defenders.78

it is very clear that governments invariably failed to recruit enough seamen.  
This leaves open the possibility, seldom (if ever) entertained by scholars but 

challenge in the sixteenth-century.80 A great deal of evidence suggests that ships, 

few in number.
Many seventeenth-century expeditions underlined the vitality of oared 

warcraft, their ability to sail with ships-of-the-line. This was especially so when 

82

77 Guy ROWLANDS, «Louis XIV, Vittorio Amedeo II and French Military Failure in Italy, 
», The English Historical Review

78 Antonio ESPINO LÓPEZ, Las guerras de Cataluña. El teatro de Marte, 1652–1714, Madrid 

 CANDIANI, I vascelli, cit., MURPHEY, «Ottoman Resur-
Geoffrey SYMCOX, The Crisis of French Sea Power 1688–1697. 

From the guerre de escadre to the 
ff.

80 Arturo PACINI, «Desde Rosas a Gaeta». La costruzione della rotta spagnola nel Mediter-
raneo occidentale nel secolo XVI

 CANDIANI, I vascelli, cit., DAVIES, «Administration and Settlement», p. 85.
82 Domagoj , «

», Povijesni prilozi
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the Venetian ships of the line (Capitano delle Navi) despaired of his inability 
to intercept Ottoman galley convoys when the elements were favourable to the 
enemy: «to pretend that the ships can catch galleys is to want to believe that 
tortoise can arrest the hares, and that with carts it is possible to capture foxes». 

 CANDIANI, I vascelli, cit., p. 58.

Title: The entry of Marcantonio Colonna and the Christian army in Rome after victory 

Medium: Etching.

Comment: Mediterranean holy war can be seen as an extension of political interests 
by other means. An idea of the pageantry and ceremonial dimensions of the crusade is 

conveyed by this print.
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the result of Mehmed IV’s ships (both galleons and galleys) being caught on a 
lee shore. In this supremely disadvantageous position, they were both bombarded 
and set alight. Fireships were clearly determinative in this episode, as in many 

the “poor order” of the Ottoman galleys. Their crews consisted of a majority of 
inexperienced oarsmen, who proved highly susceptible to diseases and exerted 

84 

85 Again, the determination and resilience 

another way, gunpowder weaponry only functioned if there were soldiers brave 
enough to use it.

(above) to assist Venice explicitly depended upon the joint deployment of both 
oared and sail-driven warships, his galeras reforzadas and galeones. The large 

in which galleys could be deployed with galleons for maximum effect.  As Guido 
Candiani has argued, the technical and administrative successes of the Republic 

87 French operations against 

84 WILLIAMS -

ineffective crews. Colin IMBER Archivum Otto-
manicum THEMOPOULOU

ZACHARIADOU (Ed.), The Kapudan Pasha
85 He ruthlessly hunted down and executed deserters, of whom there were many. EICKHOFF, 

Venezia, Vienna, cit.,
 Mocenigo used galleys to resupply the ships-of-the-line and hunt down stranded or aban-
doned enemy vessels. EICKHOFF, Venezia, Vienna

SETTON, Ven-
ice, Austria, cit., chapters V, VI, VII.

87 Guido CANDIANI, «Stratégie et diplomatie Vénitiennes: navires anglo-hollandais et blocus 
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and sail-driven, high-sided ships.88 In many other campaigns of the second half 
of the century galleys towed the men-of-war into position: this was the case, for 

proved largely ineffective and had little bearing on the course of events.

to engage an Ottoman navy in seas to the north of Chios. True, this episode 
underlined that oared warships could be highly effective in positioning high-

in inaction and (bitter) recrimination. Zen appears to have lost his nerve at the 
moment of truth and then failed to capitalise upon a later opportunity to destroy 
the enemy ships in harbour, after they had been abandoned by their galley escort. 

three nave

Conclusions
Mediterranean campaigns of the sixteenth- and seventeenth-centuries do not, 

and the sea’s abandonment. Paradoxically, nearly all campaigns presented a direct 
and inescapable contradiction between the grand intentions of the protagonists 
and the realities on the ground. Finances were another matter: none of these 

Revue d’Histoire Maritime
88 Guy ROWLANDS, «

» FISSEL and David TRIM (Eds.), Amphibian War-
fare 1000–1700. Commerce, State Formation and European Expansion, Leiden & Boston, 

 SETTON, Venice, Austria, cit., pp. 224-227.
 SOUCEK ff SETTON, Venice, Austria
CANDIANI, Dalla galea
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politics could really afford war.

maintain frontier fortresses. Ceuta was, apparently, the exception to the rule, able 
to withstand a siege that stretched over decades. But the British wasted little time 

Some decisive “harbour positions” were not really harbours at all: La Goletta, 
Monemvasia and Santa Maura in fact commanded lagoons. In this context 

understandable. The idea that wars were fought for the control of a chain of “strongly 

what would have occurred had geography, economics and technology conspired 
to adorn campaigns with a general direction, purpose or rationale. The reality, in 
the Mediterranean and, perhaps, in the Greater Caribbean, was a chaotic series 
of offensives based upon the peculiarities of navigation in both deep and shallow 

the drive for political ascendancy in court cultures that prioritised confessional 

In a famous, brilliant aside, Voltaire observed that the Battle of Lepanto in 

than Fernand Braudel disagreed with it – but he was clearly correct in direct, 

 -
WIL-

LIAMS, « » -
ble for seventeenth-century Venice, largely because of growing incomes. PEZZOLO, «Stato, 

 DAVIES, «Administration and Settlement», passim SÁNCHEZ-GIJÓN, «La Goleta, 

in Carlos José HERNANDO SÁNCHEZ (Ed.), , Madrid, Ministe-
MATAR, Britain and Barbary BROGINI 

and María GHAZALI, «Un enjeu espagnol en Méditerranée: les présides de Tripoli et de La 
Cahiers de la Méditerranée
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did in fact go nowhere.

 BRAUDEL, Mediterranean

Medium: Etching.
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 The coastal towns and harbours then exchanged 

On the other hand, many contemporaries most certainly did have a clear 

of action. Commanders and statesmen were profoundly aware of the symbiotic 
relationship between events in Hungary and Greece: whether-or-not Doria’s 

“grand strategy” was caught on a constant dilemma between his interests and 
commitments in central Europe and campaigns of direct value to the subjects of 

Algiers, rather than to attempt to save Buda and Pest from Süleymân.

 But 

 In these 
years many statesmen – the pope foremost among them – hoped for a campaign 

statesmen in Vienna and Rome sought to engineer naval expeditions into the 
Ionian and Aegean seas to divert Ottoman attention and resources away from 

 PRYOR, Geography, technology and war, cit.,
 For a detailed and up-to-date presentation of these two wars, see Eric PINZELLI, Venise et 

, Athens, 2020.
 Aurelio ESPINOSA, « -
nastic Priority in the Mediterranean», Journal of Early Modern History

 James D. TRACY, Charles V, Impresario of War. Campaign Strategy, International Finance 
and Domestic Politics

 John ELLIOTT, «Ottoman–Habsburg Rivalry: The European Perspective», in INALCIK and 
KAFADAR (Eds.), Süleymân the Second

POUMARÈDE, 
 SETTON, Papacy and the Levant
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because he feared a rebellion in Valencia timed to coincide with the arrival of an 
 The reverse 

Johann Mathias von der Schulenburg, saved 
Corfu for Venice but came too late to prevent the loss of the Morea.

A similar pattern might be discerned between campaigns in the inland sea and 
offensives in Italy and central Europe: Süleymân repeatedly deployed his armada 

impossible to form a Christian alliance to save Rhodes and Crete respectively. 

following the loss of Buda.

fact, central to the entire story, both as the principal naval base of the Spanish 
Monarchy and as the object of French ambitions and machinations.

The underlying assumption of contemporaries over many generations, from 

Morosini and Mehmed IV, was that the leading powers were incapable of 

understanding that military deployments in Hungary and the Danube theatre, in 

in northern Europe or Iran, depended upon the transfer of resources across the 
Mediterranean. At the same time, crusade and gaza were the cornerstone of 
political culture and vital to projections of royal majesty. If galley campaigns 
went nowhere, then they were not entirely without consequence and meaning. 
Mediterranean warfare was a means to an end somewhere else.

 Ibid. NIEDERKORN, Die europäischen Mächte, passim.
 WILLIAMS, Empire and Holy War
 ROWLANDS

QUILES ALBERO -
da?», Tiempos Modernos
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2 the seven Venetian-Ottoman wars, which were not all 
of the same weight nor did they affect the entire Ionian Sea, the Battle of Lepanto, 

the means offered by traditional and modern literature for the examination of the 
war, with a clear emphasis on the area under consideration.

-

and unconventional forms of warfare, which included another distinction, one 
between wars involving – albeit on the one hand, the Christian – a multitude of 
forces, which we usually call “international”, and by another to “interstate” wars 
occurring between two states, which we could also call “bi-imperial”, given the 
tendency of historians to associate Venice with the status of an empire.

A second distinction concerns the connection of these forms of warfare with 
their consequences on human societies and the environment, both natural and 
urban.

2 Cosimo Damiano FONSECA (Ed.), Otranto 1480. Atti del Convegno internazionale di stu-
dio promosso in occasione del V centenario della caduta di Otranto ad opera dei Turchi 

A brief reference to all these battles is made in Roger Charles ANDERSON, Naval Wars in 
, Prince-

LANE, 
- - , translated by Kostas Kouremenos, edited by Gerassi-

mos D. Pagratis, Athens, Alexandria Publishers, 2007, passim ATZOPOULOS, 
, Athens, Papadimas Publishers, 

PERRA, 

CANDIANI, I vascelli della Serenissima: guerra, politica e costruzioni navali 
a Venezia in età moderna, 1650–1720
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I. The category of the so-called “international wars” can include three main 

based on his need to reduce the pressure he was under in Central Europe, was 

Andrea Doria. The coalition consisted of Genoese, Spanish, Papal and Maltese 
ships (of the Order of the Knights of St. John) and soldiers of various origins 

Charles V’s entire effort lasted for two years and included numerous battles at 
sea and on land, as well as territorial sovereignty. The strengthening of Ottoman 
armies forced the Emperor to abandon the Morea and pushed several thousand 

1

Istanbul. Source: 
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Peloponnesians, who had supported him, to relocate to Southern Italy.4 The fol-
-

Barbarossa began to rise.5

Coalition”, led by Admiral Andrea Doria of Genoa. Despite the clear naval supe-

faced a divided Christian camp headed by the rather timid Andrea Doria. From 

the Ottomans were capable of achieving at sea.

Ottomans. As Miguel Cervantes, author of Don Quixote, notes: «On that day, the 

-

against the Sublime Porte.7

4 Ioannis HASSIOTIS

in , Vol Athens,  Athe-
non pp

5 On Barbarossa see Virginia H. AKSAN and Daniel GOFFMAN (Eds.), The early modern Otto-
mans: Remapping the Empire, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2007.
HASSIOTIS cit., pp

 DIALETI

 in Gerassimos D. PAGRA-
TIS (Ed.), -

, Athens, Ionian Society for Historian Studies – Erodotos Publishers pp
For revolutionary movements in Southeastern Europe, see Kostas G. TSIKNAKIS

in IDEM 
(Ed.), -

, Athens and Venice, Hellenic 
Institute of  and Post-  Studies in Venice – Demetrios and Aegli Botsa-
ris Foundation pp
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and Sicily, and the Papal States), for the large number of ships and crews that 

tactics and shipbuilding techniques (cementing the use of sails as the main means 

8

I.4. About a century and a half after the Battle of Lepanto, the united Christian 
forces would face the Ottomans again in the Ionian waters during the siege of 

Ottoman-Venetian wars. The Ottomans attempted to occupy Venetian Corfu, 

psychology. In the forty-eight days that remained on the island (July 5 to August 
22) – half of which were war events – they attempted bombardments against the 

last siege for the period studied here is recorded in the Ionian area. In an alteration 
of roles, the French who succeeded the Venetians on the islands, initially hailed 

8 The literature on the Battle of Lepanto is enormous. See DIALETI, «   
“  TSIKNAKIS (Ed.), «    », cit., passim.
CANDIANI, I vascelli della Serenissima LEVENTI, « -
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HATZOPOULOS, 
  -  STOURAITI, «   -

      :      -
PAGRATIS (Ed.), ,   

KARAPIDAKIS NIKIFOROU (Eds.), 
      / Commem-

orative Volume 1716–2016. 300 Years since the Siege of Corfu, Corfu, Municipality of 
EIDEM (Ed.), -

   :         1716. 
  , , 21–23  2016, Corfu, Municipali-

-
tresses and castles of Corfu, see Fig. 7.
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by the local population as liberators, found themselves in the position of defend-

of the two forces, but also the hostility of a large part of the local population. The 

the urban environment, the eastern Ionian coast suffered the worst during the 

-
tion of the suburbs. Using mainly siege pieces and naval artillery, they scored 

with their opponents. According to various testimonies – which show small and/
or large differences between them – the death toll from this brief siege is esti-

 
The consequences of the siege include the capture of most of the inhabitants of 
Paxos.

-

-
cord loans with real estate used as collateral, as well as other transactions aimed 
at raising money to pay for ransoming the prisoners.

 See Theodosis NIKOLAIDIS, «       », Historica, 

 Benjamin ARBEL, «Venice’s Maritime Empire in the Early Modern Period», in Eric DURS-
TELER (Ed.), 

 LEVENTI cit. Small variations in numbers (from 
7,000 to 24,000) are given by ARBEL, «Venice’s Maritime Empire», cit., p. 200.

 Ibid., p
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his heirs «if they come from slavery», without ignoring the opposite case «and if 
no one comes from slavery and my brother’s children come, to have them for my 
soul salvation».

For a long time after the siege, the people of Corfu would protest in Venice for 
the cruelty shown to the civilians by the local Venetian authorities, who prevent-
ed civilians from entering the castle, with the exception of those who, according 

 Georgios RODOLAKIS and Lydia PAPARRIGA-ARTEMIADI

p. 227.

2 Engraving of the naval Battle of Lepanto. 
Provinciarum Pannoniae et Imperii Turcici in Oriente Eine Grundrichtige Beschreibund 

Courtesy of 
the Spyros Gaoutsis Collection, Corfu.
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the refusal of the Most Serene Republic to expand the city wall, thus enhancing 
the protection of the local population.
about four decades after the siege, when the Venetians proceeded with an urban 

fortresses and the settlements that had meanwhile developed in the intermediate 

artillery and clashed directly with the defenders only once. The consequences of 

III. From the above-mentioned case study, with the exception of the two-year 
presence of the forces of Emperor Charles V in the western part of the Peloponnese, 
some conclusions can be drawn: the wars, conventional or otherwise, that directly 
impacted the eastern Ionian coasts were brief and combined the traditional with 

an extensive war of attrition with raids, the capture of civilians and the looting of 
buildings in the suburbs and the countryside.

 Theodosis NIKOLAIDIS Historica
June pp

 Afroditi AGOROPOULOU-BIRBILI, -
, PhD diss.,  Technical University of Athens Elli 

YOTOPOULOU-SISSILIANOU in Ennio CONCINA and  NI-
KIFOROU-TESTONE (Eds.), ., 
Corfu, Cultural Association “ pp EADEM

in  NIKIFOROU d.), -
, Corfu, Cultural 

Association “ pp  SKOUTELIS, 
, 

Athens, Piraeus  Group Cultural Foundation passim IDEM

in PAGRATIS (Ed.), 
, cit., pp

 YOTOPOULOU-SISSILIANOU cit EADEM -
cit.
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-
terest it aroused, seems to have been a choice almost forced upon the Ottomans.

 LEVENTI cit.

3 Map of the Gulfs of Patras and Corinth (indicated as Gulf of Lepanto). The naval 

a group of islands in the Ionian Sea, off the coast of Acarnania. Source: Giovanni 
Francesco CAMOCIO, Isole famose, porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla

Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia, ad altri Principi Christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, novamente 
poste in luce, Venice, 
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serve as a constant reminder and threat of what the Ottomans could achieve on 

The most well-established of these situations was the annual appearance of 
-

ated by the movements of the Ottoman ships in their passage through the straits 

4

commercial use. Source: 
.
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between the Venetian-held Ionian islands and the Ottoman mainland, was main-
tained by rumors that circulated long before its departure from the Aegean. These 

the number of sailors and other warriors they carried etc. However, they were 

made against the island coasts.

was, as mentioned above, the siege of Corfu. Due to the Ottoman threat, a large 
number of Christian forces gathered around the northern Ionian island and once 
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predominance over which would increase the pressure on European territories.
Apart from commemorative references to war events, in this case to the siege 

-

5 View of the Old Fortress of Corfu from the north. CORONELLI, 
Repubblica di Venezia p. IV. Citta, Fortezze, ed altri Luoghi principali dell’Albania, 
Epiro e Livadia, e particolarmente i posseduti da Veneti descritti e delineati dal p. 

Coronelli
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tors that shaped the feeling of insecurity in the Ionian societies during the Early 
Modern Period.

of research “ways”, which deal with the traditional and modern historiography 

sources and research tools that will allow us to extract new data.
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an uncertain confrontation of forces, on the basis of which exist violent passions, 

research into the conditions of the battles on land and sea, to an analysis of tactics 
and strategy and so on.  It is obvious that the main weight of historiography has 
been given here.

A second “way” focuses on the “great men” of the war, with the aim of com-
piling biographies of people who exceeded the average in terms of their hero-
ism and/or strategic intelligence. The social history of war is constantly gaining 

family budgets, as well as on societies, at the level of human resources (victims, 

-
sation or tax exemptions etc.

so-called “anonymity”, survived the war and at the same time lived and devel-

The relatively recent historiography of war points us to another path. This is a 
-

evant historiography, which now converses creatively with narrative sources and 

and social implications of war. The nature of the sources predisposes one for the 
emphasis placed on themes related to emotions, symbolisms or political uses of 
war.20

 See Karl Von KLAUSEWITZ, , translated by  Xepoulia, , 
Vanias Publishers as  by Georgios MARGARITIS, , Ath-
ens, Hellenic Academic Libraries pp Accessed 
https://repository. .gr/handle 

20 See DIALETI cit STOURAITI -
cit. Cf. EADEM -

in Stefanos KAKLAMANIS 
(Ed.), o / 
The Cretan War Aspects of war in space and time [= -
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stage of preparation for war through military training, methods of raising armies, 

more effective defense on the part of the besieged, a process that involves both 

general changes in the way war is conducted. There are numerous examples con-
cerning the Ionian Sea. Perhaps the most important of these refers to the urban 

tica Chronica
407.

6
Fortresses). Source: Olfert DAPPER, Naukeurige Beschryving der Eilanden in de Archipel 

der Middelantsche Zee 
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shortly before and shortly after the Battle of Lepanto, with the aim of strengthen-
ing the defense of the islands in times of intense Ottoman threat.

In the same direction, but rather “in parallel”, that is without meeting with the 
“professionals” of war, the large mass of the urban and rural population that suf-

-
nent threat, through compulsory services to the public, the angarie associated with 
the defense, such as service in the galleys,22

The same population groups and part of the inhabitants of the urban centers were 
charged, in addition to taxation, with the cost of feeding and/or billeting the soldiers 
who lived inside and outside the walls for as long as a state of emergency lasted.

There was certainly an honorary service associated with the war: funding by 
local communities for the construction and manning of galleys. These ships, as 
well as other, smaller commercial vessels that were relatively easily converted 

cittadini) for these services to the Most Serene Republic, which proved 

24

Issues concerning the subjects of war have troubled human societies even in 

 SKOUTELIS, , cit.
22 On the rowers in the Venetian galleys of Crete during the Fourth Venetian-Ottoman , 

see Aristea GRATSEA, «Galeotti Andiscari -
 Historica, April–October 

2020), pp
 Elli YOTOPOULOU-SISSILIANOU, -

, Athens pp On the personal and the eco-
nomic angarie in Morea during the second venetian dominion, see Eirini VRETTOU, -

angarie personali e reali
-

, PhD diss., Aristotle University of On the role of 
the rural social strata in the Cyprus see Gilles GRIVAUD, «Un société en 
guerre: Chypre face la conquête ottomane», in Angel NICOLAOU-KONNARI (Ed.), -

La Serenissi-
ma and La : Venice in Cyprus and Cyprus in Venice, ,  of Cyprus 
Cultural Foundation pp

24 YOTOPOULOU-SISSILIANOU, , cit., pp
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Periplous, of D. 
Romas) and, with exceptions,25 less as a research result – the meager pay of sol-
diers and alternative means of livelihood. By providing services such as, e.g., the 
transfer of water from springs to the homes of the natives, but also the protection 
of wealthy people, the mercenaries of the Most Serene Republic on the one hand 
secured additional resources, valuable when their salaries were late in arriving 

25 Romina TSAKIRI o

Historica June pp

7
castles. 
di Venetia, descritta, e dedicata dal P. Cosmografo Coronelli all’Ill.mo […]», Venice, 
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from Venice or the local currencies in which they were paid were devaluated. On 

warfare: raiding, another constant that gained special intensity before and during 
the main events of the war, aiming to cause material and psychological damage 
to civilians. The participation of the corsairs of Barbary was a special case. In 

8
Johann Baptist Homann, «Plan de la place de Corfu avec ses environs, assiégée par les 
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theory, they were driven by religious motives and spread terror on the western 
and eastern shores of the Ionian Sea,  from where they grabbed men, women and 

people and ships becoming targets of pirates either expected (serving enemy forc-

 Peter EARLE, Corsairs of Malta and Barbary, London,  & 

9 Johann Baptist Homann, 
«Plan du Siege de Corfu par Terre et par Mer avec la situation de deux Flottes 

Venitienne et Ottomanne depuis le jour de l’entrée de celle des Ottomans dans le canal», 
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es) or unexpected (coming from theoretically friendly States).27

The consequences of piracy were similar in terms of maintaining fear and 
insecurity. And this despite the different starting points of the perpetrators and 
the apparent emphasis on the part of the pirates on robbery in peacetime, a differ-

[Fig. 4],28 as well as from Himara,  a constant source of danger. Both of these 
groups were active on almost all of the eastern shores of the Ionian Sea.

Despite the attraction of raiding and piracy in modern societies, their study 

27 Salvatore BONO, I corsari barbareschi, Turin, ERI-  RAI Radiotelevisione Itali-
ana Louis SICKING, «Islands, pirates, privateers and the Ottoman Empire in the Ear-
ly Modern Mediterranean», in Dejanirah COUTO,  GÜNERGUN and Maria Pia PEDANI 
(Eds.), Seapower, Technology and trade. Studies in Turkish Maritime History, Istanbul, 

,  also AR-
BEL pp Giorgos KOUTZAKIOTIS -

in -

, Athens, Moraitis Foundation pp Gerassimos D. PAGRATIS, «  at sea 
and trade routes in the Mediterranean during the  period through the reports of 
Septinsular Republic’s diplomatic representatives», Mediterranean Chronicle
pp

28 Marinos SARIYANNIS

in -
-

, , Society for Leucadian Studies pp Sophia LAIOU, 
«The Levends of the Sea in the Second Half of the th Century: Some Considerations”, 
Archivum Ottomanicum pp KOLOVOS (Ed passim.

 Gerassimos D. PAGRATIS, 
, Athens, Pedio Publishers

p See also YOTOPOULOU-SISSILIANOU, , 
cit., p

 Among the exceptions are the studies of Alexandra KRANTONELLI, 
thens, Hestia Publishers

EADEM, , 
thens, Hestia Publishers EADEM, o

, Athens, Hestia Publishers EADEM

in o
, Athens,   of Greece Cultural Foundation / Cartography Ar-

chive, 2002, pp See also in PAGRATIS (Ed.), , cit., 
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10

Even less attention seems to have been paid to another activity related to 
the war and the preparations around it: the mechanism by which information 
was gathered on behalf of the most important powers in the region (Venetians, 
Ottomans, Spaniards) and other interested players (English, Dutch, Russians). 
Indigenous or passing merchants and the military, consuls, but also ecclesiastics 

-
ture of the islands, that of a place of residence, or temporary residence, for spies.

pp
 See oannis HASSIOTIS, , 
Athens  IDEM, -
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-

during this long period. The outer limits of this period include two historical 
events with various connotations. On the one hand, the fall of Constantinople, 
resulting from a long siege during which old and new methods of warfare were 

global importance, as it dramatically changed the political and economic geog-
raphy of the Eastern Mediterranean, further frustrating one of the possible choic-
es of the Ionians, the slightest expectation of their ever reconnecting with the 

The other end of the period in question is dominated by another milestone in 

war and society. A relationship that was forged on the principles of the French 

level, but also on the way war was conducted, which now usually concerned con-

, , Society for Macedonian 
Studies IDEM, «  e i domini  tramite di  sui Turchi 
per gli Spagnoli nel sec. XVI», in Hans-Georg BECK, Manoussos MANOUSSACAS and Ago-
stino PERTUSI (Eds.), Venezia, centro di mediazione tra Oriente e Occidente (secoli XV–

of the Venetian state, see Paolo PRETO, «La Guerra segreta: spionaggio, sabotaggi, atten-
tati», in Stefania Maddalena REDOLFI (Ed.), Venezia e la difesa del Levante. Da Lepanto 
a Candia 1570–1670 IDEM, I servizi segreti 
di Venezia. Spionaggio e controspionaggio ai tempi della Serenissima, Milan, il Saggia-

See also Emrah Safa GÜRKAN, Espionage in the 16th century Mediterranean: 
Secret Diplomacy, Mediterranean go-betweens and the Ottoman-Habsburg Rivalry, PhD 
diss., IDEM, «L’Idra del Sultano. Lo spionaggio ottomano 
nel Cinquecento», Mediterranea. Ricerche storiche -
lantis PAPADAMOU

the San Marco Fortress», in George THEOTOKIs and Aysel YILDIZ (Eds.), A Military History 
of the Mediterranean Sea. Aspects of War and Military Elites

IORDANOU, Venice’s Secret Service. Organizing Intelligence in the Re-
naissance I servizi segreti di Ve-
nezia. Organizzazione dei servizi d’informazione nel Rinascimento, translated by Giorgio 

 MARGARITIS,   ROTTENBERG, The Art of 
Warfare in the Age of Napoleon IDEM, The Napole-
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11
of Doge Giovanni II Corner and Field Marshall Johann Mathias von der Schulenburg, 

Courtesy of the Spyros Gaoutsis Collection, Corfu.
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However, the aforementioned time limits also include the discussion of the so-
called “military revolution”, the transition from a typically medieval or post-me-
dieval mode of warfare to a set of different methods and practices that included 

updates based on new technological advances etc.
All these developments were already visible to modern observers, such as 

The Art of War The Prince
despite the criticism he has received for some of his views. In the new tendencies 

dominated a large part of the Peninsula.

-

conclusions, some rough lines around the nature and character of the war in the 
Ionian Sea.

The wars that mainly affected the Ionian societies were defensive in nature 
and manifested themselves mainly in the form of sieges against the northernmost 
of the islands, Corfu. During these periods, the civilians were burdened not only 
with compulsory recruitment, but also with the obligation to billet the soldiers, 
with all the consequences this entailed.

Equally painful, however, were other situations associated with periods of 
peace that, in various ways, perpetuated the Ionians’ fears of the Ottomans. These 

onic Wars
 See the classic essays of Michael ROBERTS, The Military Revolution, 1560–1660: An Inau-
gural Lecture Delivered Before the Queen’s University of Belfast
and Geoffrey PARKER The Journal 
of Modern History IDEM, The Military 
Revolution: Military Innovation and the Rise of the West, 1500–1800, Cambridge, Cam-

GÁBOR, «Firearms and Military Adaptation: The Ottomans and the European Military Rev-
Journal of Word History

 -
vision of the current author, entitled ,       ( -

 14 –  19  [PAGRATIS (Ed.), ,   , cit.].
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insular and coastal settlements up and down the Ionian Sea, as well as the spring 
and summer raids of corsairs and pirates, mainly from Barbary, Himara or the 
Ottoman Empire, which resulted in the capture of slaves, as already mentioned.

Situations such as the above, which are basically short in duration but con-
stantly repetitive, although their description may imply a certain stagnancy, have 
been able to change the form of States, borders and societies, sometimes slowly, 
sometimes speedily, but always decisively.

12

Source: Ioanna BITHA

, 
IV p
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discussing the possibility of campaigning against the Peloponnese. Charles V of 
Spain’s late interest in the peninsula, as it later emerged, served other ends. His 
main goal was to create a diversion intended to split up the Ottoman forces at-

Algiers, and establish permanent bases in the eastern Mediterranean.2

 
combat operations seemed impossible, the Venetians made contact with the 
Ottomans and accepted to sign peace. In this context, the Venetian authorities 

-
render of their besieged city to the Ottomans. Being opposed to such a pros-

the city to him. Viewing this development positively, the Spanish side moved 

-

Gerassimos D. PAGRATIS -
-

, pp
2 See the relevant essay of Ioannis K. HASSIOTIS -

pp The 
article was also translated in Spanish: «El Peloponeso en el marco de la política mediter-
ránea de Carlos V», Erytheia -

HASSIOTIS, Ten-
diendo puentes en el Mediterráneo. Estudios sobre las relaciones Hispano-Griegas (ss. 

MOTOS GUIRAO, Coordinación de traducciones al español: Panayota Papadopoulou, Grana-
-

KONDYLIS,   
    -  , Unpublished doctor-
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action plan. Venice became aware of all the above and acted methodically. After 

surrender the city to the Ottomans. Finally, they alerted the latter of the imminent 

to torture, they were beheaded.4

no more a pending challenge. The two new possessions were gradually incorpo-
rated in the existing administrative system of the new rulers and life there soon 
returned to normal.5

 was appointed as 

Zygomalas notes in his 
and 4,000 houses ( ).7

4 See the relevant study of oannis . HASSIOTIS,       
 

by the relevant archive material, in HASSIOTIS, «      -
    - . Cf. KONDYLIS, 

 
5 provveditore 

generale da Mar), Alessandro Contarini, to Kasim Pasha, governor of the Peloponnese, on 
VAKALOPOULOS,    

 1453–1669. , 
pp Cf. KONDYLIS, , cit., p

 G. ZERLENTIS

pp. 202-207. Cf. Dimosthenis STRATIGOPOULOS, -
-

, Aristotle University of , Centre for  Reserch, 
2008, p

7 Émile LEGRAND, Notice biographique sur Jean et Théodose Zygomalas (Recueil de textes 
et de traductions publié par les professeurs de l’École des Langues Orientales Vivantes, 
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In the years to come, due to its strategic importance, the Peloponnese contin-

of Venice’s tacit priorities.8

Furthermore, the international situation made Spain, which during the reign 
of Phillip II appeared to have withdrawn interest from the eastern Mediterranean, 
change its stance. Phillip II was worried by the continuous expansion of the 
Ottomans in northern Africa and the revolt of the Crypto-Muslims (moriscos) 

challenge his position in the future and, for this reason, had to be met with prompt 
-

etrate the eastern Mediterranean again. His ultimate goal was to create a climate 
of tension in the region, which would compel the Ottomans to enter into negotia-
tions about the future of the Mediterranean as a whole.

strong adversary had been added, claiming a region in which Venice had tradi-

Cf. STRATIGOPOULOS,  -
 

8 The information about the peninsula, published by Maria Pia PEDANI FABRIS (Ed.), I “Do-
cumenti Turchi” dell’Archivio di Stato di Venezia, Inventario della miscellanea con l’e-

BOMBACI

-
passim, are of great importance.

For Spain’s interest in the region in the following years, see José Manuel FLORISTÁN, «Fe-
Erytheia pp

Also, Pedro BÁDENAS

in Lenos MAVROMMATIS and Katerina 
NIKOLAOU (Eds.), -

-
Athens,  Hellenic Research Foundation, Institute for  

Research pp
 To better understand the developments of that period, see oannis K. HASSIOTIS, -

, , Society for Macedonian Studies, Institure for  Studies, 
Cf. Manoussos MANOUSSACAS, «Lepanto e i Greci», in Gino BENZONI (Ed.), Il Medi-

terraneo nella seconda metà del ’500 alla luce di Lepanto
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The competition between the two powerful political forces of the west as-

-
sula. The movements of all these people are very similar. Moving cautiously, they 
collect information about the defense capability of the Peloponnesian fortresses, 

are elaborating. In order to win their support, they do not hesitate to promise them 
future restoration of their authority.

center of the Peloponnese, was of great importance.
Among the plans regarding the Peloponnese presented to the Spanish author-

stradioti or estradiotes (mercenary light cavalry 
corps) of the Spanish army of Flanders Petros Menagias.  The second plan was 

HASSIOTIS, 

XVI», in Hans-Georg BECK, Manoussos MANOUSSACAS and Agostino PERTUSI (Eds.), Ve-
, 

Cf. Katerina F. ZARIDI, 
  16  , 

PRETO, I servizi segreti di 
Venezia. Spionaggio e controspionaggio ai tempi della Serenissima, Milan, Gruppo edito-

 For more details about Menagias’ plan, see HASSIOTIS,      -
  . Cf. MANOUSSACAS, «Lepanto e i 

TSIKNAKIS, «    -
     », in Helen G. SARADI (Ed.),  -
: :  –  –  . 1–2  2005, Patras, 

-

stradioti, see Stathis BIRTACHAS, «Stradioti, Cappelletti, Compagnie or Milizie Greche: 
-

ries)», in Georgios THEOTOKIS and Aysel YILDIZ (Eds.), A Military History of the Mediter-
ranean Sea: Aspects of War, Diplomacy and Military Elites
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and having common interests.  The third conspiracy plan was submitted in June 
-

stradioti for 
many years.

It is worth mentioning that in one of those plans, that of Petros Menagias, 

All three submitted plans provided for the liberation of the Peloponnese. They 
differed, however, depending on the author, as to the region where the revolution-

Pyrgia of Kyparissia, the center of action was placed in the area of Messinia, 

-
tral Peloponnese.

the cities that had to be occupied.  On the basis of evidence collected by Petros 

 HASSIOTIS,        
Cf. MANOUSSACAS, «Lepanto e i Greci», cit., 

pp Kostas G. TSIKNAKIS

pp TSIKNAKIS -
cit., pp

 For ’ plan, see HASSIOTIS, -
, cit., pp Cf. MANOUSSACAS, «Lepanto e i Greci», cit., p TSIKNAKIS -

cit., p His action in Madrid at 

BRUNETTI and Eligio VITALE (Eds.), La 
, Vol. I (Civil-

 ARCHIVO GENERAL DE SIMANCAS (AGS), Mappas, planos y dibujos 
HASSIOTIS,   

     FLORISTÁN IMÍZCOZ, Fuen-

-

TSIKNAKIS, «
 HASSIOTIS, , cit., p
FLORISTÁN
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 There is no information, 
-

cess of the plans, the participation of groups of stradioti serving in the military 
units of Flanders and Italy in the operations was deemed indispensable. In fact, 

to be of crucial importance.

agents stressed the importance of the Peloponnese in the East. In the beginning, 
their proposals aroused the interest of the Spanish side but later on, with the ex-

interest was lost. This was due to the great extent of the military operations and 

 HASSIOTIS, , cit., p

1 Map of the Morea peninsula and adjacent coasts and islands [Mapa de la península de 
ARCHIVO GENERAL 

DE SIMANCAS (AGS), Courtesy of: Spain. 
Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport [España. Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y 

Deporte], Archivo General de Simancas.
Source: 
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the huge costs required for a positive result.
Venice was aware of all the above movements, calmly watching the devel-

territory,
action in great secrecy so as not to cause problems in its diplomatic relations with 
the Ottomans. The opportunity it had hoped for more vigorous action was soon 
be given.

-

-

capacity of the Ottomans would be valuable.

intense.
Particular interest was shown by the members of the Brotherhood coming from 

20

now hope for its reoccupation. One of them was the scholar Grigorios Malaxos, 

would be supported by the Ecumenical Patriarch Metrophanes III.

 For the reactions to the Spanish plans, see Ibid. MANOUSSACAS, «Lepanto e 
TSIKNAKIS, «     -

», cit., p. 222.
 HASSIOTIS,      -

  
20 

MAVROIDI,          . -
    

KOUTMANIS, «    ). -
Eftychia D. LIATA 

(Ed.), -
, , Municipality of -

plio – Cultural Foundation “Ioannis Kapodistrias”, 2017, pp
 On his proposals, see HASSIOTIS, , 
cit., pp and
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of San Stefano.22

 
high status in the Venetian circles.

military operations had to move, and soon enough his proposals were made con-
Capi 

del Consiglio dei Dieci) and submitted two proposals concerning military opera-
-

ing to written assurances which he had received by residents of Albania, Himara 
and Mani.24

a large Venetian military force would sail from Corfu to Parga, to then head for 
Moscholouri, where it would steal all goods gathered in town on the occasion of 
the trade fair that was to be held. In this context, a revolt of the people of Thessaly 

22 For him, see Ibid. GIOTOPOULOY-SISILIANOU,   
.      

258. More recent bibliography in Michela DAL BORGO -
Mediterranean World, 20 

 MAVROIDI,   
    VLASSI

pp no Despina Er. VLASSI, «Le 

XVIII sec.)», in Chyssa MALTEZOU and Gogo VARZELIOTI (Eds.), Oltre la morte. Testamenti 
di Greci e Veneziani redatti a Venezia o in territorio greco-veneziano nei sec. XIV–XVIII. 

-

DAL BORGO -

24 As to his movements and plan, see HASSIOTIS,       
 . Cf. MANOUSSACAS, «Lepanto e i Gre-

TSIKNAKIS, «     », 
TSIKNAKIS, «          -

       -
   - . 

55c, pp
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25 The Venetian authorities appeared 

The second proposal provided for a concrete plan of action in the Peloponnese 
centered on the Isthmus of Corinth. It was based on a similar earlier successful 

an Arvanite stradioto in the service of Venice, together with some companions. 
-

Central Greece and the Peloponnese. Immediately thereafter, they would start 
capturing the major Ottoman military centers in the peninsula.27

Londanos provided information about every fortress of the Peloponnese, its 
defense state, the number of soldiers stationed in it, and the population composi-

-
28

Finally, in order for the military expedition to be successful, he proposed cer-
tain improvements concerning its siege system, and therefore designed two new 
weapons which he considered to be more effective. These were geranium and 
triena ferrea. He also proposed the type of galley he considered to be the best for 
their operations.

This proposal immediately aroused the interest of the Council of Ten 
(Consiglio dei Dieci

25 HASSIOTIS, , cit., pp
doc

 Ibid., pp
27 Ibid., pp doc Cf. MANOUSSACAS, «Lepanto e i Greci», cit., p

GIOTOPOULOY-SISILIANOU, , cit., pp TSIKNAKIS -
cit., p TSIKNAKIS

cit., pp MALTEZOU, «Il riuso di testi militari 
in Giorgio VESPIGNANI (Ed.), Polidoro. Studi offerti ad Antonio 

Carile

28 HASSIOTIS, , cit., pp and 
fn doc . See also DAL BORGO

MALTEZOU

 HASSIOTIS, , cit., p and fn. 2.
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 This way, it would be easier for it to be read.
The Heads of the Council of Ten, who at the time were busy following the 

however, to hand over all the copies of his plan and not show them to anyone. 
On being informed by Londanos himself that he had already delivered a copy to 
the captain of the galleys (capitano delle galee grosse), they were obliged to in-

return the copy as well as any other copies which he had possibly made.
For obvious reasons, Londanos was analytical in his plan concerning the re-

-

which is included in the Venetian cartographer Giovanni Francesco Camocio’s 
Isole famose, porti, fortezze, e terre maritime
(Fig. 2).

-

 Ibid. DAL BORGO

 ARCHIVIO DI STATO DI VENEZIA (hereafter: ASVE), Consiglio dei Dieci, Miscellanea Codici, 
DAL BORGO

HASSIOTIS,    -
    

text.
 DAL BORGO

 Giovanni Francesco CAMOCIO, Isole famose, porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte al-
la Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia, ad altri Principi Christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, novamente po-
ste in luce HASSIOTIS,  

      

 BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE MARCIANA DI VENEZIA (BNMV)
Cf. Athanasios D. PALIOURAS,      

   
270.
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(Castel Scoglio -
waters (porporelle
it provided great security and rendered this side of the city impregnable (ine-
spugnabile). On the side of Palamidi hill (monte Palamedo) though, carrying 

the Ottomans, as they felt sovereign over land, which also explained why the 
moat (fossa

2  [di Romania] Citta nella Provincia della Morea»]. Source: 
Giovanni Francesco CAMOCIO, Isole famose, porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte 

alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia, ad altri Principi Christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, novamente 
poste in luce, Venice, 
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counterscarp (contrascarpa) was now covered with crops almost up to the hill, 
and the part of the wall between the bastions (cortina
consequence, it was easy for someone to cross the city by night and get to the 
Land Gate (Porta di terra ferma).

On the other side of the city, namely on the side of the gulf, there was a not 
quite big cave (grotta) and a narrow passage starting from that point and leading 

Castel dei Greci). Many could climb up to the 

3 « » BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE MARCIANA DI VENEZIA 
(BNMV)
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Castle through this passage, although, because of its narrowness, no more than 
one at a time. During the last war, someone having reached that point, ordered 
that a hundred more soldiers be sent, and they all stayed there to protect the Castle 

pochi pezzi 
d’artigliaria
side of the city, where the Albanian houses were, the walls were low (puocco alta 
di terra
with a few other men, to secretly enter the Castle from that point, as he had al-
ready examined this possibility many times. In the night hours, there were eight 
garrisons around the city walls and four on the Castle of Torri (Castel Torron), the 

Castel di Franchi

there was an agha (aga), in the same grade as the castellan (castellano). It was 

the supplies, which amounted to approximately 20.000 stara.
Christians were forbidden to live in the Castles. They were well equipped with 

gianiceri). Among the 
400 Ottomans, many were useless for military service, as, for the most part, they 
were families and children.

For the aforementioned reasons, on the side of the sea there were many pieces 

cisterne). 
The city used water, which was conveyed from outside sources through conduits.

Colonel (colonello) Agostino Cluson, military commander of the city in the 
previous war, claimed one could enter from the side of the moat (banda del fos-
so), where the old gate that used to remain closed, had now been walled up by the 
Ottomans. In Londanos view, choosing this particular side to enter the city from, 
would be the least easy way to do so, compared to the other options.

Londanos’ description of the city concludes by saying that there were 400 
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Arvanites living in many villages.
Capo Schilo, there was the 

Castle of Thermisi (Castel Termissi), which was of strategic importance as it was 

Ottoman soldiers. All the residents of the local villages were Christians, dissat-

even if they had to abandon their homes and possessions.

 He had managed to gather all this information about his 
hometown from his compatriots who lived in or travelled to Venice.

ease and were now besieging Famagusta. Acting without a proper planning, the 

During this eventful period, Londanos saw his plan remain unimplemented. 
In parallel, he had also delivered a treatise, entitled le battaglie navali con molta 

 DAL BORGO

Also, see HASSIOTIS,    -
    -

GEROLA -
mania», Annuario della Regia Scuola Archeologica di Atene e delle Missioni Italiane in 
Oriente Cf. Iordanis E. DIMAKOPOULOS

in 
, Vol. 2: -

Athens, Society for Pelopon-
nesian Studies pp esp Scripta Minora

-
Athens, Hellenic Republic, Ministry of Culture, 2005, pp

esp Ioanna Th. STERIOTOU

in Charis KALLIGA (Ed.), 

, Athens, “Hestia” Publishers pp esp
 ostas G. TSIKNAKIS -

in  G. MOSCHONAS (Ed.),  
Athens,  Hellenic 

Research Foundation – Embassy of the Republic of Cyprus in Athens, “House of Cyprus”, 
pp
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prudentia et esperienza trattate in lingua greca elegantissimamente da Leone 
Sapiente imperator di Constantinopoli, to the Heads of the Council of Ten.  

che mi hano ricordato gli antichi autori et moderni greci, con diversi strataggemi 
et instromenti che contra gli inimici se potrebbon usar nelle galere et navi appro-

-

Londanos to provide them with more information about him. At the same time, 
they ordered him to go to the Senate’s member Agostino Barbarigos’ house and 
give him the aforementioned battaglie navali to read. That is what happened. 

it in Italian, which the latter promised to do.40

Londanos described all the above moves in a letter to the Heads of the Council 

already expressed in writing a few months before. He underlined the fact that 
Georgios Saras, who was then serving in Dalmatia, could offer them valuable 

 DAL BORGO

MALTEZOU

 HASSIOTIS, , cit., pp doc. 
. Cf. MALTEZOU

40 DAL BORGO

MALTEZOU

 DAL BORGO

Cf. MALTEZOU
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-
ry proveditor in Dalmatia (provveditor ai cavalli in Dalmatia) as well as to all 
the cavalry men of the region. He would very willingly offer his services to the 
Venetian State.42

In view of these developments, the Venetian authorities started reconsider-
ing the plan to recapture the Peloponnese, submitted by Londanos a few months 
earlier. Along with this, they had another similar operation plan in their hands, 
also submitted to the Heads of the Council of Ten. The author of this plan, which 

-
tion of his compatriots.

copia del libretto del cavalier Londan cerca l’impresa del Morea as well as the 
libro dato dall’Eparco cerca le battaglie navali, so that he would be informed. He 

Peloponnese, on board his galley, so as to use his services where need be. Lastly, 
the Council handed him letters sent by residents of Braccio di Maina and other 
regions expressing their intension to revolt against the Ottomans.44 From then 
on, it was Agostino Barbarigo and the Sea general captain (capitano generale da 
mar

42 DAL BORGO

 HASSIOTS, , cit., pp
Cf. MANOUSSACAS, «Lepanto e i Greci», cit., p GIOTOPOULOY-SISILIANOU, 

, cit., p fn Georgios S. PLUMIDIS, -
, Ioannina, University of Ioannina p no

PRETO, I servizi segreti di Venezia, cit., pp fn DAL BORGO, «La  
del Peloponneso di Andrea Londano», cit., pp fn A summary of the naval ac-
tion plan was published by MALTEZOU, «Il riuso di testi militari  nel XVI secolo», 
cit., pp

44 HASSIOTIS, , cit., p Cf. MA-
NOUSSACAS, «Lepanto e i Greci», cit., p DAL BORGO, «La  del Peloponneso 
di Andrea Londano», cit., pp and fns TSIKNAKIS -

cit., p MALTEZOU, «Il riuso di testi militari bi-
 nel XVI secolo», cit., pp
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started in Mani (Fig. 4) and meant to expand it in the rest of the Peloponnese.45

Finding it impossible to meet the ever-growing demands of the war opera-

 His ef-
forts bore fruit resulting in the establishment of the Holy League (Sacra Liga) on 

and Sebastiano Venier, heads of the Spanish, papal and Venetian galleys respec-
tively, also played a decisive role in the operations.47

devised both by Venetians and Spaniards, in the best way, and sought to foment 
.48

It was in such an encouraging climate that the Christian armada set sail for 

the Christian Holy League faced the enemy galleys at the Echinades Islands, 
Curzolari according to the western sources, small islands off Lepanto, in a battle 

inhabitants had been at odds with the Ottoman rulers for years, revolts soon ex-
panded to the biggest part of Messinia.50 That would also be the case in the region 
of Achaia. The revolted inhabitants of Aegialia would soon be joined by those 
inhabiting the region opposite Aegialia, namely that of Parnassida.  The region 

45 HASSIOTIS, , cit., pp

 See Aldo STELLA

Studi Veneziani
47 Ibid.
48 Kostas G. TSIKNAKIS, «          -

 », in Kostas G. TSIKNAKIS (Ed.),    :  
        ( , 13  

 (  - -
tine Studies in Venice – 
all the relevant bibliography.

 STELLA

50 TSIKNAKIS cit., p and fn
 Michel LESURE, Lépante, la crise de l’Empire Ottoman, Paris, Julliard pp and 
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There was much that could be done in the immediate future. However, the 
-

ies in the Peloponnese and Euboea were not heard. The powers that had formed 

MANOUSSACAS, «Lepanto e i Greci», cit., p TSIKNAKIS

cit., p IDEM -
cit., pp IDEM cit., p

4 The Castle of Porto Kagio in Mani (Maina)  besieged by the 
CAMOCIO, Isole famose, porti, fortezze, 

e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia, ad altri Principi Christiani, 
et al Sig.or Turco, novamente poste in luce, Venice, lla libraria del segno di S. Marco, 
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the Holy League set different priorities. As a result, the possibility to reconquer a 

was lost.

northwest side of the Peloponnese that some revolutionary cells were still found.52

developments with mixed emotions. Early optimism soon changed to disillusion-
ment over the turn of events. These developments were naturally of particular 
interest to Londanos, who, experiencing them, must have had unpleasant feelings 

Searching for ways to get more political forces involved in the issue of liberat-

more than express his satisfaction at reading it.

-

who could see that the occupation of their hometown was not in the plans of the 
Christian forces.

One of them was Georgis Mormoris, who was in Venice at the time.54 He was 

52 MANOUSSACAS, «Lepanto e i Greci», cit., pp TSIKNAKIS

cit., pp IDEM -
cit., pp IDEM cit., pp. 

 DAL BORGO

24.
54 On his activity in the city in those years, see Kostas G. TSIKNAKIS, «  -

             -
  VARZELIOTI and Kostas G. TSIKNAKIS (Eds.), . 
   -
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55 whose members, after the fall of the 
city, settled mainly in Crete.  
forth between Crete and Venice, serving many needs. On one of his trips, he had 

the city.57 

essay, in which I propose to discuss all his moves, which, among other things, 

aroused the interest of the Council of Ten, which dealt with his case on May 5. 

bibliography. On his activity in the city in following decades, see in Katerina B. KORRE 
(Ed.),        :   

.   (Graecolatinitas nostra. 
Hellenic Institute of -  passim.

55 For Mormoris’ family, see HASSIOTIS,        -

mainly Dionysios BERNICOLAS-HATZOPOULOS, «Emmanuel Mormori and the Alfonso Picco-
lomini incident», Thesaurismata HATZOPOULOS

information on the Mormori family», Thesaurismata
TZAVARA -
plion nel XV secolo», in Chryssa MALTEZOU TZAVARA and Despina VLASSI (Eds.), 

-
KORRE, 

«  Napoli di Romania  stradiotti  .):        
   »,  LIATA 

(Ed.),   ’ . -
, , Municipality of -

plio – Cultural Foundation “Ioannis Kapodistrias”, 2017, pp
 For their presence on the island, see  B. TOMADAKIS -

o -
Mormori», pp. 

Maria G. PATRAMANI

, 5 (2008), pp. 207-
Katerina B. KORRE

(Mormori in -
, https iccs.proceedings.gr/el/proceed-

ings/category
57 ASVE, Consiglio dei Dieci, Secrete -

. HASSIOTIS, 
, cit., p. 225 fn
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Mormoris’ initiative.58

appointed head of it, accompanied by Marcantonio Colonna, Giacomo Foscarini 
and Gil d’Andrada, representatives of the three main forces of the Holy League.

was renewed. Secret agents acting on behalf of the Venetians and the Spaniards, 
 Despite rumors that 

of its intentions. After some wasted movements in the Ionian Sea, it focused its 
efforts on conquering Methoni (Fig. 5), unsuccessfully, though.  The hopes of 

58 ASVE, Consiglio dei Dieci, Secrete
HASSIOTIS,        -
terina B. KORRE,  stradioti  .     
(15 –16  , Unpublished doctoral thesis, Corfu, Ionian University, Department 

 For the rapid developments in those months, see TSIKNAKIS, «    
 IDEM, «    », cit., 

p. 75. For more detailed information, see Kostas G. TSIKNAKIS, «   -
    FOTOPOULOS (Ed.), 

-
-

, Athens, 2022, pp
 TSIKNAKIS cit., p IDEM, 

cit., p IDEM

cit.
 TSIKNAKIS cit., p IDEM, 

cit., pp IDEM -
cit.

 MANOUSSACAS, «Lepanto e i Greci», cit., pp TSIKNAKIS -
cit. For more detailed information 

about the failed siege of Methoni, see Kostas G. TSIKNAKIS

in  PANOPOULOU (Ed.), -

    ( , 16–17  
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the locals, who expected their struggle for liberation to be supported, were disap-

were violently crushed by the Ottoman forces.
-

 His 

Association of Friends of the Castle of Methoni, 2022 (in print).
 TSIKNAKIS cit., pp
IDEM cit., pp IDEM

cit.
 On Pope Gregory XIII’s efforts to prolong the Holy League’s action, see Gaetano COZ-

5
ROSACCIO, Viaggio da Venetia, a Costantinopoli: per 

mare, e per terra & insieme quello di Terra Santa […] opera utile à mercanti, marinari 
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situation worse, Venice speeded up negotiations with the Ottomans, aiming at its 

All information presented here is extremely valuable as it sheds light on a 

occupation by the Ottomans. As is apparent from plans of all the secret agents, the 
city constituted a powerful military center in the Peloponnese.

Andreas Londanos’ and Georgios Mormoris’ proposals are worth lingering 
over for a moment. There is so much anguish hidden in the descriptions of the 

-

played an important role in the Serenissima’s decision not to go ahead with its 

encouraging initiatives for rebellion against the Ottomans, once these mature, it 
distances itself letting them fade. However, this seemingly contradictory attitude 

area of the eastern Mediterranean, which Spain adopted at the time.

ZI, «Un documento sulla crisi della “Sacra Lega”: le  del padre Francisco Tole-
do all’Avogadore di Comun Barbarigo (ottobre Archivio Veneto, s

pp Cf. TSIKNAKIS cit., p
 For the  before signing the Peace Treaty and the side effects caused by the Venetian 
initiative, see Mario BRUNETTI, «La crisi  della Sacra Lega in Miscellanea in 
onore di Roberto Cessi, Vol. 2, Rome,  di Storia e Letteratura pp
See also STELLA, «Lepanto nella storia e nella », cit., pp TSIKNAKIS, 

cit., pp
 Spain’s attitude is commented on by BÁDENAS, in

cit
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experiencing the developments in a different way. Away from their hometown, 
-

defenseless, were left to cope with the ever-increasing Ottoman aggression in the 
years to come.
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The Multifaceted Role of the Cypriot Élite
in the Defense of Cyprus before and during

by CHRYSOVALANTIS PAPADAMOU*

ABSTRACT: Cyprus constituted a Venetian base of geostrategic importance in the 
Stato da Mar. For these reasons, 

during the last years of its dominion over the island, Venice tried – though not 
with any particular success, as later events would demonstrate – to implement a 

-
-

isting fortresses, the consolidation of local military forces and their reinforcement 

prominent economic and political role of the local élite (feudal lords, noblemen, 

-
bers maintained their luxury mansions and resided in the Cypriot capital, their 
interest focused on the latter and drastically affected the decisions of the Venetian 
administration as well as the outcome of the military operations during the Siege 
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last outpost of Christendom at the southeastern tip of the Mediterranean, for a 
long time it succeeded in evading the imperialistic ambitions of the Ottomans. 

raids were not uncommon.

the throne, Venice attempted to preserve its sovereign rights on Cyprus by re-
newing the peace treaty it had concluded with the former’s father, Suleiman the 

-
plement the aggressive policy of his predecessors by including Cyprus in his 
schemes of conquest. According to his counselors, the island was considered a 

intermediate stopover for Ottomans on the pilgrimage to their holy city, Mecca.2

Due to the expansionist ambitions of Selim II, therefore, the air throughout 
Europe was heavy with fear of a large-scale Ottoman offensive. This feeling be-

Maximilian II and the Sultan. The Ottoman forces were able to disengage from 
that particular front and could now be used in a new area of operations.  As a 
consequence, the Ottoman threat brewing beneath the surface across Europe as 

Andreas ORPHANIDES -
, pp Kostas G. TSIKNAKIS -

in  MOSCHONAS 
(Ed.), thens,  Hellenic Research Founda-
tion p Andreas ORPHANIDES and  COUREAS, «Piracy in Cyprus and the 
Eastern Mediterranean during the Late Lusignan and Venetian Periods th th Centu-
ries)», , pp with exten-
sive bibliography.

2 TSIKNAKIS cit., pp Stathis BIRTACHAS, Society, Culture and Govern-
ment in the Venetian Maritime State: The Case of Cyprus -

Thessalon-
, Vanias Publishers p

HILL, History of Cyprus
Robert MANTRAN

REDOLFI (Ed.), Venezia e la difesa del Levante: da Lepanto a Candia 1570–1670, Venice, 
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-

bailo in 
Constantinople informed the Serenissima that the objective of the Ottomans was 

friendship they had signed in the past.4

of that year the Ottoman armada set sail from Constantinople for the island, led 
-

5

Strengthening the island’s defenses in the face of war

The Ottoman threat pushed Venice into adopting a more systematic approach 
towards improving the defense capabilities of its possession during the last dec-

Venetian hinterland (terraferma), the inability of the Venetian navy to prevent the 

4 Ioannis HASSIOTIS, 

, , Society for Macedonian Stu-
dies pp HILL, History, cit., pp

5 Ibid., pp  ARISTEIDOU -

, pp. 
EADEM , 

pp Gilles GRIVAUD

in Theodoros PAPADOPOULLOS (Ed.), I , Vol , , 
Archbishop  III Foundation /  for Cyprus History pp
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as a result of the commercial competition between Venice and other European 

the Mediterranean.
In this context, Venice dispatched experienced military men and engineers to 

the island, with orders to evaluate the situation and recommend solutions aimed 

a report to the Venetian Senate with regard to his overall impressions during his 

was not in any imminent danger, it being a considerable distance from the sea, 

in Limassol.7

grow, Venice once again dispatched Giulio Savorgnan, brother of the aforemen-

-
ing into consideration the need to effectively counter the ever-increasing use of 

Republic of San Marco and the Cypriots, particularly the nobles, the two experts 

EDANI, «Tra economia e geo-politica: la visione ottomana della guerra di Ci-
pro», Annuario dell’Istituto Romeno di Cultura e Ricerca Umanistica

GRIVAUD, «    
7 Gianni PERBELLINI

 , IDEM, The Fortress of Nicosia, Prototype 
of European Renaissance Military Architecture

MANNO

Studi Veneziani GRIVAUD, Venice and the Defence of the 
Regno di Cipro. Giulio Savorgnan’s Unpublished Cyprus Correspondence, translated by 

BIRTACHAS,  by the Dominion’s Supreme Adminis-
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an additional 50,000 for the dispatch of soldiers and materiel for the fortresses.8

-

8 John HALE, «From Peacetime Establishment to Fighting Machine: The Venetian Army 
ENZONI (Ed.), Il Mediterraneo nella sec-

onda metà del ’500 alla Luce di Lepanto
Gilles GRIVAUD -

, 
FENLON, The Ceremonial City. History, Memory and Myth in Renais-

sance Venice  GRIVAUD, «Un so-
NICOLAOU-KONNARI (Ed.), 

La 
Serenissima and : Venice in Cyprus and Cyprus in Venice

, «Giulio Savorgnan 
SKOUFARI (Ed.), La 

Serenissima a Cipro. Incontri di culture nel Cinquecento

1
ROSACCIO, Viaggio da Venetia, a Costantinopoli: per 

mare, e per terra & insieme quello di Terra Santa […] opera utile à mercanti, marinari 
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districts, while only three of the eight existing gates were preserved: those of 

proved unfeasible.
As regards Famagusta, during the Middle Ages it constituted an important 

center for transit trade in the Eastern Mediterranean. Furthermore, it was the last 

PERBELLINI, The Fortress of Nicosia, cit., ARBEL

APADOPOULLOS (Ed.), , Vol. 4, 

COLDSTREAM and Maria IAKOVOU, 
APANIKOLA-BAKIRTZI and Maria IAKOVOU (Eds.), 

BIRTACHAS, Society, Culture and 
Government ANCIERA LAN-
FRANCHI

Studi Veneziani GRIVAUD, Venice and the Defence, cit., 

2 
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3

-
pansionist policies during the last quarter of the sixteenth century. Throughout 
the period of Venetian domination, the administrators paid close attention to the 
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was spent for that purpose that would increase over time according to the spe-

these building projects, the administration of the island drew upon the services 
of the adult population of “free” peasants (francomati), who were obligated to 
offer the state ten days (later reduced to six) of compulsory service (angaria) an-
nually. In addition, each year Venice sent professional artisans to Famagusta for 
that purpose.  According to the Venetian military engineer Giovanni Girolamo 

-
tion.

 MANNO ARBEL, «  », cit., pp. 
COLDSTREAM and IAKOVOU, «  BIRTACHAS, 

Society, Culture and Government GRIVAUD, Venice and the Defence, cit., 
GRIVAUD, « -

les GRIVAUD, Angel NICOLAOU-KONNARI and Chris SCHABEL (Eds.), Famagusta. History and 
Society, Vol. 2, Turnhout, Brepols, 2020, 

 

to the Kingdom of Cyprus”. See MANNO

Gilles GRIVAUD PATAPIOU (Eds.), Pietro Valderio, La guerra di Cipro, 
OSATO, Patrimonio veneto nel Me-

diterraneo. Fortezze veneziane dall’Adda all’Egeo: le difese della Repubblica di Venezia 
, Venice, Marco Polo 

GRIVAUD, «
 PERBELLINI MANNO, «Politica e archi-

PATAPIOU, «      
 (  .)»,    , 
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architectural design that is exceptionally successful and advanced by the stand-
ards of the day. Furthermore, because of its crucial importance to the Kingdom of 
Cyprus, the city served as the seat of the capitano of Famagusta, who was invest-
ed with administrative and judicial powers that were largely independent from 
those of the Reggimento capitano was in 
charge of all the armed forces on the island, while in times of war or an emergen-
cy Venice would dispatch to Cyprus a provveditore generale, who would assume 
command of the troops.

 ARBEL cit., pp IDEM

in Dimitra PAPANIKOLA-BAKIRTZI and Maria IA-
KOVOU (Eds.), 

4
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The Venetians also paid some attention to the fortress of Kyrenia (Cerines), 

fortress in question, according to the report of the luogotenente Silvestro Minio 

As far as the island’s lesser strongholds were concerned, the Venetians were 
content to either preserve or dismantle them. In the Kyrenia Mountains, the cas-

during the early Venetian period, were later abandoned. This was due to the over-
all defense strategy followed by the Venetians, who preferred concentrating their 
military forces in the coastal areas rather than splitting them among a large num-

,  of Cyprus Cultural Foundation pp BIRTACHAS, Soci-
ety, Culture and Government, cit., pp

 ARBEL BIRTACHAS, Venetian Cyprus

5 Kyrenia, eastern view of the fortress and the ancient harbor of the town.
Source: https://www.romeartlover.it/Cipro4.html#.
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ber of smaller forts, especially inland ones. However, in the case of Cyprus not 
even this strategy was implemented with any sort of consistency, since the fate of 
the castles along the Kyrenia Mountains was shared by the fortresses of Limassol 

Venetians decided to demolish the castle of Limassol, so that it would not be used 
as an enemy stronghold in a similar future circumstance. As for Paphos, the two 

-

6 The castle of Kantara. Source: Alexander DRUMMOND, Travels through different Cities 
of Germany, Italy, Greece, and several parts of Asia
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7 The castles of Saint Hilarion and Buffavento. Source: Alexander 
DRUMMOND, Travels through different Cities of Germany, Italy, Greece, and 

several parts of Asia
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fortunes of the island would be decided.

The role of the Cypriot élite in the defense of the island

Let us examine the reasons for the Cypriot élite’s peaceful cooperation with 
the Venetian authorities from the beginning of the Venetian rule throughout the 
period. After the annexation of the Kingdom of Cyprus to the Venetian Maritime 

-
dal system unchanged. Years of experience in colonial administration had taught 

social unrest. Thus, throughout the Venetian presence on the island, collaboration 

of the cooperation between the two parts was the decision of Venice to create, 

of the Cypriot élite, that would aid the Venetian luogotenente in discharging his 
duties.

During the Venetian period, the aristocracy on Cyprus included families of 

-

 GRIVAUD, Venice and the Defence, cit., p. 87-88.
 BIRTACHAS, Society, Culture and Government NICOLAOU-KONNARI and 
Chris SCHABEL, «Limassol under Latin Rule», in Angel NICOLAOU-KONNARI and Chris 
SCHABEL (Eds.), Lemesos. A History of Limassol in Cyprus from Antiquity to the Ottoman 
Conquest

 Benjamin ARBEL

ARBEL AMILTON and David JACOBY (Eds.), 
Latins and Greeks in the Eastern Mediterranean after 1204

ARBEL BIRTACHAS, Venetian Cyprus, cit., pp. 
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-

agricultural production.  The aforementioned aristocrats owned palaces in the 
island’s capital, which was the seat of the college of governors (Reggimento, 

Rettori), and at the same time they maintained country houses on 

played an important role in the affairs of the island, interfering with the decisions 

-

close ties they developed, with their overlords, as well as to the marriage alliances 
they concluded with Venetian patricians.  Moreover, the pursuit of public and 

younger family members who – due to paternal estates being inherited solely by 

 UDT DE COLLENBERG

Theodoros PAPADOPOULLOS (Ed.), , Vol. 4, 
-

RISTEIDOU

SALZMANN, Ne-
gotiating Power and Identities. Latin, Greek and Syrian Élites in Fifteenth-Century Cy-
prus

 Among the noble families of Cyprus that formed marriage alliances with Venetian fam-

of Singlitico with the Pesaro and Barbarigo families, etc. See ARBEL

UDT DE COLLENBERG A-
TAPIOU      

»,    
BIRTACHAS, Venetian Cyprus BIRTACHAS -

-
CREVATO-SELVAGGI (Ed.), Atti del VIII 

Convegno internazionale Venezia e il suo Stato da mar. Alimentazione, cibo, gastronomia 
nello Stato da mar / Proceedings of the 8th

 
International Congress Venice and its Stato da 

Mar. Food and Gastronomy in the Venetian Stato da Mar (Venezia / Venice, 13–15 febbra-
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20

Apart from their participation in the administration of the island, some feudal 
lords and nobles bought baronial titles from the Serenissima, after the families 
of the original holders had died out. This process begins with Giorgio Contarini, 

the scions of families in possession of substantial wealth, namely the Singlitico 

and Palestine.22

Collaboration between local élites and the island’s Venetian administration 

viewed by the latter as a necessary tool in dealing with the various political and 
socio-economic problems that might arise, as was all too often the case with the 
feudal lords and nobles in Crete.  Thus, apart of course from the military service 
owed by the – by now obsolete – feudal cavalry to the ruler,24 the Cypriot élites 
provided their support to the Venetian administration on a number of occasions. 

25 It was then that the Cypriot feudal lord Giacomo Singlitico 

20 ARBEL IDEM, «  
ARISTEIDOU, «      », in 

Chryssa MALTEZOU (Ed.),  :       
 

BIRTACHAS, Society, Culture and Government
 RUDT DE COLLENBERG cit., p

22 Jean RICHARD, «Pairie d’Orient latin: les quatre baronnies des Royaumes de Jérusalem 
et de Chypre», Revue Historique de Droit Français et Étranger, 
IDEM, , London, Va-

ARBEL

The Case of the Singlitico Family», Dumbarton Oaks Papers IDEM

 BIRTACHAS, Society, Culture and Government
24 Gilles GRIVAUD and Aspasia PAPADAKI, «L’institution de la mostra generale de la cavalerie 

Studi Veneziani

25 Eugenio BACCHION, 
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tratto in danari, di 25 sacchi di cotton […]”).  The supplies Giacomo shipped to 
-

ed basic necessities.27 Additionally, Giacomo reinforces the garrisons of Kyrenia 

that she received from the Venetian state every month to be transferred after her 

28

 MALLETT and John HALE, Military rganization of a Renaissance State: Ve-
nice, c. 1400 to 1617
YOTOPOULOU-SISSILIANOU, «    », in Ennio CONCINA NIKI-
FOROU-TESTONE (Eds.), : ,     14 –19  ., 

 ARCHIVIO DI STATO DI VENEZIA (hereafter: ASV)

27 

as in major harbors of the stato da mar, such as Famagusta and Candia. Large quanti-

See Charalambos GASPARIS ALTEZOU 
(Ed.),  , Venice, Hellenic Insti-

BIRTACHAS, Ve-
netian Cyprus

28 
collaterale 

generale
prisoner by the Ottomans and, after her release, she settled in Venice with her only surviving 
child, Francesco. For the petition of Caterina Singlitico, see ASV

PAPADAMOU, Cypriot Refugees 

, 
PhD diss., , University of Cyprus pp
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Because of the Ottoman danger, cooperation between local élites and the 
Reggimento -
going counsellor to the luogotenente 

-

could cause problems for the dominant city.
provveditore generale and sindico Bernardo Sagredo also 

stressed the deference shown to the island’s administrators by the aristocracy.
-

danger, they tried to follow a conciliatory policy, as was characteristically the 
case a few years prior to the Ottoman invasion, when the Cypriot élite was includ-

two delegations to Venice, spurred on by the recommendations of the military 
experts who had been sent to the island to propose solutions on how better to 

proposed building an additional fortress on the island. The delegation, consisting 
-

ators to select the territory of Kyrenia as the site where the new fortress was to be 
-
-

equacy of the fortress of Famagusta to protect the Cypriot population in the event 
of an invasion. Finally, it demanded that additional military forces be dispatched 
to the island. In fact, in an effort to put even more pressure on the Serenissima to 

capitano of Famagusta of oppressing the nobles. However, Venice only met the 
Cypriot aristocrats’ demands in part, sending military forces to the island. As for 
the construction of a new fortress, the Senate did not reach a decision, wishing to 

 BIRTACHAS, Venetian Cyprus
 Ibid.
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consult beforehand with its experts.

for an on-site inspection of defensive preparations. In a report submitted to the 
-

not be further reinforced. This view of his encountered stiff opposition from the 

fortunes faced. These noblemen demanded the immediate reinforcement of the 
capital city’s fortress. As a result of their pressure, and to avoid unpleasant com-
plications, the Venetian administration acquiesced to the demands of the Cypriot 
élite and went ahead with the reinforcement and refurbishment of the city walls 

Thus, despite the differences, and in addition to the manpower they provided 
-

-
-

Apart from the above-mentioned families, there were also those who spent 
smaller amounts of cash on strengthening the island’s defenses, such as Giovanni 
Paolo Bustron, son of the late Gieronimo, cavalier, who shortly before the inva-

mozza 
-

ber of foot soldiers and cavalry.

 GRIVAUD, Venice and the Defence
 GRIVAUD cit., pp
 BIRTACHAS, Society, Culture and Government, cit., 
 
 The information in question, as well as others regarding the contribution of the Fini fami-

-
mentioned Demetrio and son of Emanuel, to the Venetian authorities to be awarded Ve-
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8
after the families that had contributed to their construction. Source: Giovanni Francesco 
CAMOCIO, Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di 
Venetia, ad altri Principi Christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, novamente poste in luce, Venice, 

-

(Procuratore di San Marco

sempre memoriabile per le lagrime sempre fresche in piangerne l’eccidio, furono il padre 
-

di denaro a rappresentanti eccellentissimi in sovvegno di quegli urgentissimi disastri. Fu 
-
-
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-
mation of the cityscape.  Among the houses pulled down was the palace belong-
ing to the 

-

instance, Giofre Corner contributed to the defense of the island by recruiting and 
 

Giovanni Muscorno offered 200 foot soldiers from his lands to the defense of 

-
-

MUSEO CIVICO CORRER PAPADAMOU, 

Case of the Fini Family» [«        
 :     Fini»], Thesaurismata, 44 

 PERBELLINI GRIVAUD -
  

 , GRIVAUD, Venice and the Defence, cit., 
p. 270.

-

PAPADAMOU, Cypriot Refugees
 

PAPA-
DAMOU, «Cypriots in Venice», cit., p. 228.
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(cheese, barley, legumes etc.) from his estates to feed the city.40 It is worth noting 

their military forces to Famagusta, following the order issued by the Venetian 

and Famagusta.

40 Important evidence regarding Alessandro’s contribution to the defense of Famagusta are 

 GRIVAUD, «    PODOCATARO, Relatio-

9 CAMOCIO, Isole 
famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia, ad altri 
Principi Christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, novamente poste in luce, Venice, alla libraria del 
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the luogotenente collaterale generale Eugenio Singlitico, 
Marcantonio Bragadin, capitano of Famagusta, and the capitano Astorre 

later in Famagusta. A number of noblemen, including Marco Zaccaria, Giovanni 

other things, at this meeting it was decided to distribute the men of the civil mili-
tia (cernide

to relocate to Famagusta to strengthen the city’s forces, as well as to bring in the 
cereal crop or to destroy it, should its harvest prove impossible.42

in charge of the Flatro Bastion along with one of his sons and his son-in-law, 
Tomaso Ficardo, and also served as luogotenente general della cavallaria della 
nobiltà 44 Paleologo Corner, son of the feudal lord Giofre Corner, who led a com-

ne di Alessandro Podocataro de’ successi di Famagosta dell’anno 1571 ora per la prima 
volta pubblicata, edited by Andrea TESSIER

KITROMILIDES (Ed.),       , Athens, Institute of 

42 GRIVAUD cit., pp
 Chryssa MALTEZOU in 
Theodoros PAPADOPOULLOS and Benedict ENGLEZAKIS (Eds.), -

, Vol. 2, , Society of Cypriot Studies p
ARBEL cit., pp GRIVAUD cit., pp

44 The reference to Ugo Flatro is  through a petition his daughter Isabella submitted to 
the Senate on February povera et infelice Isabella cipriotta fu  del 
quondam signor Ugo Flatro, cavalier feudatario nella citt di , et relicta del quon-
dam signor Tomaso Ficardo […]». In her petition, Isabella detailed her father’s contribu-
tions before and during the war. She further noted that her family offered money for the 
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pany of light cavalry (stradioti

45

 Giacomo Zaccaria, who was in charge of 
47 et al. But the most important military position held by a Cypriot 

collaterale generale. By a deci-

from the Venetian terraferma, where he was serving at the time, and posted to his 
homeland of Cyprus, to assume the duties of collaterale generale alongside the 
Venetian luogotenente
capital and the responsibility to defend it against the Ottoman invasion.48

However, it was the miscommunication between military and civilian author-
ities, particularly the Rettori -
come of the operations, tipping the balance in favor of the Ottomans and thus 
costing the defenders many lives. A characteristic example is the act of insub-

-
nancial assistance. Various individuals came forward to verify the claims in her petition, 

45 Guido Antonio QUARTI, La Guerra contro il Turco a Cipro e a Lepanto: 1570-1571. Storia 
documentata

47 The information is drawn from a petition by the aristocratic brothers Alvise and Andrea 
terraferma 

-
ries. Furthermore, wishing to reinforce their argument, they noted that they had been loyal 

-

48 GRIVAUD cit., p
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ordination of the collaterale generale Eugenio Singlitico during the landing of 

capitano Astorre Baglioni, commander-in-chief of the military forces, decided to 
repulse the Ottomans as the latter reached the Saline. Consequently, Singlitico, 

vicinity with a detachment of approximately 400 mounted stradioti -

force under Singlitico to join that of Astorre Baglioni, which was to come from 
-

reaching Larnaca, the latter were informed of Singlitico’s withdrawal, at which 
point they had to return to Famagusta without having accomplished anything. In 

troops while the latter were landing on the island. It is interesting to note at this 
luogotenente

failure of the operation on Astorre Baglioni and not on Eugenio Singlitico, a fact 
-

fenders’ commanders.
-

collaterale 
generale Singlitico, it was decided to send a force consisting of 400 mounted 
stradioti -
stroy the Ottoman cannons. Singlitico’s proposal was approved by the Venetian 
luogotenente Dandolo, on the condition, however, that the Cypriot élite would 

entailed a group of soldiers that would sortie from the Famagusta Gate, reach 

 Ibid.
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the stradioti
The operation, however, did not go as planned. As the troops were emerging 

made aware of the misunderstanding that had arisen, his refusal to let the cavalry 

their lives. Dandolo’s decision was caused by the fact that his explicit orders had 
been disobeyed by certain feudal lords, who got embroiled in the operation by 

stradioti. As a result, the mishandling 
of the situation by the commanders and the insubordination of the feudal cavalry 

10 «
during its conquest by the Ottomans» /2005/0,248 © The 

. Courtesy of the Museum.
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-

-

phenomenon of widespread insubordination on the part of the noblemen and their 
unwillingness to participate in various critical stages of the Siege.50

-

-

in storming into the city. Looting and slaughter lasted more than three days and, 

with a proportionate number of prisoners. Several members of the Cypriot élite 
are included among the hundreds of victims. The fate of the aristocrats was sealed 

the capital. Of course, the military situation in Famagusta was much better than in 
-

50 Ibid.
 RUDT DE COLLENBERG, «Les Litterae Hortatoriae accordées par les Papes en 

de l’Archivio Segreto Vaticano»,     
IDEM, «   

COSTANTINI, 
«Destini di guerra. 

Studi Veneziani KAKLAMANIS (Ed.), Andrea 
Cornaro. Historia Candiana.      

 – 
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the troops and the population was high. In contrast with the situation that pre-
luogotenente 

52 
-

hibited, and to the loyal cooperation between them and their subordinates, the 

52 HILL, History ARISTEIDOU, «   
FENLON, The Ceremonial City MORO, Venezia in guerra. Quat-
tordici secoli di storia, politica e battaglie

11
Source: Giuseppe ROSACCIO, Viaggio da Venetia, a Costantinopoli: per mare, e per terra 

& insieme quello di Terra Santa […] opera utile à mercanti, marinari & à studiosi 
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the capitano of Famagusta, with the consent of its inhabitants, to proceed with the 

After the capitulation of Famagusta, some of its defenders were massacred, 

captured only a small number of prisoners. The survivors either left the island or 

of the upper echelons of society who submitted to the Ottomans remained on the 
island, participating in the Ottoman administration and, in this way, preserving 
their estates, or at least part of them. To achieve that, most of them converted to 

54

-

Ottoman overlords, the feudal socio-economic establishment was replaced by a 
military state with a combined secular and religious authority.55

Conclusions

The Serenissima attempted in various ways to shield its distant possession 

on Cyprus, it stepped up measures to strengthen the defenses, dispatching expe-
rienced military consultants to the island and spending large sums of money to 

that a possible political change would bring about either a loss of privileges and 

 HILL, History MONELLO, Accadde a Famagosta. L’assedio turco 

GRIVAUD, «    
54 RUDT DE COLLENBERG, «   Also see Costas P. KYR-

RIS, «Modes de survivance, de transformation et d’adaptation du régime colonial latin de 
   

55 Gilles GRIVAUD, «  – », in Theodoros PAPADOPOULLOS (Ed.), I   
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a reduction in its overall political and social power or its complete disappearance 
into the new regime, did not remain on the sidelines. Thus, it contributed to the 

-

that each of the seven wealthiest families of the island contributed towards con-

families and estates, and on the other, they enhanced their prestige.
Throughout the Venetian period, the Cypriot élite developed strong relation-

ships with the Serenissima

Secreta) 
and Public Treasury (Camera
with prominent families of Venetian patricians, to manipulate the policies of lo-

e.g. the defense of the island in the face of Ottoman expansion at the expense of 
the Venetian stato da mar. These phenomena are documented in the sources and 

so far as to assume the character of a display of insubordination to the orders of 
the Rettori 
is their reaction to the views of the Venetian military experts regarding the use-
fulness of fortifying the Cypriot capital. In this case, in fact, the Venetian Senate 
chose to meet the exorbitant demands of its aristocratic allies on Cyprus, rather 
than adopt the militarily sound expert opinions mentioned above. Consequently, 

The non-alignment of members of the Cypriot élite with the policies of the 
rulers whenever they believed that their interest demanded it may be observed 
before, as well as during, the military operations against the Ottoman invasion 
forces. For instance, when, during the meeting at Asha (Assia), the Venetian com-
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the members of the Podocataro aristocratic family agreed to abandon their palaces 
in the capital and move to Famagusta with the armed bands under their command. 

-
fused to abandon the Cypriot capital. Another example of their disobedience to 

collaterale generale Eugenio Singlitico 

noblemen disregarded the orders of the luogotenente 

besieged suffering a crushing defeat. After all, the poor cooperation between the 
-

ning of the Ottoman invasion. It was at precisely that point that the advantage of 
repulsing the numerically superior Ottoman forces at the Saline of Larnaca was 
lost. Even though Eugenio Singlitico and Astorre Baglioni had agreed to lead 

at the last moment the former recalled the military corps he commanded and 
-

that greatly contributed to the capture of the city after a Siege of only 45 days. On 
the contrary, such phenomena were absent in the case of Famagusta, the fortress 
of which withstood the Ottoman Siege for almost a year.

As was to be expected, and as was intimated above, the Cypriot élite was 

their famed luxury palaces and their estates in general. Besides, the fact that the 

were not subject to the Ottoman law of war. According to the latter, those who 
surrendered voluntarily had the right to either convert to Islam or submit and pay 

-
selves subject to the practical consequences of the conquest: captivity or death. 
It should be noted that on this issue too the case of Famagusta is different, since 
the second largest city of Cyprus ultimately surrendered to Lala Mustafa Pasha 
and came under Ottoman military jurisprudence, as described above. Moreover, 
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before its capitulation.
Despite the above-mentioned problems in the relationship between the Cypriot 

élite and the Venetian administration of Cyprus, both before and during military 
operations, the loss of its army units and the treasure it had invested in the defense 

 GRIVAUD cit., p

12
CAMOCIO, Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di 
Venetia, ad altri Principi Christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, novamente poste in luce, Venice, 
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of the island, as well as the loss of its important possession, the Serenissima made 
arrangements, both collectively and individually, to alleviate the suffering of 

and the other possessions of the stato da mar in the Levant. It was the standing 

succor the loyal subjects (refugees or otherwise) who had served it, by providing 
them with food, monetary assistance etc., by granting them land and/or by rehir-
ing the war veterans in the Venetian armed forces.57

-
fense of Cyprus to various administrative and military positions, as well as of-

provide security to their wives and/or children. The response of the Senate to the 
58

destinies with the Republic of Venice and lost their privileges, economic power, 
and numerous family members. This explains, to a large extent, the vast sums 
of money they expended on the island’s defenses, the military equipment they 

the survivors and those released from captivity settled in various other Venetian 
possessions or even in the city of the lagoon itself, where the authorities, in rec-

57 
-

vasians, Cypriots, and Cretans. See for instance Chryssa MALTEZOU,

KOLYVA-KARALEKA, 

Byzantinische und Neugriechischen Jahrbücher
-

this BIRTACHAS and Chrysovalantis PAPADAMOU

Captivity, Liberation and Restitution through their Recruitment into the Venetian Armed 
Forces. A First Approach», Nuova Antologia Militare. Rivista interdisciplinare della So-
cietà Italiana di Storia Militare

58 
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ingrained in Cypriot collective memories through the journals and memoirs some 
of them have left behind,  but mainly through the names of the surviving bastion 

Cypriot feudal families.
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celebrations in praise of the victory. By interpreting the poetic and musical choices 
of composers who contributed to the Battle repertory under the prism of visual, 
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T he artistic production that followed the victory of the allied Christian 

main agents, engravings of the battle formation and the actual engagement, maps 

monumental narrative paintings by Veronese, Tintoretto, Vincentino, Vasari, El 
Greco etc. are replete with symbolisms, whose interpretations have been the sub-
ject of multiple studies. Some of the allusions therein are obvious, even if the 

-
miliarity with the historical events, the political context, or the circumstances 

-
-
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is left to wonder whether the sounds of music contributed at all to the spectacular 
celebrations of the Christian victory. The answer seems self-evident: within the 
rich musical tradition of Renaissance Europe, in general, and Renaissance Italy, in 
particular, musical creation could not have remained indifferent. To the vast array 
of celebrations, ranging from triumphal processions, plays, poetry, and orations to 
paintings, sculptures, commemorative medals and woodcuts, composers through-

the sacred and secular realms.  For the music historian, the Battle of Lepanto in 
fact stands out as one of the few, if not the only military confrontation of the early 
modern era to which composers responded so widely and unanimously.

or another civic or religious celebration. Immediately after the victorious news 

both church organs along with various other instruments and singing, in an out-
pouring of divine harmony:

[…] si fecero concerti divinissimi, perché sonandosi quando l’uno, e quan-
do l’altro organo con ogni sorte di stromenti, e di voci, conspiranno ambi 
a un tempo in un tuono, che veramente pareva, che s’aprissero le cattaratte 
dell’harmonia celeste, & ella diluviasse da i chori angelici.2

[…] they made the most divine concerts, as one or the other organ sounded 

same tempo and the same tone, which truly seemed as if the cataracts of 

The literature on the festivities and artistic production in response to the Lepanto victory 
is extensive and growing. I will point out a few comprehensive studies that are pertinent 
to the present essay: Gino BENZONI (Ed.), Il Mediterraneo nella seconda metà del ’500 al-
la luce di Lepanto DIONISOT-
TI ALLUCCHINI, «Echi 

GIBEL-
LINI, L’immagine di Lepanto: la celebrazione della vittoria nella letteratura e nell’arte 
veneziana GOMBRICH, «Celebrations in Venice of the Ho-
ly League and of the Victory of Lepanto», in Michael KITSON and John SHEARMAN (Eds.), 
Studies in Renaissance and Baroque Art presented to Anthony Blunt on his 60th Birthday, 

2 Rocco BENEDETTI, Ragguaglio delle allegrezze, solennità, e feste, fatte in Venetia per la fe-
lice vittoria Unless otherwise indicated, trans-
lations are the author’s.
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celestial harmony have opened up, and she [harmony] poured forth from 
angelic choruses.

-
er context of the festive and commemorative celebrations that followed the vic-
tory and interprets the poetic and musical choices of composers who contributed 
to the Battle repertory under the general prism of visual, textual, and symbolic 
representations of the Battle. Placed in this wider context, the study demonstrates 
how the common themes that emerged through the panorama of celebratory acts 
were appropriated and transformed via the medium of polyphonic music. But 

different artistic facets of the victorious commemorations? The answer lies partly 
on the very nature of musical art and its medium of transmission, the musical 

In other words, the audience faces an artistic medium which cannot be captured 

written record during a live performance or through a recording medium.
-

all review of the repertory composed in response to the Lepanto victory.  David 

A selection of Ian FENLON’s writings include: «In destructione Turcharum: The Victory of 
Lepanto in Sixteenth-Century Music and Letters», in Francesco DEGRADA (Ed.), Andrea 

, 

of Celebration in Renaissance Venice», Proceedings of the British Academy
-

er-Reformation Rome», in Music and Culture in Late Renaissance Italy, Oxford, Oxford 
The Ceremonial City: History, Memory and Myth 

in Renaissance Venice, 
DELAERE and Pieter BERGÉ (Eds.), «Recevez ce 

mien petit labeur»: Studies in Renaissance Music in Honour of Ignace Bossuyt, Leuven, 

Lepanto in Music, Liturgy and Art», in Paul BERNJAMIN (Ed.), Celebrazione e autocriti-
ca: la Serenissima e la ricerca dell’identità veneziana nel tardo Cinquecento, Rome, Viel-

Kathelijne SCHILTZ (Ed.), A Companion to Music in Late Sixteenth-Century Venice, Leiden, 
-
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Bryant has proposed a number of additional polyphonic settings with possible 
associations to the immediate celebrations or annual commemorations of the 
Battle.4

-

process may seem straightforward, several factors complicate secure attributions. 
-

ical language without direct reference to the event. Devising a Lepanto canon is 
further complicated by the nature of sixteenth-century musical sources. A brief 
digression on this issue will point out the obstacles that surviving sources of pol-

The style of European and Italian art music during this period is that of vocal 
polyphony, that is, choral music in which multiple simultaneously unfolding mel-
odies sing the same text.5 Typically, the choruses sung a cappella, that is, without 
any instrumental accompaniment, as was typical in sixteenth-century church prac-
tice, especially of this post-Tridentine period to which the Battle belongs. These 

-

the alto, the tenor, etc. Every set was printed in a few hundred copies depending 

number of such sources frequently results in a survival rate of a single copy, which 
-

parison with the visual arts, this equates to a loss of half or more of e.g., Veronese’s 
Lepanto Allegory). The immediate consequence is that the reconstruction of the 

KOUTSOBINA, «Music at the Time of Cervantes: The Musi-
cal Imprint of the Battle of Lepanto», in Gerassimos D. PAGRATIS (Ed.), ,  

     (  14 –  19  , Athens, Ionian Society for 

4 David BRYANT Liturgy, 
Ceremonial and Sacred Music in Venice at the Time of the Counter-Reformation, 2 vols., 

Andrea Gabrieli 1585–1985, Catalogo del XLII Festival di Musica 
Contemporanea

5 It was not unusual, however, for composers to incorporate two different texts, especially 
in the genre of the motet.
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availability to a wider audience – and its musical analysis, a process that can 
yield important information on how a composer “read” and interpreted through 
musical means the poetic text depending on the circumstances, the demands of his 
position, or the political agenda of the patron he was serving. This is particularly 
important since the humanistic sixteenth century increasingly valued the written 

successfully and powerfully the emotions and meanings of the text they set.
From Fenlon’s and Bryant’s research, it becomes obvious that composers 

whose output is most securely associated with Lepanto were naturally serving 
-

mation of the Holy League and the execution of its objectives. The main partic-
ipants of the alliance were the Republic of Venice, the Spanish Crown, the Papal 
States, the Republic of Genoa, and the Knights of Malta. As composers serving 
at ecclesiastical institutions were not obliged to compose exclusively sacred or 
liturgical music, the repertory under scrutiny involves compositions from both 

or attributable to Lepanto, arranged by genre.  The main genres of the era – the 
motet, mass, and madrigal – are all represented in the panorama of Lepanto cel-
ebratory polyphony. By the sheer number of motets within the Table, it becomes 
obvious that composers chose the motet as the genre par excellence for their 

Mass Ordinary cycle (Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei), these Latin 

a powerful medium of religious contemplation, replete with symbolic associa-

versions of the scriptural texts or entirely new poetic constructs.7 Therefore, these 
devotional liturgical or para-liturgical outlets of affective piety offered compos-
ers a forum for musical experimentation towards greater text expression, spiritual 
contemplation, and demonstration of compositional competency.

-
ually emerge.

7 ordinari-
um missae
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Table 1 a

MOTETS

Andrea Gabrieli Benedictus Dominus Deus Sabaoth (8)
O salutaris hostia (8)
Isti sunt triumphatores

Giovanni Croce Benedictus Dominus Deus Sabaoth (8)
Percussit Saul (8)

Giovanni 
Bassano*

Beato virgo et martyr Iustina (5)

Pietro Vinci Intret super eos formido: ‘In destructione Turcharum’ (5)
Jacobus de Kerle Cantio octo vocum de sacro foedere contra Turcas (8, 4)
Fernando de las 
Infantas

Cantemus Domino: ‘Pro victoria navalli contra Turcas Sacri 
foederis classe parta. Anno 1571’ (5)

MASSES

Giovanni Croce Messa sopra la Battaglia (8)
Missa Percussit Saul (8)
Missa ‘Da pacem’ (8)

MADRIGALS

Andrea Gabrieli Asia felice – Et io più all’hor felice Affrica – Felice Europa (4)
Sento, sento un rumor – Alla battaglia o forti cavalieri (8) 
[the text does not specify a naval battle]

Giovanni Pierluigi 
da Palestrina

Saggio Santo Pastor (5)
Le selv’havea d’intorn’ al lido Eusino (5)

Giovanni Ferretti Quae pars est, ò Seli Salamelech
Ippolito Baccusi Fuor, fuori o muse 

Ai più soavi accenti (5)
Bartolomeo 
Lombardo

Trionfo de la victoria navale de la Santa Lega 

Joan Brudieu Oid los que’n la yglesi (4)
a 
active in Venice or the Veneto.

-
ciated with Venice claim the “lion’s share” in the production of commemorative 
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the Doge’s private chapel and the principal church of the state, has become the 
cappella 

marciana was empowered not only by the Doge’s political agenda of ensuring 
civic and religious superiority and control, but also by the city’s vibrant trad-

position of maestro di cappella

and disciple Gioseffo Zarlino (who served as maestro di cappella

As the responsibilities of the cappella grew steadily with the addition of festal 
days in the city’s calendar, the Procurators of the Basilica deemed necessary to 
institute another position of importance, that of organist, and, later, the position of 
vice-maestro di cappella. Under Zarlino’s direction the organists assumed greater 

8 During the time 

Studies of the major themes in Venetian commemorative rhetoric of the Battle 
have demonstrated that the projection of the outcome as a victory of Christ and of 
Venetians as a Chosen Race – through parallelisms with the Israelites – permeate 
the celebratory language.  This is most explicitly pronounced in the title of Celio 

Il trionfo di Christo per la vittoria contra 
Turchi.  The theme of Christ’s victory is naturally explored in the polyphonic 
masses related to Lepanto, but also more implicitly in the texts of the polyphon-
ic motets. From Andrea Gabrieli’s pen come the eight-voice motets Benedictus 

8 Ellen ROSAND, «Music in the Myth of Venice», Renaissance Quarterly

of his treatise Le institutioni harmoniche
interested in composition. Zarlino held the position of maestro di cappella during the Lep-
anto battle.
Further on this theme in Staale SINDING-LARSEN, Christ in the Council Hall: Studies in the 
Religious Iconography of the Venetian Republic, Acta ad archaeologiam et artium histori-

 Il trionfo was a sacra rappresentazione performed in front of Doge Alvise Mocenigo on 
The music is now lost. Magno has also written La bella e dotta can-

zone sopra la vittoria dell’armata della santissima Lega, nuovamente seguita contra la 
turchesca, n.p., n.d.
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Dominus Deus Sabaoth, O salutaris hostia, and the six-voice Isti sunt triumpha-
tores. Bryant has attributed all three to some Lepanto celebration, although the 
relationship of O salutaris hostia and Isti sunt triumphatores still remains more 
tenuous.  Another eight-voice Benedictus Dominus Deus Sabaoth with identical 

vice-maestro di cappella
maestro -

cle Messa sopra la Battaglia
could be Lepanto-associated: the motet Percussit Saul and the derivative mass, 
Missa Percussit Saul.  The only other extant Mass associated with Lepanto is the 
eight-voice Missa ‘Da pacem’

maestro di cap-
pella.

-
most immediately following the victory, as it is preserved in a manuscript dating 

from Venetian orbit and presents yet another aspect of the impact of the victo-

 Modern edition in David BRYANT (Ed.), Concerti di Andrea, et di Gio: Gabrieli organisti 
della Sereniss. Sig. di Venetia […] libri primo et secondo (Con privilegio, Venezia, Angelo 

-
Concerti also includes the eight-voice madrigal Sento, sento un rumor – 

Alla battaglia, o forti cavalieri, also attributable to some Lepanto celebration. Ibid.
 Bryant suggested that both Benedictus Dominus Deus and the Messa sopra la Battaglia 
were composed for a Lepanto commemoration. BRYANT, Liturgy, Ceremonial and Sacred 
Music Benedictus Dominus Deus appeared in Giovanni CROCE, 
Motetti a otto voci -
ter in Giovanni CROCE, Messe a otto voci It is possible 

vice-maestro di cappella at the Basilica. This later date for the mass indirectly reveals the 
longevity of Lepanto commemorations in Venice. Percussit Saul and the derivative mass 
have been proposed also by FENLON

 Lilian P. PRUETT Oxford Music Online, last accessed February 5, 
2022, https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/.

This mass was 
PORTA’s, Missarum liber primus, Ven-

PRUETT

PRUETT (Ed.), Studies in Musicology: Essays in the History, Style, and 
Bibliography of Music in Memory of Glen Haydon

Modern edition in Siro CISILINO (Ed.), Opera omnia -
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ry on the Republic’s festal calendar: Giovanni Bassano’s Beato virgo et martyr 
Iustina  The motet’s text 
refers to Santa Giustina, whose name became inscribed in Venetian conscious-
ness and memory as inexorably connected to the victorious outcome, since the 

 Giovanni BASSANO, Motetti per concerti ecclesiastici a 5, 6, 7, 8 &12 voci, Venice, Giaco-

1 Icon (egg tempera on wood) of Saints Sergius, Justina and Bacchus, on whose feast 

hand the military Saints of the Orthodox Church Sergius and Bacchus, and on the other 
Justina, Saint of the Catholic Church and a patroness of Padua. The icon was transferred 

© Hellenic Republic, Ministry of Culture 
and Sports / Ephorate of Antiquities of Corfu.
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Gabrieli’s motet Benedictus Dominus Deus Sabaoth provides an excellent ex-
ample of symbolic synthesis, in which military imagery – and the allusions to the 

Benedictus Dominus Deus Sabaoth. Benedicti qui pugnat in nomine 
Domini. Manus enim Domini fortis, et terribilis: manus Domini pugnat pro 
eis, manus Domini protegit illos. Pugnavit Sanson, pugnavit Gedeon: vic-
it Sanson, vicit Gedeon. Pugnaverunt nostri in nomine Domini: pugnavit 
Dominus pro nobis, et vicit Dominus inimicos eius. Laetamini, et exultate, 
et psallite.

the Lord. The hand of the Lord is powerful and inexorable: the hand of 

fought, Gideon has fought. Samson has won, Gideon has won. Our men 
fought in the name of the God: the Lord fought for us and won over his 
enemies. Let us exalt and sing his praise.

The text does not directly derive from the scriptures but is a synthesis of 

the “Sanctus-Benedictus” section of the Roman-Catholic Mass, and thus to the 
Christian ecclesiastical ritual, with the Biblical image of the victories of Samson 
and Gedeon, both liberators of the Israelites, with the intervention of God’s hand. 
Both men’s devotion to God secured them immense physical power through di-

an isolated instance in Lepanto artistic production. In a letter to Ferdinando de’ 
The Consigning of 

the Standard -
ure within his painting, would utter the words “Deus Sabaoth”.  Undoubtedly, 

 The motet was issued posthumously by Gabrieli’s nephew, Giovanni. BRYANT (Ed.), Con-
certi di Andrea, et di Gio: Gabrieli, cit.

 Vasari’s intentions for the Consigning fresco were explained in a letter to Ferdinando de’ 
Consigning of the Standard was part of the triptych 

that Vasari was commissioned to execute for the Sala Regia at the Vatican palace. After 

STRUNCK
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general, the Lord of all Powers, who guides the wars against the church’s ene-
mies. In the synthesis of the two textual elements, the Christian and the Biblical, 
Gabrieli transmits the re-iterated idea of a powerful military Venetian Republic 
as a “messenger of God in the image of Christ.”  Divine intervention through 
the image of the powerful hand of God is also a common topos in textual and 

same message: «Dextera Domini Fecit Virtutem» (The right hand of the Lord has 
shown strength) and «Dextera Tua, Domine, Percussit Inimicum» (Your right 
hand, Lord, shattered the enemy, Song of Moses, Exodus

of Marcantonio Colonna’s triumphal entry into Rome. -
Battle of Lepanto fresco (in its top 

 The notion of God’s hand intervening to crash any resistance has been 
reiterating in Spanish expressions of divine mediation in support of King Philip 
II. Fernando de Herrera’s 
victoria del señor don Juan
Lepanto, is one of the most popular poetic commemorations of the naval victory in 
Spanish literature and unequivocally expresses the patriotic and religious spirit of 
Tridentine Spain.20 Reference to the power of God’s hand therein appears no less 

Cantemus Domino: 

of the Egyptians. The motet’s text derives from the Song of Moses, Exodus

Lepanto», in James G. HARPER (Ed.), The Turk and Islam in the Western Eye, 1450–1750: 
Visual Imagery before Orientalism

 BRYANT (Ed.), Concerti di Andrea, et di Gio: Gabrieli
 SCORZA, «Vasari’s Lepanto Frescoes: 

Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes

20 The poem appeared at the end of Fernando de HERRERA -
ra de Chipre, y suceso de la batalla naval de Lepanto
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against the heretical tendencies of the Reformation. The passage could not have 
been more pertinent in the parallels it draws between the fate of Pharaoh’s army 
and the gruesome reality of the naval warfare: «Electi principes eius submersi 
sunt in mari rubro, abissi operuerunt eos, descederunt in profundum quasi lapis» 
(his chosen captains also are drowned in the Red Sea. The depths have covered 

percussit inimicum» (Thy right hand, O Lord, is become glorious in power: thy 
right hand, O Lord, hath dashed in pieces the enemy), the same passage that was 
inscribed on the papal medal above.

 In the context of the prevalent symbolic rhetoric that assigns the victory 
to Christ’s divine guidance, it is possible to interpret an inherent musical feature 

Bassano’s motet for Santa Giustina and Vinci’s Intret super
as well as the six-voice Isti sunt triumphatores, all other sacred settings employ 
an eight-voice texture.22 -

splendor produced by the antiphonal singing between divided choirs (the cori 
spezzati) often placed in the different arches and galleries of the Basilica.  It 

Graduale entrusted to Giovanni 
Pierluigi da Palestrina and Annibale Zoilo by Pope Gregory XIII. Cantemus Dominus ap-
peared in Fernando de las INFANTAS, Sacrarum varii styli cantionum […] liber secundus, 

MARTIN (Ed.), Fernando de las Infantas, The 
Complete Motets: Motets for 5 Voices -
sage based on The Bible: Authorized Version
was especially attuned to the military expeditions of Philip II, since he had also composed 
the motets Ecce quam bonum

Congregati sunt and surtitled «In 
-

22 I have argued elsewhere about the moderate textures of Isti sunt triumphatores and Beato 
virgo et martyr Iustina. KOUTSOBINA

 For a study on the performance circumstances and practice of this repertory see David 
BRYANT Early Music History

-
ring to in the excerpt quoted above (see fn. 2).
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also denotes that these motets and masses were composed for some ceremonial 
occasion which called for the employment of larger forces, as certainly the com-

of these settings, however, it is also possible that the unanimity in the choice of 
texture was not coincidental, but aimed at a heightened symbolic, albeit not ver-
bal, representation of the Battle as Christ’s victory effected via his divine guid-
ance of the Christian forces.

2 Giorgio Vasari, Battle of Lepanto
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In the medieval and renaissance Judeo-Christian tradition of Biblical exege-

tradition had been St. Augustine and Hugo of St. Victor. Different numerological 

(the derivation of numbers from letters, according to different number-alphabets) 
24

name of Christ and in the Bible with the idea of a new beginning and of regener-

has come to be considered closely tied to the name of Jesus, whose resurrection 
25 Certainly, the victory at Lepanto 

Most pronounced towards this interpretation is the choice of eight-voice tex-
ture for Jacobus de Kerle’s motet Cantio octo vocum de sacro foedere contra 
Turcas. The theological meaning of such choice is thrown into relief, when one 

Cantio holds a position of prominence as the only composition for eight voic-

compilation’s title clearly demarcates this setting «quibus addita est recens cantio 
octo vocum, de sacro foedere contra Turcas» from the rest of «quinis et senis 
vocibus», while at the same time betrays its last minute addition («recens») to 
the publication, which apparently was issued immediately after the victory, in 

celebratory character, its verses provide further evidence of the Christological 

24 Modern studies on medieval number symbolism include Vincent F. HOPPER, Medieval 

BUTLER, Number Sym-
bolism FERGUSON, Signs and Symbols in 
Christian Art

25 
the personal number of Jesus. An overview of musicological approaches to numerology in 
medieval and renaissance music can be found in Reinhard STROHM

CLARKE LEACH (Eds.), Citation and Author-
ity in Medieval and Renaissance Musical Culture: Learning from the Learned, Rochester, 

 Jacobus de KERLE, Liber modulorum sacrorum, quinis et senis vocibus, quibus addita est 
recens cantio octo vocum, de sacro foedere contra Turcas
does not mention de Kerle’s motet, nor Porta’s mass discussed above or Lombardo’s cycle.
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both on the same text («Gaudentes gaudeamus»), are scored for eight voices, 
while the middle verses are set for four voices in different combinations of reg-
ister. In contrast to the allusive character of Old Testament themes that prevail 
in Lepanto-related motet repertory, de Kerle’s Cantio refers directly to the Holy 
League and the victory of the Christians not only in its title, but also in the body 
of the text of its outer movements («foedus Christianorum»), and it is exact-
ly those that employ the full eight-voice ensemble. Even more importantly, de 
Kerle, a Flemish composer who had spent most of his life serving religious in-
stitutions in the north, did not favor eight-voice textures whether in his secular 

3 KERLE, Liber modulorum sacrorum, 
quinis et senis vocibus, quibus addita est recens cantio octo vocum, de sacro foedere 

contra Turcas

deed.de. Source: 
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Cantio was composed.27 The only eight-voice compositions, aside from Cantio, 

28 This selective approach towards eight-voice 
texture, even by composers further away from Venetian orbit, such as de Kerle, 

Missa da pacem) is 

the celebratory rhetoric, the numerological interpretative approach is one of the 
many to be considered, especially since renaissance polyphonic compositions 
frequently incorporate numeric symbolisms.

Gabrieli’s ceremonial motets are not his only contribution to the Lepanto fes-
tivities. Apparently, he was summoned to compose for the extravagant mascher-
ata Ordine, et dechiaratione 
di tutta la mascherata, fatta nella città di Venetia la domenica di Carneuales, 

 The specta-
cle included triumphal chariots (carri trionfanti

-

“triptych” Asia, Africa, and Europe sung each a four-voice chorus. The members 
of each choir were dressed accordingly to enhance the performance with a visual 
effect. Four singers in women’s costumes “alla Turchesca” represented Asia. The 
second choir was dressed “alla Moresca” to personify Africa, while Europe was 
dressed “all’Italiana”. In their lyrical, elegant verses all three continents express a 
“global” sentiment of relief in the aftermath of the enemy’s destruction, and bring 
out a message of hope and brotherhood:

27 BRENNECKE, «Jacobus de Kerle», in Oxford Music Online, last accessed February 
5, 2022, https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/.

28 Jacobus de KERL , Selectiorum aliquot modulorum
 See fn. 25. An extreme example of the symbolical potential of the number of singing parts 
in Renaissance music is Thomas Tallis’s motet Spem in alium scored for 40 voices, divided 

-

 Ordine, et dechiaratione di tutta la mascherata, fatta nella città di Venetia la domenica di 
Carneuales. M. D. LXXI. Per la gloriosa vittoria contra Turchi, Venice, Giorgio Angelieri, 
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Asia felice hor ben posso chiamarmi, I can now indeed call myself happy Asia,

But I shall be happier still when with joy 
the forces

.

A brotherhood, however, that is subordinate to the hegemony of Europe and, 
more importantly, of Catholic faith. In a restrained yet polemical language Europe 
concludes the madrigal declaring:

Felice Europa anch’io godo non meno,
for more than ever, after glorious ordeals,

Hor sotto un vero Dio, non falso Giove, now under a true God, not a false Jove 
[emphasis mine],
I shall have the reins of the world again.

In post-Tridentine rhetoric, Catholicism was the sole guarantor of the Christian 
faith. One is left to wonder about the source of inspiration for this chariot. For 
a contextual interpretation we would have to turn to one of the most well-doc-
umented sources on the Battle’s details: the enormous engraving of Michele 

 Many visual representations 

Vasari’s triptych at the Sala Regia owes a great deal to it.  Amidst the wealth of 

the arrangement of the three world powers (Fig. 5). Europe represents the united 
Christian forces, Asia represents the Ottoman world, while Africa stands for the 

 All translations from Andrea GABRIELI, Complete Madrigals, ed. Arthur T. MERRITT, Re-

 Disegno dell’armate, Christiana, et Turchesca […] -
to

accessed February 5, 2022.
 SCORZA
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Given the leading role of Pope Pius V in the formation of the League and his 
perseverance in pursuing the alliance’s objectives, it is indeed surprising that the 

prominent composer of the Counter-Reformation, was active during this period 
as maestro di cappella of the Cappella Giulia.
Marcantonio Colonna’s triumphal entry in Rome, mass was sung by the papal 

 
performance of music in St. Peter. Palestrina has been serving as its maestro di cappella 

4 Disegno dell’armate, Christiana, et Turchesca […] nell’andarse ad incontrare et il 

Source: 
disegno-dellarmate-christiana.
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5 Disegno dell’armate, Christiana, et Turchesca […] nell’andarse ad incontrare et 

Source: 
disegno-dellarmate-christiana.
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chapel – which implies the performance of polyphony – no such Ordinary cycle 

In fact, Roman musical responses to the Lepanto victory found expression not in 
the domain of sacred music, but in the secular genre of the madrigal. Palestrina 
composed the spiritual madrigals Saggio Santo Pastor and Le selv’havea d’in-
torn’ al lido Eusino in praise of the Pope’s divinely guided maneuvers and Don 
Juan’s bravery, respectively.  Saggio Santo Pastor extols papal wisdom to which 
eventually the victory is attributed and, in its intentional historical reference 

spiritual and state leaders. Such imperial references are common within the cer-
emonial rhetoric surrounding Colonna’s trionfo. In the context of the historical 
events, the connection with Constantine was certainly explicit on the standard 
that the pope entrusted to Colonna to carry to Lepanto, and which bore the motto 
«In hoc signo vinces».  The same motto guided Constantine in his major vic-

Pius awarded to Colonna.
was summoned to underline this event.  The sonnet derives from the Canzoniere 

 Le selv’havea d’intorn’ al lido Eusino Both 
madrigals were issued in the Quarto libro delle muse a cinque voci composto da diversi 
eccelentissimi musici 
da PALESTRINA, Il primo libro dei madrigali spirituali a 5 voci secondo la stampa origina-
le del 1581, ed. Raffaele CASIMIRI, Le opere complete di Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina, 

 SCORZA

Gaeta Cathedral.
 
times to commemorate a naval victory.

 Fenlon reports that the sonnet appeared in a broadside bound with Domenico TASSOLO 
and Baldassarre MARIOTTI, […] nella felicissima, & honorata 
entrata dell’illustrissimo signor Marcantonio Colonna
FENLON, «In destructione Turcharum
this source, but the paraphrased sonnet accompanied by explanatory notes certainly ap-
peared in Luigi Groto’s Trofeo, one of the most popular Lepanto publications. Trofeo della 
Vittoria Sacra, ottenuta dalla Christianiss. Lega contra Turchi nell’anno 1571. Rizzato da 
i più dotti spiriti de’ nostri tempi, nelle più famose lingue d’Italia. Con diverse Rime, rac-
colte, e tutte insieme disposte da Luigi Groto cieco d’Hadria. Con uno brevissimo Discor-
so della Giornata
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The high column and the green laurel are 

that cast a shade for my weary thoughts:
Perduto  quel che ritrovar non spero
Dal borrea a l’austro, o dal mar indo al 
mauro.

in north or south wind, from ocean to 
ocean.

underline the connection to Marcantonio Colonna and the rostral column:

Ritorna hor quel, che ritrovar non spero
40

The text was «accomodato leggiadramente, e cantato sotto l’nome del Senato 
e Popolo Romano, in lode del Signor Marc’Antonio Colonna, mentre in Roma 
vittoriosa entra, in modo trionfale». This song, whether sung or recited, is much 

deaths of Giovanni Colonna and of Laura. Giovanni Colonna, a cardinal who fa-
vored the return of papacy to Rome, was associated to Petrarch during the latter’s 
exile in Avignon. The multiplicity of allusions across themes and time certainly 
did not go unnoticed in the context of the celebrations: the ancient roman past 

pun with Colonna’s name (inherent in the original poem), the recent Roman past 
which fought heresy (by reference to Giovanni Colonna), and its continuity in 
the present effected via Marcantonio Colonna (descendant of the same Colonna 
family with which Petrarch was associated) and Pope Pius V (in his efforts against 
Christianity’s enemies).

sonnet (if it was indeed set to music) stand the popular songs that circulated in 
pamphlets recounting war events. The language therein becomes sarcastic and 

February 5, 2022.
40 Reproduced here from FENLON, «In destructione Turcharum
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the ottava rima
-

ries. The texts, which were declaimed or sung to simple melodic formulas, are 
rich in negative, scornful adjectives for the enemy, and graphic descriptions of the 
realities of war. In contrast to the polyphonic compositions that required a trained 
chorus, these simple, improvisatory pieces were performed in public spaces and 
addressed a wider, often less-cultivated audience. A distinct series of texts called 

Amidst the rich repertory of such ephemera emerge the verses of Antonio Molino, 
whose earlier grechesco poems were set to music by the most famous Venetian 
composers of the time.  One of his contributions, for which no music survives, 
is the Lamento de Selin (Selim II), a dialogue of Selin with Molino’s alter ego, 
Manoli Blessi, also in greghesco. Selin laments his inevitable doom:

Se da li Scithi torno, a la mia prola,

Di pistevo
reposo aver.

I don’t believe I will ever rest.

The poet advises Selin to follow the path of redemption:

I will teach you, imbecile:
Returna el terre, e l’stadi, a chi hastu 
tolto.
A chesto modo l’ volto This way your face

Christian.42

 
Under the pseudonym Manoli Blessi, he established the genre of the greghesca, poetry in 

Andrea Gabrieli contributed se-
ven songs in Antonio MOLINO’s, Di Manoli Blessi il primo libro delle Greghesche, con la 
musicha Disopra, composta da diversi Autori -

Literature on Molino is growing as he 
has attracted the attention of music, literature, and history scholars.

42 Text reproduced here from Guido A. QUARTI, La battaglia di Lepanto nei canti popolari 
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Robertson has demonstrated.  The series of Caput masses and a Caput motet 

the victory of Christ, Mary, or both over sin, a theological notion that had been 
represented in iconography and literature by the crushing of “the head of the drag-
on” (caput draconis

44 
In music, this change of focus became manifested in the abandonment of the 
“caput” theme and the emergence of the series of L’homme armé masses. In these 
Ordinary polyphonic cycles, the structural unit around which the polyphony is 
woven, the , becomes the popular melody L’homme armé, in which 

45 The 
decisive moment of the Lepanto battle, in the immediate aftermath of the horren-

 

dell’epoca
show the greghesco component.

 Anne WALTERS ROBERTSON

Caput Masses and Motet», Journal of the American Musicological Society
Caput BU-

KOFZER, «Caput: A Liturgico-Musical Study», in Studies in Medieval and Renaissance Mu-

44 WALTERS ROBERTSON

45 The bibliography on the tune and its derivative polyphonic settings is extensive. A selec-
tion of scholarship regarding its origins and symbolisms include Lewis LOCKWOOD, «As-
pects of the L’homme armé Tradition», Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association, 

PERKINS, «The L’homme armé Masses of Busnois 
Journal of Musicology -

ard TARUSKIN, «Antoine Busnoys and the L’homme armé Tradition», Journal of the Amer-
ican Musicological Society WARMINGTON, «The Ceremony 
of the Armed Man: The Sword, the Altar, and the L’homme armé Mass», in Paula HIGGINS 
(Ed.), Antoine Busnoys: Method, Meaning, and Context in Late Medieval Music, Oxford, 

WRIGHT, The Maze and the Warrior: Symbolism in Ar-
chitecture, Theology, and Music
E. PLANCHART, «The Origins and Early History of L’homme armé», The Journal of Mu-
sicology L’homme armé tune 

Ibid.
PALESTRINA  L’homme armé mass 
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topos
entirely absent from the polyphonic compositions that paid tribute to the Battle. 
The Lamento de Selin offers a perfect example in which the contrast between the 
highly abstract and restrained language of the verses set polyphonically and the 
personal, direct, and insolent style of the popular verses is most pronounced.

In Renaissance Europe, music was mainly commissioned by and intended for 
courtly patrons. Music resounded in palaces, courts, and academies as well as in 
cathedrals, convents, and monasteries. The performances ranged from intimate to 
public, involving mainly invited guests. Occasionally, however, the performance 

the selective survey of music in praise of the Lepanto victory it becomes evident 
that all types, whether the declamatory singing of the street song, the mascherata 
chorus, the polyphonic mass, or the eight-voice motet, turned away from intimate 
environments and aimed for larger audiences and public spaces. Poetry, musical 
texture, medium, and drama were all summoned to create a lasting imprint to 
the audience. Composers of polyphonic music, who were certainly familiar with 
the allegorical language of much visual and printed texts, incorporated the sym-
bolisms in subtle and intricate ways, which had more to offer than the “divine 
sounds” they produced, especially when catered to sophisticated audiences with 

to Vasari during the preparation of the Sala Regia frescoes, urged the painter to 
-

discovery.47 Unveiling the connections between events, patrons, agents, symbols, 

“vero senso”, of the intricate political mechanisms of war- and power-rhetoric, of 
which Renaissance music was an integral part.

to Philip II. It was included in his Missarum liber tertius, Rome, Valerio e Luigi Dorico, 

47 SCORZA
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con tante rovine di essa per non restar infruttuoso in quel poco di tempo 

la ricuperatione di questo christianissimo regno. Ho visto la astrusciata et 
-

tuamente. Tutti li successi che occorrerano, così fori come dentro della cit-

Si tratta, quindi, dell’opera di un testimone oculare che, trovandosi in Candia 
-

to assedio e quello che apprendeva da altre fronti a terra e in mare. Trascorreva 
allora il settimo decennio della sua vita.2

– aggiunge:

accidenti che seguiranno contro nostri nemici et i nemici contro di noi. Mi 

-

di quanto io viddi, per essere cosa dilettevole in passar l’otio. Sentirete 
riforme de costumi, alti et honorati, con la memoria di felicissimi essempii 
con la vita gloriosa, con paragoni verosimili alle battaglie di terra, ha quelle 

-
lissimi essempii di persone vertuose e di valore di ottimi guerrieri, non solo 
per li loro costumi delle dote del’ animo loro, et qual fosse la fortuna hopur 

penna in componere la presente cronica (f. 7r).

-

causa dell’usura subita o della fretta con cui il testo era stato redatto. Tra parentesi quadre 
([]) sono aggiunti dei punti di sospensione per indicare l’omissione di passaggi.

-
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1
del codice da Martio Stefanoni a Francesco Zeno. Su concessione del Ministero della 

Cultura – Gallerie Estensi, Biblioteca Estense Universitaria.
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almeno un libro di storia ottomana,  nonché altre cronache scritte nello stesso 

-
tagonisti della sua cronaca e alcuni personaggi storici e mitologici conferiscono 

lettura come un atto gradevole per passare il tempo. Si tratta ovviamente di un 
luogo letterario comune. Dall’altro lato, l’atteggiamento didattico di Stefanoni 

Gli eventi – le onde sul mare della storia, come direbbe Braudel – sono il ma-
-

dalla quale si allontanava solo per brevi periodi quando doveva partecipare alle 
4 Tuttavia, anche allora aveva con sé la 

-

Egeo (v. p.e. immagini 2-4). Era in grado di riportare in dettaglio i preparativi 
bellici, le mosse di spionaggio, le battaglie dentro e fuori Creta, i problemi di 

re et imperatori de Turchi con il principio delle loro imprese et acquisti che fecero in tem-
-

mente si tratta della Genelogia de sultam Solimano re de turchi con gli progressi particu-
lari de ciascun principe de la casa ottomana con l’ordine particulare de la guardia sua da 
cavallo & da piedi e il modo del suo procedere alla guerra; item el principio de lo acquisto 
del regno de Cipri per gli signori Venetiani posseduto hora da essi signori a defensione & 
salute universale de tutta la christianità -

BIBLIOTECA DEL MUSEO CORRER DI VENEZIA (Op. 

indicativamente Paolo PRETO, Venezia e i Turchi -

-
-

la BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE MARCIANA DI VENEZIA (d’ora in poi: BNMV), Marc. It. VII, 200 
-

ti da Stefanos KAKLAMANIS, «         . 
in Giorgos TOLIAS (a cura di), 

  : 15 –17  . -
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mediche – il che causava (come enfaticamente annotava Stefanoni) l’uccisione di 
un maggior numero di guerrieri cristiani da parte dei medici che dagli ottomani. 

-
venire nella guerra. Arricchiva il suo testo con riferimenti sul contesto politico e 
diplomatico. Monitorava le strategie e le nuove armi testate sui campi di batta-

-

venti, abbondantia de venti et con abondantia di neve sopra li monti che 

terra la nostra cosa. Et che noi abbruggiassemo le legne, le quali mantene-
vano le loro habitationi. Dice il bassa: «Se io fossi stato patrone di Candia, 

riparremo dal freddo». Et che il bassa sappia che per lo avenire li nostri si-

che alhoro gli faceva bisogno (f. 257r).

Come traspare dal brano appena citato, la cronaca di Stefanoni conserva la vi-

registra i fatti mentre si svolgono. Da questo punto di vista Stefanoni sembra 
5

INFELISE, Prima dei giornali. Alle 

PETITJEAN, L’intelli-
gence des choses: une histoire de l’information entre Italie et Méditerranée, Roma, École 

STOURAITI, «    : -
,         », in Stefanos 
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-

narrando gli stessi pensieri o eventi in modi diversi, si evince che si tratta in so-

aveva incoraggiato ad occuparsi della sua scrittura: Francesco Zeno, sacerdote 
 

-
7 

KAKLAMANIS (a cura di),        
  o [=   / Cretica Chronica

PANAGIOTAKIS, «   », Thesauri-
smata IDEM,  -

.     , a cura di Stefanos KAKLAMANIS e Giannis 
K. MAVROMATIS

George PELIDIS, «       .   
 Francesco Zeno», in Asterios ARGYRIOU, Konstantinos A. DIMADIS e Anastasia Danai 

LAZARIDOU (a cura di),          1453–1981, 

principalmente PANAGIOTAKIS, «   VINCENT, 
«Commedia dell’arte in Crete? The evidence of Santo Zeno», Thesaurismata

IDEM, «“   ”     -
 », in Chryssa MALTEZOU, Theocharis DETORAKIS e Christoforos CHARALAMPAKIS 

(a cura di), .   . . 
PELIDIS -

PANAGIOTAKIS (a cura di),  -
IDEM, 

«Fuor dal comun sentiero. L’Accademia degli Stravaganti di Candia: innesto socio-cultu-
rale italiano», in Chryssa MALTEZOU TZAVARA e Despina Vlassi (a cura di), I Greci 
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2 BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE MARCIANA DI VENEZIA (BNMV), Marc. It. 
Su concessione del Ministero della Cultura – Biblioteca 
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-

-

Li cinque campioni di 
Marte.8

durante la guerra di Candia.  Partecipavano così attivamente alle vicende politi-
che, esprimendosi pubblicamente a favore della politica della Serenissima per la 
difesa dell’isola.

propri discorsi pubblici.

militare. Stefanoni trattava alcuni dei militari cristiani come exempla di coraggio 
-

Candia per caggionne delli pessimi agoverni di esso popolo male aventura-

8 BNMV -
narchessa dell’acque alla direttion delle armate maritime et terrestri per la diffesa del gran 

generale della metropoli di Candia et hora vescovo di Capo d’Istria, nell’atto di dargli la 
benedittione con la Reliquia di San Tito nella sudetta chiesa cattedrale cretense». Cfr. PA-
NAGIOTAKIS, «   », cit.
Ibid.
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rapaci et avidi al denaro, poco pensiero del patimento de poveri suditi. 
Tanto comportavano a quelli che havevano robba da vendere. Fornite le 

-
gue, stenti, sudori, fatiche, non podevamo aver cosa alcuna, con pesso et 
con mesure ingiuste (f. 207r).

Stefanoni percepiva che le tensioni all’interno del campo cristiano erano prin-
cipalmente di natura sociale. Sebbene la cattiva gestione dei governanti allargas-

degli ottomani, i greci continuavano a combattere diligentemente per difendere 
la loro patria:

Io ho veduto greci in questa guerra boni soldati et fedeli al loro Prencipe e 

tutte le occasioni della guerra non rifutorno mai il servitio publico con la 

oggi un soldato con un cittadino greco candiotto. Il soldato disse al detto 

corda. Et così andava crescendo lo odio de soldati greci. Assai in Candia 
erano quelli che si occupavano nelle domestiche sedetioni per rovinare le 
case de cittadini et altri passavano per altre rapine, andavano sollevando gli 

Incidenti causati da una folla di soldati indisciplinati e da persone attive ai 
-

profanate da cattivi christiani e da pessimi sacerdoti et da donne pecatrice. 
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tali usurpatori dello honore de povere persone. Le vergine violate. I beni 

-

adulterio, ira, incesto, diverse biasteme in bocca di ogni persona, vendette, 

porta rispetto solo ha chi ha danari assai. Ogni male germogliava. Il prossi-

tante oribil biasteme, le maledittioni, li sospiri de poveri suditi. Prego il 

Vado scrivendo con le lagrime nelli occhi considerare il male venturo, con 
-

lari con i communi pericholi per cau<s>a desensioni de Prencipi, che uno 
infedele Monarca, apparso happoco, va lui ponendo in giogo sopra le spalle 

uno crudel incendio rovinoso ha tutto il christianesimo (f. 2r).

politica del Vaticano alla pace tra gli stati cristiani dopo la Guerra dei Trent’anni 

 Idee del genere pervadono tutta 

-

POUMARÈDE, Il Me-
diterraneo oltre le crociate. La guerra turca nel Cinquecento e nel Seicento tra leggende 
e realtà, a cura di Frédéric IEVA
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-
-

chiama una certa gratia di Dio. Tolete quello che vi piace. Io credo che non 

-
dela con il lume della quale si discopre di molte miserie, al quale l’huomo 

3 BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE MARCIANA DI VENEZIA (BNMV), Marc. It. 
Su concessione del Ministero della Cultura – Biblioteca 
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-

-
scimentale, tratti dal patrimonio culturale comune del campo cristiano. Attraverso 
questi exempla

-

suoi popoli. Severo giovava a tutti. Hettor Troiano era animoso a guerregia-

molte cose. Marco Regolo soferse tanti tormenti. Tito fu padre degli orfani. 

-
-

come, se non per li scrittori? (f. 248v)

dalle memorie personali dell’autore,

– mi vien quasi voglia di nominarli – che sonno tanti loquaci nel parlare et 

veduto et guardato. Che prosuntione fu quella. Ogniuno son dati alli danari. 

-
-
-

te Paul F. GRENDLER, Schooling in Renaissance Italy. Literacy and Learning, 1300–1600, 

dell’ordine cattolico dei gesuiti cfr. anche IDEM, The Jesuits & Italian Universities, 1548–
1773
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-
man suspetta et lo autore, non valente di qualche macula. Certi altri sfaccia-

Stravaganti.

negative per la propria opera. Ci sarebbe infatti un motivo per accusarlo di man-
-

Frammenti istorici della 
guerra di Candia, apparsa alle stampe come opera di Sertonaco Anticano (imma-
gine 5).

-
gramma del suo nome. Si trattava di Antonio Santacroce, membro dell’Accade-

Frammenti

 Frammenti istorici della guerra di Candia di Sertonaco Anticano, cioè invasione del Re-
gno, resa di Canea, successi di terra, pressa di Retimo, morte del general Corner, successi 
di mare, morte del capitan delle navi Morosini -

Frammenti istorici della guerra di Candia di Sertonaco An-
ticano, cioè invasione del Regno, resa di Canea, successi di terra, presa di Retimo, morte 

-

del Sacro Romano Imperio, Misocco & Valle Misolcina, Cavagliero dell’Ordine del Toso-
ne d’oro & Governatore Generale delle Militie dello Stato di Milano & c., In Milano, per 

 Per Santacroce e l’Accademia degli Incogniti si veda principalmente Monica MIATO, L’Ac-

BUFACCHI

e gli accademici Incogniti», Esperienze letterarie -
mente Davide CONRIERI (a cura di), Gli Incogniti e l’Europa

della storia della guerra di Candia, Girolamo Brusoni. Si veda Girolamo BRUSONI, Historia 
dell’ultima guerra tra’ Veneziani e Turchi
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un falso luogo di stampa fu una delle cause che condussero lo stampatore davanti 
 Secondo l’inchiesta, il segretario dei 

pubblicare i Frammenti

Frammenti di Santacroce e la cronaca di Stefanoni, 

-
de radici, ch’irrigate dal sudore e dal sangue, si sparsero in lungo spatio 

-

(Frammenti

il sligiatore e pessimo profeta. Coloro se allegrorno con nove legge, con 
-

Il testo di Stefanoni segue quello di Santacroce quasi alla lettera. Analoghe 

questioni di storia ottomana o vicende dai fronti di guerra in cui Stefanoni non 
era presente.
copia dei Frammenti mentre scriveva la sua opera e ne abbia tratto dei dati per ar-

 Per il processo di Valvasense si veda MIATO, L’Accademia degli Incogniti

 Si veda Mario INFELISE, I padroni dei libri. Il controllo sulla stampa nella prima età mo-
derna

-
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debito nei confronti di Santacroce che, in fondo, coprì gli eventi della guerra solo 

cronache che coprono gli eventi della stessa guerra:
Furno alcuni scrittori, li quali presero di molti errori in scrivere la detta 

Frammenti Antonio SANTACROCE, nella sua opera intitolata La 
Secretaria di Apollo -

4 BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE MARCIANA DI VENEZIA (BNMV), Marc. It. 
Su concessione del Ministero della Cultura – Biblioteca 
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Patriarca de greci per tutta la Grecia. Era patrone e comandava ali greci nelle 
cose della loro chi<es>a. Fu sbarcato dal molo di Candia. Andorno a levarlo 
dal vascello con tutti li papadi che erano in Candia. Andorno ha levarlo tutti 
con li loro petraschili. Fecero una grande et nobile processione. […] In quan-
to a me lo ho visto come un santo sacerdote, poiché lui non vol stare dove 

-
ne precaria nel Patriarcato e dall’evolversi della guerra,  suscitarono invece dei 
grandi sospetti in Francesco Zeno. Come vicario dell’arcidiocesi cattolica, con-

-
 Francesco Zeno decise di lasciare Candia 

20

Stefanoni dedica la sua opera al suo dotto protettore fu scritta – come riferito 

Stefanoni sembra aver conservato l’originale – il manoscritto autografo, rintrac-

fascicoli della cronaca che aveva consegnato a Zeno in passato, sporadicamente. 

non possono scriversi, molte si scrivono e non devono pubblicarsi». Si veda Linda BISEL-
LO, «Forme del libertinismo: a margine di una recente antologia», Lettere Italiane

 Si veda Roger AUBERT Dictionnaire d’histoire et de géographie ecclésias-
tiques

 PANAGIOTAKIS, «   
20 Ibid., p
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5 [Antonio SANTACROCE], Frammenti istorici della guerra di Candia
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manoscritto contenente «Framenti de sucessi in Candia nella guerra col Turco».  

22

 PELIDIS cit., p
22 BIBLIOTECA ESTENSE UNIVERSITARIA DI MODENA

VILLA, Diario dell’assedio di Candia, XVII sec. Cfr. Roberto SCONFIEN-

6
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ZA Presenze sabaude per la 
difesa di Candia, 1645–1669. Atti della giornata di studio 4 aprile 2009

e non francese – di Francesco Villa Ghiron – come erroneamente appare sporadicamente 
-

re ed altri documenti conservati presso l’Archivio di Stato di Modena. Si veda ARCHIVIO DI 
STATO DI MODENA 

 BEUM, Codice a. MOROSINI, Relazione delle cose da lui ope-
rate nella guerra di Candia, XVII sec.

IRENE PAPADAKI • MEMORIE DELLA GUERRA DI CANDIA (1645–1657)
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conservano pure altre fonti sulla guerra di Candia,24 correlate al vivo interesse 
degli Estensi sullo svolgersi degli eventi. La famiglia ducale di Modena aveva 
inviato aiuti al campo cristiano.25 Probabilmente per questa ragione la cronaca di 

-
-

andrebbero confrontate con i frammenti della storia della guerra tramandati da 
altre fonti.

-

24 ASMO, Cancelleria Ducale, Estero, Ambasciatori, agenti e corrispondenti estensi fuori 
d’Italia, Levante.

25 Per il coinvolgimento degli Estensi nella guerra di Candia, a favore, tra l’altro, degli inte-
ressi di Francia, cfr. POUMARÈDE, Il Mediterraneo oltre le crociate

M. SETTON, Venice, Austria, and the Turks in the Seventeenth Century, Philadelphia, Ame-
EICKHOFF, Venezia, Vienna e Turchi. Bufera 

nel Sud-Est Europeo 1645–1700 CANDIANI -
-

ra di Candia», Studi Veneziani -
go della mostra Francesco Morosini 1619–1694. L’uomo, il doge, il condottiero, a cura di 
Bruno BURATTI

cfr. anche Eirini LYDAKI, Eirini PAPADAKI e Giannis MAVROMATIS (a cura di),  -
 1645–1669:  
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FONTI MANOSCRITTE E ARCHIVISTICHE

ARCHIVIO DI STATO DI MODENA

ASMO, Cancelleria Ducale, Estero, Ambasciatori, agenti e corrispondenti estensi fuori 
d’Italia, Levante.

BIBLIOTECA ESTENSE UNIVERSITARIA DI MODENA (BEUM)
BEUM

BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE MARCIANA DI VENEZIA (BNMV)
BNMV

7
CORONELLI, Archipelago
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Assalto dal mare in Arcipelago:
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 egli anni centrali della guerra di Candia, combattuta tra la Repubblica 
-

Alessandro del Borro furono protagoniste di una serie di incursioni contro le 
-

-

volte contraddistinse in negativo le vicende dell’“Arcipelagus Turbatus” durante 
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-

Dal servizio nella guerra dei Trent’anni
a quello della Repubblica di Venezia

d’arte, dato che il padre Girolamo Alessandro si era fatto una certa fama combat-
tendo in marchese Alessandro del Borro di Ungheria al soldo dell’Impero, dove 

di Toscana. Dopo studi di matematica e meccanica sotto la guida di Giulio Parigi,2 

ingaggiato in Germania per la prima fase della guerra dei Trent’anni.
ricevette una prima patente quale capitano a Milano per una compagnia franca di 

4

-

che poi lo mise al comando temporaneo del reggimento del colonnello Philipp 

BENZONI, «Del Borro, Alessandro», in Dizio-
(d’ora in poi: DBI -

https://www.treccani.it/encic lopedia/alessan-

cfr. Annamaria NEGRO SPINA, «Parigi, Giulio», in DBI -
https://www treccani.it/enciclopedia/

-
tettura militare.

Istoria genealogica parla di «reggimento Piccolomini», ma quest’ultimo all’epoca era 
solo capitano e, presumibilmente, comandava una semplice compagnia. Eugenio GAMUR-
RINI, Istoria genealogica delle famiglie nobili toscane, et umbre 

NOVI CHAVARRIA, «Piccolomini, 
Ottavio», in DBI

https://www.treccani.it/en ciclopedia -

4 GAMURRINI, Istoria genealogica, cit., p. 252.
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compatriota.
-

sulla destra dello schieramento ispano-imperiale agli ordini di Mattia Galasso 
(Mathias Gallas), meritandosi una lettera di elogio da parte dello stesso imperato-

1 DAPPER, Naukeurige Beschryving der Eilanden 
in de Archipel der Middelantsche Zee 
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re Ferdinando II.5 Prima della battaglia aveva partecipato agli assedi di Stettino e 

-
-

alla difesa di Praga, distinguendosi e meritandosi la nomina a sergente generale 
-

dell’elettore di Sassonia. L’anno successivo, quale premio per il soccorso portato a 
Friedberg, assediata dagli svedesi, fu nominato generale dell’artiglieria imperiale.

Del Borro non aveva comunque interrotto i legami con la Toscana e nel mede-

7 Dopo un breve ritorno in Germania, 

8

-

Madrid ottenne la nomina a maestro di campo generale per guidare le truppe 
impegnate in Catalogna contro i francesi, cooperando con l’altro comandante 

-

non aveva accettato di passare formalmente ai suoi ordini.

5 BENZONI, GAMURRINI, Istoria genealogica

BENZONI, «Del Borro», cit.
7 Secondo GAMURRINI, Istoria genealogica, cit., p. 255, Del Borro era stato inviato in Italia 

anche per raccogliere truppe per l’Imperatore non solo in Toscana, ma anche a Modena e 
Milano.

Giampiero BRUNELLI, «Medici, Mattias de’», in DBI -
https://www.treccani.it /enciclopedia/mat-
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Pietro Basadonna, per proporre di guadagnare l’ormai celebre Del Borro al ser-

-

2 CORONELLI, Morea, Negroponte 
& adiacenze
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 Del Borro venne 
-

 e l’intesa che dovesse 
dipendere dal solo Capitano Generale da Mar, il comandante in capo di tutte le 

e non, dell’esercito (ma non di quelli della marina). Lo stipendio previsto era di 

Al servizio della Repubblica. Suda ed Egina

-

questo ruolo ebbe modo di entrare in rapporto con Francesco Morosini, allora 

-

 La missione 

ARCHIVIO DI STATO DI VENEZIA (d’ora in poi: ASV), Senato Dispacci Ambasciatori, Firenze, 

 Andrea VALIER, Storia della guerra di Candia

 ASV, Senato Dispacci Ambasciatori, Firenze

-
-

to in Laguna, nonostante il Granduca gli avesse prestato la propria lettiga per il viaggio 

ASV, Senato Dispacci Ambasciatori, Firenze

 ASV, Provveditori da Terra e da mar e altre cariche (d’ora in poi: PTM -
ARAKADAKI

della Suda:    -
menti storico-architettonici]»,  
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ottomani sin dai primi anni di guerra.
Morosini si stava impegnando da tempo in una strategia, sia alternativa che 

complementare rispetto a quella del blocco navale dei Dardanelli attuata a partire 

in Egeo. Mentre l’Armata grossa chiudeva i Dardanelli, quella sottile  poteva 

-

-
Porto 

Lione
salpare con rifornimenti per l’esercito ottomano a Creta.

rilievo nell’isola, dove l’esercito ottomano manteneva un esercito numeroso e 
agguerrito. In base al suo contratto, Del Borro non dipendeva da Morosini, che 
non era Capitano Generale, ed era libero di scegliere se agire a Creta o imbar-

del marchese avrebbe creato una serie di attriti con il Provveditore d’Armata 

20

 ASV, PTM
 Sul blocco, cfr. Guido CANDIANI, «Stratégie et diplomatie vénitiennes: navires angle-hol-

 Revue d’Histoire Maritime

Armata grossa
sottile, con quelle a remi.

 ASV, PTM -
periori a quelli in ferro, potevano anche essere facilmente rifusi e costituivano un bottino 
privilegiato.

 ASV, PTM
 ASV, PTM

20 ASV, PTM
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5 mila uomini per poter operare a Creta contro gli ottomani, ben sapendo che 

«veramente questo Signore se non in tutto alieno dalle operattioni, inclinato al-

Corner,  tanto che il Provveditore d’Armata si vide costretto, di fronte a «quelle 
dichiarationi che ha sempre meco con sommo mio rammarico pratticato, con le 
quali sempre si riporta a quello che mi habbi discorso in voce […] a riddurlo ad 

-

-
chese «in ogni occasione che succeda di disbarco o per l’acquisto di schiavi», uno 
degli obiettivi primari del Provveditore d’Armata.22

-

veloce. Per formarla furono scelti soldati oltremarini (l’organico originariamente 
previsto era di 50 uomini), posti al comando del Capitano Giorgio Burich.  Gli 
oltremarini erano soldati di origine dalmata e poi soprattutto albanese e anche 

-

che operavano lungo le coste dalmate e dell’Albania veneta.24

-

 Su Corner, che dirigeva la difesa di Creta, cfr. Claudio POVOLO, «Corner, Andrea», in DBI, 
https://

22 ASV, PTM
 ASV, PTM

24 CANDIANI. Un 
, in Extra 

moenia. Il controllo del territorio nelle campagne e nei piccoli centri, a cura di Livio AN-
TONIELLI -
pre attendibile, in Ennio CONCINA, Le trionfanti et invittissime armate venete: Le milizie 
della Serenissima dal XVI al XVIII secolo
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-

-
brativo.

-
tava «giornalmente con particolar studio» non solo questa compagnia, ma anche 

25 Purtroppo le fonti ana-

25 ASV, PTM

3
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nella baia di Suda, proposta che Morosini aveva giudicato inutile perché «con le 
prove delle galere […] potea farsi ogni disbarco».

L’occasione per mettere alla prova questo addestramento venne rapidamente. 

-
-

-
no era un vero assalto e non una semplice incursione.27

con il quale Morosini si era precedentemente accordato e che scese a terra tra i 

-

Paros. Agli oltremarini, la cui brigata consisteva in tre “squadroni” divisi a loro 
-

oltremarina formata a dicembre copriva la fanteria, ma poi venne inviata in avanti 

Una volta effettuato lo sbarco, Morosini aveva cercato di convincere gli iso-
lani, ancora dubbiosi che si trattasse di un vero e proprio assalto, a una rapida 

 ASV, PTM
27 PTM GA-

MURRINI, Istoria genealogica
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borgo di Paleochora e parte sulle vicine colline, divisi in tre gruppi. Del Borro si 
mise quindi alla testa degli oltremarini, con due squadroni a cavallo della strada, 

l’uso de simili istromenti». Il borgo fu preso dalla brigata oltremarina, sostenuta 
sulla sinistra dalla cavalleria, che per strada disperse dei gruppi armati di isolani. 
Gli oltremarini furono poi raggiunti dalle altre tre brigate, con francesi e tedeschi 

-
ché i difensori, di fronte alla minaccia di un bombardamento da parte dei mortai 

-
carazo, il tributo che sia 

dall’altro dei contendenti.28

incaricandone due compagnie della brigata francese. Morosini poté così racco-

 si aggiunsero an-
-

via, e ritornar a portare a Mare quanto li piaceua».

28 Sul carazo, cfr. B. J. SLOT, Arcipelagus Turbatus. Les Cyclades Entre Colonisation Lati-
ne Et Occupation Ottomane c. 1500-1718

presente fascicolo speciale il saggio di Georges KOUTZAKIOTIS, «Aspects de l’intendance 
-

-
citori con l’impegno di convertirli al cristianesimo.

 GAMURRINI, Istoria genealogica, cit., p. 270.
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invece i cannoni, praticamente assenti nelle difese dell’isola.

armata di sole periere, -

 Il 27 febbraio una consulta dei principali coman-

 la cui 

e aprì un procedimento a suo carico.
-
-

provvisoriamente della nuova compagnia anche come fanteria.

 Le periere, come suggerisce il nome, erano artiglierie originariamente pensate per sparare 
-

era il fatto di essere a retrocarica.

dell’isola.
 Su Badoer, cfr. Angelo VENTURA, «Badoer, Barbaro Giacomo», in DBI, vol. 5, Roma, 

-

 ASV, PTM
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Operazioni a Volo senza Del Borro

e mantenendo la propria strategia del mordi e fuggi, Morosini decise in effettuare 
un’incursione nella terraferma greca, attaccando Volo, sbocco marittimo dell’im-

di un equivoco. Dato che la galea sulla quale il marchese era imbarcato doveva 
spalmare, questi si era spostato sulla Concordia, la nave dove teneva il proprio 

-
-

che Del Borro era rimasto sulla Concordia, dove inoltre risultavano imbarcati 
l’unico ingegnere dell’Armata, il petardiere (responsabile della guerra di mina) 
e i bombisti con tutti i loro strumenti per il tiro dei mortai, nonostante Morosini 
avesse loro ordinato di rimanere sulle galee.

Morosini decise di proseguire egualmente, contando sul fatto che le navi 

-

sbarco notturno a sorpresa. Morosini decise di agire comunque anche alla luce 
del sole, ma verso il tramonto, in modo da poter sfruttare l’incipiente arrivo delle 
tenebre. Volo aveva difese nettamente superiori a Egina, con mura «a botta di 

Ibid. -

ASV, PTM
 La Istoria genealogica accusa invece Morosini di aver tenuto scientemente lontano Dal 
Borro «volendo solo la gloria lui». GAMURRINI, Istoria genealogica
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difesa, chiedendo aiuto ai luoghi vicini con reiterati tiri di artiglierie. Donne e 

Se Del Borro era rimasto fuori gioco, non così le truppe da lui addestrate, che 
vennero fatte sbarcare sollecitamente fuori dal tiro utile dell’artiglieria della mu-

protette da tre galee, mentre le restanti galee battevano le mura con la propria 

-
vi danni. L’arrivo del resto dell’Armata sottile, con la poderosa artiglieria delle 

del petardiere e degli altri specialisti, a minare la (pare unica) porta delle mura. 

difensori.

soccorso portato da un distaccamento di cavalleria ottomana,  la porta fu fatta 

«valorosamente […] strada col ferro». Incontrando una «pertinace difesa», fecero 

le strade e sulle mura. Gli ottomani tentarono un’ultima difesa nella cittadella, 
ma alle prime luci dell’alba preferirono darsi alla fuga, calandosi dalle mura che 

-
BENZONI, «Del Borro», cit.

cannoni -

Marco MORIN, La battaglia di Lepanto: alcuni aspetti della tecnologia navale veneziana, 
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4

». 

commerciali. Fonte: 
.
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di giorni prima di essere soccorsi dai territori vicini. Solo il giorno prima del 

-
-

obiettivi della strategia di Morosini. Il Provveditore d’Armata poté consolarsi in 

ciurme impiegarono otto giorni a caricare, riempendo «sotto e sopra» le coperte 

contrasti, perché, dato che nella fretta il biscotto era stato caricato ovunque fosse 

-
tarifa (responsabile dei viveri) della propria 

-
ne, venne attribuito un valore di 2 soldi per ogni libbra di biscotto caricato, da 

-
rono, contemplando dal mare i numerosi incendi che avevano appiccato prima 

Il fallito attacco a Malvasia

Conclusa l’impresa di Volo, Morosini, sempre in attesa di congiungersi con 
carazo da parte delle isole 

«volontariamente» il tributo, mentre la decina di turchi presenti nell’isola si pre-

-
-

ciente, gli isolani si impegnarono a pagare in natura con la fornitura entro ottobre 

in Meditando sull’evento di Lepanto. Odierne interpretazioni e memorie
e Fiore, 2004, 
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chilò

un’isola «contumace» all’anno non sarebbe poi stato un male, dato che si sarebbe 
avuta una scusa per ottenere a buon mercato schiavi per le galee. Dopo Sciato, 

Serenissima, anche se 25 abitanti di Chilodromi vennero trattenuti al remo quali 

navi, tra le quali la Concordia -
vuto non solo al vento contrario, ma anche al fatto che si fossero dirette a Termia 
(Citno) e Milos per riscuotere a loro volta il carazo. Il Provveditore d’Armata si 

-
sari», appunti ai quali Del Borro rispose adducendo a pretesto il fatto che la galea 

ambidue nel porto istesso, passar con la feluca»), ma il Provveditore d’Armata 

ch’egli asseriva».  I rapporti tra i due, pur formalmente corretti, rimanevano tesi.

Generale da Mar Girolamo Foscarini, che aveva raggiunto l’isola il 22 aprile. 
-

sciando nuovamente il comando supremo a Morosini e Dal Borro, probabilmente 
poco felice dei nuovi sviluppi, ai suoi ordini.40 Fu dunque il Provveditore d’Ar-

-
-

i rifornimenti destinati alle truppe ottomane operanti a Creta.

-

 ASV, PTM
40 ASV, PTM
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delle truppe, alla cui testa si faceva vedere «con la pica alla mano». Tanto che 
il Provveditore d’Armata non poté «contenere verso di lui quell’espressioni di 

42 si dires-
 Dopo aver toccato la vicina 

Delo (Sdilles),44

-
sa». Benché questi si mostrasse «inclinato d’impiegarsi con tutto l’ardore», il 

-
chese condividesse effettivamente i suoi propositi. I dubbi di Morosini sembrano 
trovare conferma nella Istoria genealogica, che afferma come il marchese «così 

Ottomanna, e conseguentemente provvista di tutte le cose per molti anni, non che 
per tre, o quattro mesi, come credeva il Moresini».45

-

due mesi. Il marchese «obbedì» a quanto ordinatogli da Morosini, pur «sapendo, 

delle truppe e facendo costruire un forte sulla striscia di terra che collegava la 

 ASV, PTM GAMURRINI, Istoria genealogi-
ca

42 Vi erano anche due navi per il trasporto dei materiali. VALIER, Storia, cit., vol. 
 ASV, PTM

44 ASV, PTM
45 ASV, PTM GAMURRINI, Istoria genealogi-

ca, cit., p. 272.
 Ibid.
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un bombardamento con i proiettili esplosivi dei mortai «che sopra ogn’altra cosa 
-

ando con i difensori gli esempi per loro negativi di Egina e Volo a confronto con 

temere l’effetto delle bombe.47 Del Borro suggerì un attacco generale portato con-

48 -
gente di circa due mila turchi, che, in attesa del grosso con altri cinque-sei mila 

Del Borro sembra aver sottostimato la minaccia, che costrinse gli assedianti a 

Borro, aveva partecipato all’impresa di Volo, suscitandone la gelosia: anche in 
 La minaccia 

-

proveniente dalla terraferma.50

47 ASV, PTM
48 ASV, PTM

 ASV, PTM -

volta da Morosini dopo essere stato accusato dal marchese di aver mancato alla «propria 
Ibid.

50 ASV, PTM
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Dardanelli, Tenedo e Lemno

di Creta quale Provveditore Generale dell’Armi del Regno di Candia.  Rimasto 

52 I due sembrano essersi subito intesi, anche perché il Capitano 

riformando le compagnie troppo piccole e sostituendo i comandanti di quelle 

militari».  In attesa di portarsi ai Dardanelli per una ripresa della strategia del 
blocco,54 Del Borro, «non tralasciaua fra tanto, che in tutti i luoghi, dove poteva 

farle maggiormente atte a qualsiuoglia incontro».55 Marcello acconsentì inoltre 

57

truppe dirette da Del Borro furono impegnate nel proteggere gli sbarchi per rac-

-
cursione contro Megara per raccogliere frumento. VALIER, Storia, cit., vol. 
ASV, PTM -

52 ASV, PTM -
to ZAGO DBI -

-

 ASV, PTM

54
PTM

55 -
-

dro il 5 maggio. GAMURRINI, Istoria genealogica, cit., p. 272.
 ASV, PTM -

57 ASV, PTM
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cogliere non solo acqua fresca, ma anche foraggio per gli animali vivi imbarca-
ti quali riserva alimentare. Come racconta l’Istoria genealogica

-
ne de’ Turchi, che ad ogni momento si lasciavano vedere squadronati, con tut-

5
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-
nute da turchi saltavano in mare per provare la salute nell’annegarsi».58 Il coman-

Badoer.  Come verso Morosini, anche nei confronti di Badoer, Del Borro non 

forti rispetto a quelli del passato.

-
so della quale Del Borro propose di attaccare l’isola di Tenedo, subito fuori gli 

come ai tempi di Morosini, di effettuare una breve incursione per ottenere tributi 
e schiavi, ma di occupare stabilmente un importante punto strategico dal quale 

58 GAMURRINI, Istoria genealogica, cit., p. 272.

ASV, PTM I-
storia genealogica

Generale.
 GAMURRINI, Istoria genealogica

PTM
CANDIANI, Vele, re-

, 1572-
1718, in , 
a cura di ID.-Luca LO BASSO

CANDIANI, I vascelli della Serenissima: guerra, politica e costruzioni navali a Venezia in 
età moderna, 1650-1720
50.

 ASV, PTM
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stata diversa, lo strumento principale per attuarla sarebbero rimasti le truppe or-

Dopo aver lasciato un distaccamento di cinque navi, quattro galee e due gale-

5) il 5 luglio.  Le truppe vennero subito fatte sbarcare nel porto dell’isola, sotto 
-

damento. Mentre scendeva a terra il marchese venne colpito allo stomaco da una 

«Messi i segnali del disbarco», questo avvenne, «con tutte sorti di barche»,  

furono rapidamente inquadrate, poi i soldati, sempre protetti dal fuoco delle ga-

italiani formavano la riserva, appoggiati sulla sinistra da una compagnia di caval-

dalle galee delle truppe d’assalto, scesero a terra anche i soldati imbarcati sulle 

rispettivamente. Sulla sinistra procedevano gli oltremarini, divisi a loro volta in 

-
-

che «dopo i primi spari mischiatosi seco ad armi bianche» mise in fuga il nemico 
 Presumibilmente 

PTM GA-
MURRINI, Istoria genealogica

 Ibid.
-

sta dello stesso Del Borro, a colonnello del reggimento su quattro compagnie che si an-
PTM

-
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quello che era un altro reparto ottomano si era trincerato su una collina di fronte 

il vantaggio delle picche non solo sostennero e ruppero, ma fugarono gl’inimi-
ci». Prima di sera avevano conquistato i trinceramenti dei mulini e Del Borro 
poté passare la notte nel borgo conquistato. Le truppe ebbero ordine di trincerarsi 

fossato che la isolava dal resto dell’isola e che poteva essere riempito con acqua 

da torri bastionate di forma triangolare. Tuttavia le case del borgo erano a ridosso 
della controscarpa e offrivano agli attaccanti un comodo riparo per approcciare 

-

-

che si affacciavano sulla controscarpa. In totale furono sbarcati ventisei cannoni, 

-
re». Tutti i lavori furono diretti da Del Borro, che ancora una volta poteva mettere 

-

gran parte e uccidendo numerosi difensori. Il tiro dei mortai proseguì per tutta la 

-
vate nel borgo.

Istoria 
genealogica (ripresa da BENZONI,

VENTURA, «Badoer», cit.
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-
salto. A questo punto i difensori decisero che la parte migliore del coraggio fosse 

«una veste per ciascuno, sei cavalli, e armi a principali, e il resto tutto dovevano 
 

comprese alcune donne e bambini, si imbarcarono sugli arsili di tre galee scelte 
tra quelle che erano state catturate agli ottomani nella battaglia dei Dardanelli, 

trovati nell’isola, comprese due grandi petriere.  Ci sono cifre discordanti sulle 

feriti, l’Istoria genealogica

 sicché si 
pose il problema di migliorarne le difese. In una nuova consulta, Del Borro (che 

per i meriti del padre)70

durante l’attacco, ma anche di spianare buona parte delle case che la circondava-

un presidio di 400 fanti «di tutte le nattioni». Tenedo avrebbe anche dovuto fare 
da centro di raccolta per i carazi dovuti dalle isole vicine,  nonché da base per 
i corsari occidentali che agivano in Egeo.72

-

ASV, PTM
 Del Borro – ricordando probabilmente la decisione di abbandonare Egina presa da Fran-
cesco Morosini contro il suo parere – scrisse a Badoer per sottolineare che non dovevano 

-
tevoli sono il prender e mantener, essndosi sempre tempo di poter restituire o cambiare». 
ASV, PTM

70 GAMURRINI, Istoria genealogica, cit., p. 277.

moschea doveva essere trasformato in chiesa di rito latino.
72 ASV, PTM
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 I suggerimenti vennero accolti, mentre il presidio fu ac-
cresciuto a 504 uomini.74

Il successo di Tenedo convinse, pare anche questa volta su suggerimento di 
Del Borro, a intraprendere la conquista della vicina Lemno (immagine 5), in 

 ASV, PTM
74 ASV, PTM

6
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contrario, permise di avvicinarsi alla costa.75 -
sto, con truppe il cui morale era particolarmente elevato dopo i recenti successi. 

-

75 ASV, PTM

GUIDO CANDIANI • ASSALTO DAL MARE IN ARCIPELAGO
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-
pervio] scosceso», ma, come a Tenedo, case contigue alla muraglia permettevano 

«diverse batterie» all’interno delle case del borgo.
-

 ma se 

-
77 querelle tra Badoer, 

-

-

aprire una breccia. Sebbene la breccia fosse limitata e non mancassero di viveri e 

-
le del presidio di Tenedo, con il passaggio in terraferma «salva la vita e un vesti-

dell’attacco a Egina ed accettate da quest’ultimo. GAMURRINI, Istoria genealogica, cit., p. 

77 -
PTM
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con Del Borro per questi eccessi e il marchese venne rispedito a terra per ripor-
tare l’ordine, non prima che dalla galea del Provveditore d’Armata si sparassero 
due colpi di falcone

-
tando tra l’altro lo sbarco di alcuni piccoli soccorsi che erano stati inviati dagli 
ottomani.78

I contrasti sorti a Lemno – acuiti da un ulteriore episodio accaduto in un iso-
lotto deserto a ridosso di Lemno, dove si erano spostate parte delle truppe per di-

80 – avevano guastato i rapporti tra Badoer e 
-

lora Capitano Generale Marcello di rientrare in Italia per poter affrontare la pro-

-

 In ot-

-

interessi patrimoniali.82

-
bre, ma durante il viaggio Del Borro, «al solito della sua pur troppo nota natura», 

78 -
ciare.

 ASV, PTM
80 ASV, PTM

 ASV, PTM
82 ASV, PTM
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scortarlo e perdendo inoltre contatto con le altre due che navigavano con lui.  La 
nave sulla quale era imbarcato, il mercantile armato noleggiato inglese Margaret, 

-

riparata la nave, il 2 dicembre.84

Il periodo di comando in Levante di Alessandro del Borro coincise con la fase 

-

terremoto politico a Istanbul, facendo salire al gran visirato la famiglia di origine 

si distinsero anche nella conquista di Egina e Volo, fallendo solo a Malvasia, 

Morosini di puntare su un lungo assedio piuttosto che su un rapido assalto gene-

-

85

-

routine

che componevano l’esercito della Serenissima, dando ad esso un certo esprit de 
corps corroborato dai successi conseguiti. Che poi la Repubblica non sia stato 

 ASV, PTM -

84 -
vante. BENZONI, «Del Borro», cit.

85 Cfr. Géraud POUMARÈDE,
contre les Turcs aux XVIe et XVIIe siècles
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The Scala di Narenta:
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ABSTRACT: The article aims to highlight the characteristics of the process con-
cerning the completion of the Bosnian–Venetian commercial project regarding the 

purely of an economic and territorial conquest nature. The article is based on the 
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I t is often the case that research interests in the social and economic matter 

economic behaviour of the Venetians and the large port cities of the Adriat-
ic basin, primarily, of course, Venice and then – after a certain lead – the Republic 

-
jects are hardly ever considered, and forms of economic collaboration between 

-
er, when research focuses on the Ottoman merchant class, it can provide a lively 
and exciting image of the Ottoman social and economic realities and its juridical 
and institutional structures and practices.  Similarly, historiography has neglect-
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-

-
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poussière 
portuaire -
ric and at a macroeconomic level.2 
of small ports – especially if placed on the border of the State – can offer us an 
uncommon insight into socioeconomics and institutional dynamics in the Early 
Modern Age.

conceived in mere terms of «personality characteristics» that unveil in an aseptic 

decisions are made in a socio-cultural and emotional context rather than 
exclusively via pure economic contracting relations».4 In this way, in addition 
to socially driven features (e.g., social capital), another important aspect is 
equally discarded from the analysis of entrepreneurship and business: its spatial 
dimension.5

is a societal rather than an economic fact. From this methodological position, 

», Nuova Rivista Storica Regarding the 
Ottoman perspective on the Adriatic, see: Maria Pia PEDANI, «Ottoman Merchants in the 
Adriatic. Trade and Smuggling», Acta Histriae

2 Gilbert BUTI and Gérard LE BOUËDEC, «Présentation», Rives méditerranéennes
[= Gilbert BUTI and Gérard LE BOUËDEC (Ed.), Les petits ports], last accessed February

Cf. Cátia ANTUNES and Louis SICKING -
troduction», International Journal of Maritime History
LE BOUËDEC, «Small Ports from the Sixteenth to the Early Twentieth Century and the Local 
Economy of the French Atlantic Coast», International Journal of Maritime History

4 John P. ULHØI, «The Social Dimension of Entrepreneurship», Technovation, 25 (2005), p. 

5 In this regard, see Hans WESTLUND and Roger BOLTON, «Local Social Capital and Entre-
preneurship», Small Business Economics MOHAN and John 
MOHAN, «Placing Social Capital», Progress in Human Geography

MALECKI Regional Studies, 
 

In this regard, see Erica MEZZOLI, 

CARACAUSI ROLLA and Marco SCHNYDER (Eds.), Travail et mo-
bilité en Europe XVIe–XIXe siècles, Villeneuve d’Ascq, Presses Universitaires du Septen-
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activities rather than actions of elitist groups of entrepreneurs». Therefore, the 
geographical, discursive and social dimensions of entrepreneurship are intensely 
welded to the economic one.  Furthermore, war and all its implications are further 
able to complicate and enrich variables in the entrepreneurial processes and 
business activities.7

At least partially, the above-mentioned historiographical observations and 
methodological considerations are valid for the case concerning this article, when 

Chris STEYAERT and Jerome KATZ, «Reclaiming the Space of Entrepreneurship in Society: 
Geographical, Discursive, and Social Dimensions», Entrepreneurship & Regional Devel-
opment

7 Cf. Jeff FYNN-PAUL (Ed.), War, Entrepreneurs, and the State in Europe and the Mediterra-
nean, 1300–1800

1 Narenta) river 
DE FER, Golfe de Venise

 https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/
. Public domain.
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Although this was not a new matter,8 
of the “opening” of the “new” sea trading post of Gabela, which, along with 
Spalato (Split), would have operated in direct competition with the Republic of 

Hercegovina and told his kahya (butler, personal secretary) to be aware of the 
«desire of the Venetians to open an entrepôt 
merchants».

At the time of the events narrated, Gabela was a small village along the last 

since the Middle Ages. The Ottoman presence in the valley and in the mountains 

with the exception of the Venetian centre of Almissa (Omiš). Despite the formal 
adjustments in the conditions of their presence due to the Ottoman conquest, 
Raguseans maintained a pivotal position in Gabela as they enjoyed a monopoly 
on the salt trade.  Also, the locality played a vital role in the trade of Ottoman 

8 The question concerning the absorption into the Venetian orbit of the Ottoman river port 
-

among the various measures, the Ottoman authorities needed to agree to close their port 
V Savi also agreed that if they wanted to attract 

PACI, La ‘scala’ di Spalato e il 
commercio veneziano nei Balcani fra Cinque e Seicento -

 (hereafter: DAD), Acta Sanctae Mariae Maioris – XVII 
Century (hereafter: ASMM XVII), Ambassadors Marino di Caboga and Orsato de Sorgo, 

Hercegovina MI-
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 Gabela attracted the merchants of the hinterland who procured 
their salt from the Raguseans, and they sold wax, wool, leather and other sheep 
farming products.

colony of Raguseans who sold salt there.  Also, Evliya Çelebi – who travelled 

post (bender iskeles) too.  In the Ragusean 
sources, it is almost always called 

, «Beylerbey of Bosnia and 

the Diplomacy of the Dubrov-
Dubrovnik 

Annals
Vesna , 
Republika u spisima namje-
snika bosanskog ejaleta i 

, 
-

 , «Trgo-
-

Prilozi, 40 

 Seid , «Trgovi-
na Bosne i Hercegovi-

Po-
morski Zbornik

 Franjo , «Prilo-
-

Starine, 

 , «Uspon i pad», cit., p. 

2 Ragusean nobles. The Republic appointed its 
ambassadors among the representatives of the noble class. 

DE NICOLAI, Le Navigazioni et Viaggi fatti 
nella Turchia
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as scala di Narenta 
opening since the place had already been operating as a trading post for at least 

Gabela in a sort of Bosnian–Venetian institutional and commercial condominium 
whose construction, as we will see, did not necessarily require the conquest and 
the formal Venetian sovereignty over that locality and surrounding areas.

From the point of view of the exposition, it was decided to narrate the story as 
precisely as possible to enhance the liveliness of the acts and behaviours of the 
people involved and the strong social dimension in the events of a commercial 
nature that will be illustrated.

Prior Events. Mostar, spring 1666: 
Marino di Nicolò Gozze and Mustafa Effendi have a conversation

about the Venetian sights on the commercial outpost during a conversation with a 
prominent of Mostar, Mustafa Effendi. During an ordinary wartime chat between 

retorted that the Venetians were lobbying hard to open a trading post in Gabela 

various emiri (orders). Moreover, he added that in his opinion the sultan would 

 To the 
Ragusean’s words, Mustafa Effendi replied adamantly:

That is it. You, the Raguseans, are not strong enough to oppose the sultan’s 
will. The Venetians can negotiate peace right now and start another war in 

but everyone around here is happy about it, because it would allow a more 

 DAD, Miscellanea
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comfortable and more accessible trade.

the thought that the sultan would indeed have at heart the fate of the Raguseans by 

of a few merchants from Mostar and Sarajevo who wanted to save on transport 
expenses. Mustafa Effendi nodded without much conviction to the Ragusean 
ambassador’s words and left.

Who knows what, and from whom does he get the information?

with the Venetians about opening the new port. The Raguseans added that they 

a feel for the situation.

more. In a conversation with a merchant from Mostar, the ambassadors learned 

Dalmatia to order the hajduci (bandits, highwaymen) to disturb and damage all 

with the kahya
Sarajevo, the kahya

pace addesso e dopo puochi anni un’altra volta e quando gli piacesse possono far 

Ibid.
 Ibid.
 -
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the opening of this new commercial outpost. The Pasha of Bosnia had sent one 

the unloading operations would have proceeded smoothly, and the goods sent 
to Sarajevo. The kahya
that he had sent his 

Venetians, since such measures were in direct contrast with the sultan’s orders.
However, from other conversations the Ragusean ambassadors had in 

that the Venetians had promised 20,000 sequins to the Pasha of Bosnia and Musli 
Effendi, his previous defterdar

 Thus, Musli Effendi had sent one of his envoys 

kahya, and now that commandment was already 
in the hands of the Pasha of Bosnia. The well-informed claimed that everyone 

– although they claimed otherwise.20 At the 

them an agha agha reported that 
the Bosnian Pasha had given instructions that if ships and a Venetian ambassador 

to have him confer with him, but were not to unload the goods from the vessels 
without his express order.  
that he had been joined by a delegate from the Pasha of Bosnia. The man had told 
him that the Pasha would share with him the money promised by the Venetians, 

 MEZZOLI, «Trade, 
Diplomacy, and Corruption in Seventeenth-Century Ottoman Bosnia: The Ragusan Expe-
rience of a Complex Relationship», in Gábor KÁRMÁN (Ed.), Tributaries and Peripheries 
of the Ottoman Empire

20 -

 Ibid
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The Bosnian Pasha believed that this small port would be of great use for the 
reaya (the taxpayers, here used in the sense of “people”, “population”) and the 
merchants, who did not dare to go to Ragusa for fear of the hajduci
the caravans, stole horses and merchandise and enslaved the carters. Indeed, once 
the new trading post was opened, the Venetians themselves would remedy the 

22 Precisely in this 
regard, the agha told Caboga and Sorgo that once the small port was opened, the 
Venetians would deal with the hajduci problem in seven kadiluk (administrative 
unit which corresponded to the jurisdiction of a judge) – those surrounding the 
commercial outpost  –, promising a sequin as compensation for every robbery 

kadiluk and, as a further guarantee, they would 
also “pledge” one of their patricians.24

The encounter with the «little old mother»

he did not want to be followed by the Raguseans. Even the ambassadors did not 
want to stay in Mostar due to the severe plague epidemic in the city. They decided 

precisely in the latter locality that they learned of the presence in the vicinity of a 
person who could help them a great deal. The ambassadors found out that:

kahya was – by the will of her 
son – with a certain Mahmut Effendi, who was very solicitous towards 

kahya and handled everything related to the 
woman – so, we felt it was necessary to have a meeting with the woman as 
soon as possible.25

22 Ibid.
 It is probable to identify those kadiluk in the territorial jurisdictions of Gabela, Duvno, 

 and Ibra-
him , Povijesni atlas Bosne i Hercegovine. Bosna i Hercegovina na geografskim i hi-
storijskim kartama

24 DAD, ASMM XVII, Ambassadors Marino di Caboga and Orsato de Sorgo, Dubrave [near 

25 «la vecchierella madre del S.r Chiehaia di S.r Supremo Vesire si trovava raccomandata dal 
medesimo a certo Mahmut effendi, quale era il tutto appresso di ella, e che lui scriveva tut-
te le lettere al S.r Chiehaia e governava tutte le sue cose onde stimamo necessario prima 
abbocarsi con la donna». Ibid.
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her trusted man, Mahmut Effendi, preparing him lunch in their accommodation 
and offering him «four weights of sugar» (quatro capi di zucaro). Eventually, 

would introduce the two men to her door, «so that we could hear one another».
Finally, the day of the meeting with the mother of the kahya of the grand 

kahya would do more for her – whom he 
loves so much – than for anyone else».27

She appreciated the gifts and was very sorry to learn that the opening of the port 

the ambassadors managed to wrest half a promise from the woman. She would 
write a letter in favor of the Raguseans to her son, kahya

the Republic of Ragusa’s cause at the Porte. In exchange for the letter, the woman 
wished to receive a gift from the Republic: «two hounds, a male and a female, and 
they have to be beautiful and good».28

Bosnia’s previous defterdar had nothing to do with all those machinations. 
defterdar – a certain 

Sciaban Effendi –, Mahmut Effendi was present when:
Sciaban Effendi and the mola [juriconsult] of Sarajevo, along with the 
Pasha of Bosnia, sent the arz [order] and the mahzar [court decree] to 

 «ben si ci introdurrebbe avanti la sua porta accio ella puossa sentire il nostro e noi il suo 
parlare». Ibid.

27 Ibid.
28 «direte ai vostri SS.ri che in ogni modo mi mandino dua Cani brachi un maschio et una fe-

mina che siano belli e boni». Ibid.
 «il detto Sciaban effendi et il Mula di Saraio insieme col S.r Passa di Bosna mandarno l’ar-
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defterdar, the Pasha and the 
mola

common people said». However, he did not believe it at all:
because if they had already 

obtained a commandment, 
by now they would have 
registered it in the sicill 
[ ’s register] of the 
seven kaza [equivalent of 
kadiluk
certainly the Venetians would 
have done everything to obtain that 
commandment, and for that purpose 

the Pasha of Bosnia, 8,000 sequins 

4,000 to the defterdar and the mola of 
Sarajevo, in addition to gifts to all the 
agha
to the merchants and, to the subjects of 
the seven kaza, the promise that they 
would never be harassed by the hajduci 
again.

che Musta effendi nulla s’habbi ingerito». 
Ibid.

 «perché se il commandamento haves-
sero ottenuto di quello sin hora have-
rebbero fatto sigilat [recorded in sicill] 
in tutti i Cadiluchi ma ben si credeva an-

-
-

nesse detto commandamento per il quale 

-

3 An Ottoman lady in her home clothing. 
DE NICOLAI, Le Navigazioni 

et Viaggi fatti nella Turchia, Venice, 
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It must be said that Mahmut Effendi, or as the Ragusa ambassadors call him, 
«farmer of the mother of the kahya
of information. Also, from him, they learned of the Venetian propaganda – most 

were strongly advised not to go to Ragusa for security reasons. Concerning the 

happen at any moment. Regarding the expected arrival of the Venetian ships en 
route

in Spalato (Split) and were just waiting for suitable meteorological conditions in 

What the locals thought

defterdar Sciaban Effendi sent 
a letter to an agha
in detaining the courier carrying the communication and, not without effort, 
managed to learn the contents of the letter «in which [Sciaban Effendi] writes 
these precise words»:

you see them, you will report to me and to the Pasha here in Sarajevo. 
In addition, you will also notify Ibrahim Agha and Salih Agha, who have 
already been sent to Mostar. They will wait there for your news on the arrival 

operations – one on my behalf and the other one on Pasha’s behalf. If the 
Pasha hadn’t detained me for some important business, I would have come 
to you personally. Anyway, I’ll see you soon. The Pasha and I are very 
much counting on you and your help regarding the circumstance of the 
arrival of those vessels.

-
lestati dalli haiduchi». Ibid.

 Ibid.
-
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besides the merchandise, 
were also carrying 
the timber necessary 
to build the salt 
deposits (case del sale) 

the mouth of the river.
However, at this point in the story, 

one wonders what the locals thought of 
this Bosnian–Venetian commercial project. 
In their letters, Caboga and Sorgo reported 
that the locals, with a few rare exceptions, 
were thrilled with the opening of 

ste boche dovrano coparire quanto p.
ma onde voi invigilarete, et al arivo di 
quelle subbito darete parte al S.r Passa 
et a me qui in Saraio, come anche avi-
sarete Imbraim Agha e Salih Agha, che 
gia da qui sono spediti a Mostaro, et ivi 
doverano aspettare sino che da voi sarano 
avisati del arivo dei sudetti Vaselli, doven-

-
stere uno per conto mio, et altro per conto 
del S.r Passa, et io personalm.te sarei ve-
nuto costi se dal S.r Passa non fui tratenu-

vederemo quanto prima. Intanto et io et il 
-

do da voi particolar aiuto sup.[r]a la venu-
ta di sudetti Vaselli». Ibid., Dubrave [near 

 Ibid.

4 An Ottoman agha. 
DE NICOLAI, 

Le Navigazioni et Viaggi 
fatti nella Turchia, Venice, 
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that small port.  
the Raguseans – a circumstance that strongly compromised the possibility of 

their favor – was represented by 

sultan’s  

with salt, he would have been forced to report to the sultan that the opening of 
that entrepot was absolutely essential.  The Raguseans indeed had a monopoly 

been allowed to bring and sell it in their place.

trusted agha
to arrive, the situation should be managed in two ways according to the case. 

agha
duties. On the contrary, if the Venetians had neither the sultan’s commandment 
or any other order from the Bosnian Pasha, he would not intervene in any way. In 

was spreading that the Venetian ships were already off the Hvar (Lesina) island 
coast, as Gio Battista Leporini reported to the ambassadors. The salt seller added 
that the main convoy was delayed, because it was still waiting for a galley from 

 Ibid. However, according to the two Raguseans, the most enthusiastic and the real promot-
er “from the bottom” of the enterprise was a «certain Begho Curt Aghich, propte[r] [causa] 

Ibid., Buna [near Blagaj], 

 Ibid., 
 -
enta, except in cases where they were unable to bring it, was enshrined in many sultan 

DAD, Privilegi

 DAD, ASMM XVII, Ambassadors Marino di Caboga and Orsato de Sorgo, Buna [near 
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to go immediately to Sarajevo to the Pasha, while the merchants and merchandise 
stayed on board.  
accompanied by one of his trusted men and, evidently, also belonging to the pro-

agha and the 
ambassadors preferred not to enter the city due to the fear of contracting the 
plague that was raging in Mostar. They thought it would be more comfortable 
and safer to stay overnight in the meadows outside the city to be able to meet the 

Good news

Despite all the worries, some reassurance began to come from Sarajevo in 

in Sarajevo, allowing them to head towards Ragusa. The two Raguseans believed 

longer considered it appropriate to detain those caravans to divert them towards 
the new port, whose opening was not complete. In any case, in order to secure 
further guarantees, the ambassadors returned to see the mother of the kahya of 

son. The woman’s position had not changed: before writing her letter, she wanted 

remained adamant.40

In the meantime, however, excellent news was arriving from Ragusa. From 
the report of the ambassadors, it can be understood that the Republic sent a 
communication which informed Caboga and Sorgo that the ambassadors who 
carried the tribute  had met the sultan in Plovdiv. On that occasion, they learnt 

 Ibid.

Ibid.
40 Ibid.

 -
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that the sultan had not granted any commandments in favor of the Venetians to 
accomplish the enterprise. Of course, this now placed the Ragusa’s ambassadors 
in an advantageous position over the Bosnian Pasha.42

Sarajevo-Ragusa route, now it was the merchants themselves who did not want 
to travel that route. They feared the raids of the hajduci during the journey by 

following navigation towards Venice. From a merchant, the ambassadors learned 
that only his caravan and that of a group of Ragusa furriers had left Sarajevo 
in the direction of Ragusa. The other caravans were still stationary in Sarajevo, 
because the merchants received constant notices from Venice – news probably 

the Sarajevo–Ragusa–Venice intermodal route.
Although the sultan did not want to endorse the Bosnian–Venetian enterprise 

of Gabela, the Republic decided to “invest” 500 sequins in the “friendship” with 

further – and write a letter to the sultan in favor of the Ragusa’s cause. Once both 
 support the Bosnian–Venetian 

project were certain, the ambassadors would have greater bargaining power with 

campaign against Ragusa and openly encourage the caravans to head towards the 

laas H. BIEGMAN, The Turco–Ragusan Relationship. According to the Firmans of Murad III 

Vesna ,
, «Diplomatic Relations between the Ottoman 

KÁRMÁN and Lovro  (Eds.), 
The European Tributary States of the Ottoman Empire in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 
Century , «Janus-faced Sov-
ereignty: The International Status of the Ragusan Republic in the Early Modern Period», 
in KÁRMÁN and  (Eds.), The European Tributary States

42 DAD, ASMM XVII, Ambassadors Marino di Caboga and Orsato de Sorgo, Buna [near 
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Republic of Saint Blaise.

could be held only after dinner. So, the Raguseans went to his rooms at two in 
kahya, 

20 to the divan effendi (secretary, scribe) and other 20 to the other dignitaries of 
his court. Despite many reassurances about his hostility towards the Bosnian–

hundred great Bosnian merchants were against Ragusa, he was sure the sultan 
would trust his words. However, the real problem was represented by the Pasha 
of Bosnia, who would be very offended by this. Furthermore, the Pasha was also 

over him. Finally, – of course – he also wanted economic encouragement from 
the Ragusa to be more conspicuous.44 Caboga and Sorgo replied that they only 

also erect a fortress which, in order to be demolished, would certainly require 

it a little longer and invited them to follow him on the journey to Stolac the next 

bey but were unsuccessful.45

to discuss the price for his help: to write those letters supporting Ragusa to the 
kahya. However, 

 Ibid.
44 Ibid., 
45 Ibid.
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were ordered to return to Ragusa and there, in all probability, they went after this 
last meeting.

sultan through the ambassadors of the tribute and the non-mooring of the Venetian 

Finally, the project is completed

Morea.
capo di piazza (a 

prominent merchant) reported to the V Savi that normally Bosnia’s commercial 

Venice. On the contrary, in times of war the local merchants regularly went to 
Ragusa (Fig. 5), which was becoming rich, not so much by the duties it imposed 
on goods, but especially by the prices imposed on the sale of salt. The merchants 

goods. The bosnesi (or bossinesi) merchants did not consider Split a suitable 
place to carry their goods, because it was too far inside the Venetian territory. 

were considered suitable options due to the inland populations, who continually 

where they had already begun to route trade with goods from Mostar – naming 

goods remained stationary in Gabela and could not reach the coast, because the 

river, prevented communication with the sea. Thus, Forte Opus could have served 

Bosnia and Venice, so that:
the goods – either they will be brought to Forte Opus or unloaded from the 

 Ibid.
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caravans further inland, in Mostar and Gabela – will not be able to pass the 
river mouth in order to enter the sea without its [Venice’s] permission, and 

through the payment of the duties that will be established.47

Cottoni pointed out that the war had seriously compromised the trade of Bosnia, 

47 «le merci, o saranno adiritura portate al detto Forte Opus, o scaricate dalle caravane nelli 
luoghi superiori di Mostar e Gabella, non potranno passare le Bocche della Fiumana per 

V Savi

5 The evolution of the city of Ragusa. On the left the ancient settlement, on the right the 
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only towards Ragusa now sought other channels of outlet. Meanwhile, rather 

journey was long, expensive, and very dangerous due to the hajduci. Cottoni 

to Split due to the bands of brigands that infested the surroundings of the two 
localities. He too believed that Gabela and Forte Opus were comfortable and safe, 
both for the Venetians and the Bosnian merchants.48

console della navigazione), the 

once Milio made the necessary agreements with Venice and obtained the 

 

50 There, 

Ottoman re-earned the locality.

The case study of the Bosnian–Venetian joint venture offers much food for 

crossed by forces that go well beyond the economic, commercial and raison d’état 
dimensions. In our case, the societal, of everyday life, and spatial aspects seem to 
be pivotal indeed. Precisely for this reason, here we have chosen to value a non-
economic facet of this trade and business-related story, namely the one that refers 
to the question of the control of the territory in relation to trade and the problem 

48 Ibid
, Le guerre Veneto-Turche del XVII secolo in Dalmazia, Venice, Atti e me-

DIEDO, Storia del-
la Repubblica di Venezia dalla sua fondazione sino l’anno MDCCXLVII, Vol. III, Venice, 

50 , Le guerre Veneto-Turche
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represented by the hajduci

and Ragusa, a rotation dictated by the conjunctural conditions of the war. The 
second is that which has to do with the main trade routes of the region. In fact, 
alongside the segments Sarajevo–Mostar–Ragusa, Sarajevo–Split, Mostar–Split 

and temporary character in wartime, such as those leading from the inside to 

precisely because of the ongoing war, such as the Sarajevo–Mostar–Gabela/

the territory something dynamic and “liquid” among the warring sides. In this 

Bosnian–Venetian affaire is located in an exceptional regulatory and institutional 

on antagonistic positions. This “peripheral” mode of commerce is affected and 
conditioned by the decisions of the “city-centre”, but it is made possible precisely 
because it is far from the centre.

Also, the hajduci

it. Banditry was a problem not only for the safety of the merchants and the goods 

information systems, two fundamental components of the connective tissue that 
52 

 Biagio SALVEMINI, Il territorio sghembo. Forme e dinamiche degli spazi umani in età mo-
derna

52 In this regard, see Erica MEZZOLI
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Banditry is a complex social and economic phenomenon – not to be confused 
with common crime or with forms of social revolt  –, whose analysis for the 

and coordinated military actions by brigands in Ottoman territory. In this way, 
they could count on small guerrilla brigades behind the enemy lines.54 On the 

innocent of collaborations and connivance with acts of banditry in the border 
areas between the Republic of Ragusa and the Ottoman Empire, in particular 

55
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ABSTRACT

Venetians tried to cover their pressing needs in money and foodstuffs in order to car-
-

as well as the role played by various characters in its operation over time. The ori-

when tax collection was entrusted to a private businessman. Consequently, this last 
part focuses on the action of a one particular individual, which allows us however to 
approach the commercial activities that had developed in the Archipelago due to the 

Republic had imposed at least in certain islands of the Aegean (with the exception 
of Tinos), which historiography has not yet set forth.
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genre de domination que la République Sérénissime avait imposé du moins dans 

2 «Archipelagi Meridionalis seu Cycladum Insularum Accurata Delineatio». Source: 
Olfert DAPPER, Naukeurige Beschryving der Eilanden in de Archipel der Middelantsche 

Zee 
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nouveau front dans la guerre de la Sainte-Ligue contre les Ottomans. Au cours 

Morée, les Cyclades furent, de facto

-

rencontre des escadres du capitan estraordinario delle navi
capitan ordinario delle navi -

-

cours desquels elle avait subi des pertes considérables.2

Ben J. SLOT, Archipelagus turbatus. Les Cyclades entre colonisation latine et occupati-
on ottomane c. 1500–1718 -

Sur les opérations navales des Vénitiens dans 
oannis . CHASIOTIS, «     -

   
-

rations. Cf. Guido CANDIANI, I vascelli della Serenissima. Guerra, politica e costruzioni 
navali a Venezia in età moderna, 1650–1720

Gazette, 
Gazette

ichaïl . ARKOPOLIS,      [Un épisode drama-
Naxos -

 G. ERLENTIS,          1649–
1753 

ARCHIVES NATIONALES DE FRANCE I
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3 Milos, Kimolos (Argentara) et Polyaigos (Polimo). Source: Allain MANESSON MALLET, 
Description de l’Univers 
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n’était pas le seul abri de la marine vénitienne. Le négociant britannique Bernard 

de mouiller dans l’embrasse marine prolongée par deux bras de mer située entre 

îles voisines, et, en cas d’attaque, elle pouvait rapidement se diriger vers le large.4

La remise en question de la domination ottomane dans l’Égée par les Vénitiens 

-
ment pour ses entreprises militaires. Ces taxes, quoique variables, encaissées en 

carazzi (ou carag-
gi haraç, et elles étaient versées par la plupart 

comprenaient aussi des îles de la région des Dardanelles (Imbros, Moschonisia, 

de Cassandra dans la région de la Macédoine.5 -

v P. ARGENTI, The Occupation of Chios by 
-

tches
 ROSTAGNO, Viaggi dell’Illustrissimo, & Eccellentissimo Sign. Marchese 

Ghiron Francesco Villa in Dalmatia, e Levante. Con la distinta Relatione de’ Successi di 
Candia per il tempo, che fù dal medemo diffesa in qualità di Generale dell’Infanteria del-
la Serenissima Republica di Venetia, 

4 Bernard RANDOLPH, 
Constantinople, and Gulph of Smyrna; with the Islands of Candia, and Rhodes

re

5 Alessandro LOCATELLI, Racconto historico della Veneta Guerra in Levante diretta dal Va-
lore del Serenissimo Principe Francesco Morosini Capitan Generale la terza volta per la 
Serenissima Republica di Venetia contro l’Impero Ottomano..., Colonia (Venise), G. Al-

GARZONI, Istoria della Repubblica di Ve-
nezia in tempo della Sacra Lega contra Maometto IV., e tre suoi Successori, Gran Sultani 
de’ Turchi onstantinos D. ERTZIOS, «   
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4 Carte de Milos et des îles voisines. Source: Francesco PIACENZA, L’Egeo redivivo, o’ sia 
Chorographia dell’Arcipelago
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du roi pour la conquête des Cyclades ou, du moins, pour la recomposition du 

auiourd’huy sous la tyrannie des Turcs et sous le iouc intolérable des Vénitiens 
qui exigent d’eux impitoiablement un second tribut qu’ils ne peuvent pas payer».

Dans les registres vénitiens, les carazzi sont calculés uniquement en argent 

en nature (céréales, vin): un ordre du capitan generale Francesco Morosini adres-

-
nant d’Andros rapporte que le capitan estraordinario delle navi

carazzi en vin comme 

capitan delle navi Contarini».7 La valeur du vin et 

en argent. Un ordre du capitan generale

carazzi qu’ils paient», précise-t-il. Un document de la 

8

,  ,     .   ’  -
Les incursions qui furent me-

nées contre elles], a , SLOT, Archipelagus turbatus, cit., 

I r. Sur les proposi-
tions faites alors par Saulger au roi de France, voir en résumé SLOT, Archipelagus turbatus, 

7 Voir respectivement: ERLENTIS,  BIBLIOTHÈQUE NA-
TIONALE DE FRANCE  

r G. ZERLENTIS,      [Consti-
IDEM, 

«       » [Pana-
archontes  

8 osif DE IGALAS, «          -
  » [Sur la taxation simultanée des îles de l’Égée par les Vénitiens et les 
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carazzi étaient déterminés sur la base 
des taxes ottomanes ou, peut-être, sur la base des taxes que les Vénitiens avaient 

-
gnage ne nous est parvenu qu’ils aient établi un nouvel enregistrement. Le même 
historien, étudiant les données des sommes annuelles que les Vénitiens avaient 

représailles ottomanes. En outre, il a remarqué que les Cyclades avaient versé 

Certaines de ces questions sont élucidées par un document vénitien qui décrit 

de l’Archipel. Avant tout, ce texte nous informe que le montant des carazzi était 
capitan generale

les Turcs et les corsaires chrétiens, voire même par quelques navires pirates de 
La Canée, de Rhodes et d’Eubée, qui empêch[ai]ent le commerce entre les îles».  
Plus précisément, il est rapporté que la somme totale des taxes avait augmenté 
sous le capitan generale -
minué de presque la moitié sous le doge Francesco Morosini, lorsqu’il avait as-

-
nuées, en dépit des menaces de punition et, en général, des pressions exercées sur 

Ottomans], , PASCHALIS, «  
          

   
SLOT, Archipelagus turbatus

 ERTZIOS cit., p. 2.
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les habitants,  dont nous parlerons plus loin.
Il est probable que les carazzi avaient aussi augmenté au cours du précédent 

exercice de Morosini, lorsqu’il était capitan generale

supplémentaire dont [les] accablait le carasi», et «de le prier d’être charitable et 
de [les] cautionner pour qu’ils paient suivant l’ancien libretto». -
cien libretto» rapporté dans le document, c’était probablement le registre conte-

Locatelli écrit formellement que les carazzi avaient été imposés dans les îles, en 
 Par ailleurs, 

une lettre de Morosini adressée aux habitants de Symi témoigne directement du 
fait que les Vénitiens étaient revenus dans l’Égée non seulement avec les mêmes 
exigences, mais qu’ils avaient aussi usé de leurs vieux arguments pour assurer le 

Regno

Cet ordre d’imposition renouvelée des carazzi dans l’Archipel était appliqué 
capi-

tan estraordinario delle navi Alessandro Molin et du capitan ordinario delle navi 
 Le fait que «[le capitan delle nave] collectait les carazzi dans 

 Ibid.
 ZERLENTIS,   

 LOCATELLI, Racconto historico Cf. ERLENTIS, «  -
libretto» du document comme étant «celui 

 Dimosthenis CHAVIARAS, «        
» [Lettres inédites de Morosini et de Kapodistrias adressées aux Symiens], -

IDEM, «     » [Études sur l’île 
de Symi], Vizantijskij Vremennik, SLOT, Archipelagus turbatus, cit., 

une protection contre les pirates.
 LOCATELLI, Racconto historico
GARZONI, Istoria, cit., p. 75 et Michele FOSCARINI, Istoria della Repubblica Veneta (Degl’i-
storici delle cose veneziane, i quali hanno scritto per Pubblico Decreto -
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qui fournit également l’information qu’y participait un corsaire de Zante, Stathis 
Romanos, le dénommé «Manettas».  Au cours des années suivantes, les carazzi 

-

capitan estraordinario 
delle navi.

caraches».  L’escadre vénitienne chargée d’assurer la perception des taxes ne 
-

-
seau le plus puissamment armé portait cinquante canons et avait un équipage de 
quatre-vingts hommes.  Mais les rapports des historiens vénitiens sur ce sujet 

avait été envoyée dans l’Archipel pour percevoir les carazzi -
tuée, selon Locatelli, de huit navi 
navi

un autre endroit de son ouvrage, il mentionne que l’escadre placée sous le com-

 Konstantinos . SATHAS,   
lexandra RANTONELLI, «        

  IZ  XVIIe s.], 
Thesaurismata, 

r -
la Grammatica  

r

r LOCATELLI, Racconto historico
GARZONI, Istoria FOSCARINI, Istoria, 

ZERLENTIS,   IDEM, -
      

 I v

r.
 XIV, r.
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navi -
saire.20

quelle était la procédure de perception des carazzi: le capitan estraodinario delle 
navi ordonnait par écrit aux autorités communales de se rendre immédiatement 

carazzi
le cas de dettes de la commune dues au non-paiement des taxes des années pré-

-
sements effectués (libro bollato con tutte le ricevute che tenessero de pagamenti 
precedentemente fatti
la menace de pillage et d’incendie des biens des habitants s’ils ne se pliaient 

La perception des taxes de toutes les îles n’était pas toujours effectuée par le 
capitan estraordinario delle navi lui-même: par exemple, on sait que, au début du 

collecter les carazzi de l’île. Il s’agissait d’un navire marchand, une patache, qui 

22

soit, le nolisement de navires étrangers pour la collecte des taxes, ou l’implication 
de ressortissants étrangers dans cette opération, était alors une exception. «Les 
carazzi capitan generale», assure le 

20 Voir respectivement: LOCATELLI, Racconto historico GARZONI, 
Istoria FOSCARINI, Istoria

 ZERLENTIS, , cit., pp Voir aussi les menaces qui concluaient les 
ordres du capitan generale Francesco Morosini et de son successeur, Alessandro Molin, 
respectivement l’égard de la commune de  ( ERLENTIS, , 
cit., pp et de  (DE IGALAS cit., p. 

Cf. la constatation de PASCHALIS («  

Ottomans. Au contraire, SLOT (Archipelagus turbatus
comportement des Vénitiens face aux insulaires au cours de la guerre de Morée était extrê-

22  r.
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le mode de perception des taxes dans l’Archipel.  Ce même texte raconte ensuite 
le revirement que connut la procédure de collecte des carazzi

Ensuite, sous les capitan generali

les carazzi
-

vaient attendre non seulement la récolte mais aussi la vente des produits. La 
nomination de percepteurs dans chaque île n’est pas intéressante, et il n’est 
pas intéressant non plus que les notables locaux, auxquels j’ai proposé un 

en raison de la crainte des bateaux turcs et des corsaires chrétiens, le trans-
24

25 Du Journal de l’am-

-

 et, «ayant accoutumé 

sortie des bleds»,27

 ERTZIOS, «   », cit., p. 2.
24 Ibid.
25 CENTRE DES ARCHIVES DIPLOMATIQUES DE NANTES Milo et l’Argenti re 

(consulat
 

v-207r.
27 r.
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l’ambassadeur Girardin, informé de la concurrence illicite provoquée par Dieudé 

28

l’île, r

 La correspondance 
-

r Dieudé a proposé au sr Miserel [sic], marchand 

été le plus important des divers agents utilisés par les Vénitiens pour percevoir 

28 Ibid r. Voir aussi K. G. KONSTANTINIDIS, «      
    » [Exposés et mémoires tirés de la corre-

 
 r

r

r.
 KOUTZA-

KIOTIS, «Corsairing and Slave Trading in the Cyclades during the Late Seventeenth Cen-
tury», in Gelina HARLAFTIS, Dimitris DIMITROPOULOS et David J. STARKEY (éds), Corsaires 
and Pirates in the Eastern Mediterranean, Fifteenth-Nineteenth Centuries -

 I v

v.
 

r).
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-
quentes apparitions en ces lieux de l’Égée.

carazzi sur toutes les îles de l’Égée 
(et pas seulement des Cyclades) car il pouvait plus aisément assurer le transfert de 
l’argent et des denrées remises en guise de paiement, les protégeant des attaques 

-

de guerre, puisque la France poursuivait sa politique de neutralité.

de cette activité, qui indubitablement aurait pu ébranler les relations franco-ot-
-

renvoyer leurs équipages en France, puisque leurs capitaines ne disposaient pas 
du congé de l’amiral.  Ajoutons que ces bateaux-ci naviguaient sous pavillon 

 Ben J. SLOT

glises 
catholiques de Kimolos et des îles alentour. Histoire des communautés occidentales de 

IDEM, Archipelagus turbatus

 Ibid BÉREN-
GER TOLLET (éd.), 
Guerres et paix en Europe centrale aux époques moderne et contemporaine. Mélanges 
d’histoire des relations internationales offerts à Jean Bérenger, Paris, Université de Pa-

 7

r.
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-
 Il faut d’ailleurs 

le versement des carazzi
débarrassés du paiement, ledit sieur Dieudet [sic
l’ordre de se retirer sans rien percevoir».

carazzi -
mission] de deux pour cent» et 50 piastres « pour le prix de course de ce même 
kavalier», et ils lui avaient aussi offert un mouchoir d’une valeur de 4 piastres.

pavillon blanc» rapporte F. Goujon.

vaisseau Ste Agnès et Ste Marguerite, dont il était d’ailleurs co-propriétaire. En 

 , AE BI Mémoire concernant les isles de l’Archipelle
du Marquis juillet 5r et lettre de F. Goujon L. Phélypeaux, chancelier de 

v-82r.
 ARKOPOLIS, , cit., pp n Cf. ERLENTIS, -

, cit., p
 ARCHIVES DU MONASTÈRE DE SAINT JEAN LE THÉOLOGIEN À PATMOS -

 , AE BI F. Goujon L. Phélypeaux, chancelier de Pontchartrain, Milos, 25 juin 
v.
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40 La majeure part de ce ravitaillement pro-
venait de prises faites par des corsaires catholiques, puisque l’île était devenue 
alors le centre de ce commerce dans l’Archipel.  D’ailleurs, Dieudé se livrait au 

42 -

l’Archipel pour enquêter sur les conditions qui y régnaient, nous informe qu’avait 

 En outre, on sait de 
la correspondance du consul Goujon avec le ministre Pontachartrain que Dieudé 

44

honoré du titre de chevalier de l’ordre de saint Marc et, par la suite, il s’était 

40 Ibid. v-82r , AE BI

r, 85r , AE BI F. Goujon L. Phélypeaux, chancelier 
v.

 
KOUTZAKIOTIS, «Les Cyclades au XVIIe

de la course chrétienne dans l’ mpire ottoman», in Anne BROGINI et Maria GHAZALI (éds), 
Des marges aux frontières. Les puissances et les îles en Méditerranée à l’époque moderne, 
Paris, Éditions Classiques Garnier,

42 Milo et l’Argenti re (consulat passim
notariaux qui s’y rapportent.

 , AE BI Mémoire concernant les isles de l’Archipelle  
Marquis juillet 5v.

44 7

r.
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vu attribuer par le capitan generale diretor, governa-
tore e sopraintendente di tutte le isole del Archipelago.45 En lui conférant des 

-
sopraintendente  

-

Venitiens», écrit-il «& ils y tiennent aussi un Podestat, qui même exige quelque 
Tribut des Habitans». -
tions de collecteur de taxes: les actes de son administration qui nous sont parve-
nus, rédigés en italien, attestent qu’il agissait comme une sorte de gouverneur 
(podestà), puisqu’il éditait des décisions dont la vigueur concernait au moins les 

-
rités vénitiennes. Il disposait aussi de son propre chancelier, le Maltais Lodovico 

-

45 J. Dieudé, pourvu du titre de chevalier de l’ordre de saint Marc et de la charge de «surin-

Milo et l’Argenti re 
(consulat , AE BI r. 
Dieudé d’«una Collana, e Medaglia d’oro [col San Marco]», voir LOCATELLI, Racconto hi-
storico On doit noter que, au 
cours de cette même guerre, les Vénitiens avaient nommé un sopraintendente -
nitsa, qui avait le grade de colonello et qui, outre ses fonctions militaires, exécutait une 

oannis D. PSARAS,       -
    (16 –18  [L’institution de la garde civile dans les posses-

sions vénitiennes de l’espace grec, XVIe-XVIIIe

sopraintendenti étaient des surveillants et des régisseurs char-
gés de l’administration et du ravitaillement. Voir aussi oannis D. PSARAS,  -

       
-

sopraintendente
 DU MONT, Voyages de Mr…. en France, en Italie, en Allemagne, à Malthe, et en Turquie…, 
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47 D’ailleurs, avant sa nomination comme sopraintendente
la situation de l’acteur économique et politique le plus puissant de Milos et il 

pour les catholiques. Plus exactement, le chevalier Dieudé avait acheté alors une 

la Confrérie du St -
tion qu’il fera mettre ses armes au-dessous de celle du Roy sur la prinsipalle porte 
dud(i)t hopistal comme premier fondateur d’icelluy».48

vénitiens, Dieudé ne reconnaissait pas son autorité (et par conséquent celle du roi 
-

dans ces isles sur les Grecs pour raison du carach, estant un homme tout vénicien 

-

47 , AE BI r (copie ducale v r (or-

-
-

ZERLENTIS,   
Sur le podestà, voir nastasia PAPADIA-LALA, -

-
[L’institution des communes urbaines dans l’espace grec au cours de la domination 

vénitienne, XIIIe-XVIIIe s. Approche synthétique], Venise, Istituto Ellenico di Studi  
e  di , 2004, pp o sont rapportés les cas d’Ath nes, 
de Patras et de Monemvasia arina OUMANOUDI

Ambiguïtés de la Dominante dans l’État de la Mer. 
ftichia D. L  (éd.),  

 ’ . 300      , 1715–2015, Actes du colloque 

48 Milo et l’Argenti re (consulat
 , AE BI F. Goujon L. Phélypeaux, chancelier de Pontchartrain, Milos, 25 juin 

v.
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-

Plus précisément, Digoine, formulant dans son mémoire des propositions sur le 
retour en France de ses compatriotes se trouvant illégalement dans l’Archipel, 
écrit: «Ceux qui auront le soin d’aller en Levant pour y prendre les matelots 
fugitifs dans les isles despendantes de la République, doivent prendre un ordre 
du Sr Deudet [sic]».50

sur les isolans».

de ses dignités et de la protection vénitienne, ne pouvait assurément plus demeurer 
longtemps dans l’Archipel, puisque le climat qui régnait ne lui était pas favorable 
et que l’Égée ne constituait plus un champ d’activité pour ses entreprises d’aven-

signer la fermeture de leurs comptes.52 Pourtant, le chevalier Dieudé semble être 

 Son retour dans 

54

50 , AE BI Mémoire concernant les isles de l’Archipelle
Marquis juillet v-77r.

 , AE BI F. Goujon L. Phélypeaux, chancelier de Pontchartrain, Milos, 25 mai 
r.

52 Milo et l’Argenti re (consulat), v. 2, pp. 7-8.
 Ibid.

54 Ibid.
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Martinique et d’autres îles du Vent.55

Pourtant, la collaboration de Dieudé avec les Vénitiens n’était pas encore par-

protection de Louis XIV pour retourner dans les îles de l’Égée «sur les instances 
que luy en ont fait les ministres de cette République pour y reprendre les fonctions 
de gouverneur et surintendant desd(ite)s isles de l’Archipel pour les Vénitiens».  

-

de protection rapportent que l’autorisation royale avait été accordée pour que 
le chevalier contribue aux missions, au transport maritime et au commerce des 

-
tration».57

et collecta de nouveau des taxes, allant d’île en île sur une frégate de vingt-quatre 

le duc Philippe d’Orléans. Plus précisément, Pierre Puchot, comte des Alleurs, 

sur le territoire du sultan.58

tant qu’il se trouverait au service des Vénitiens.
En ce qui concerne l’action de Jean Dieudé dans l’Archipel au cours de la 

-

55 Octave TEISSIER, La Chambre de Commerce de Marseille…, Marseille, Barlatier et Barthe-
RAMBERT, Histoire du commerce de Marseille De 1660 à 

1789. Les Colonies
 7 XIV -

v.
57 Ibid. v r.
58 7 v

MÉZIN, Correspondance consulaire de l’ambassadeur de France à Constantinople (1709-
Annexes -

 7 v r.
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soit, le fait que les Vénitiens avaient chargé de nouveau Dieudé de la perception 

-

étaient débarrassés du même coup des dépenses qu’exigeait l’envoi d’une es-

diretor et de governatore, dont Dieudé 
était revêtu, comblaient le vide créé par l’absence d’autorité vénitienne siégeant 

-

-
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Serenissima did not consider restoring or even putting to use all of the defensive 
-

alistic. It would be both expensive, considering Venice’s economic and military 
priorities, and unnecessary, given its defensive needs at the time. For these rea-
sons, the Venetians contended with strengthening what they deemed were the 

periods, and repaired by subsequent rulers.
The Venetians assessed which of these defensive systems could be of practical 

use according to their defence objectives and proceeded with all the maintenance 
-

sessment was realistic and the plans drawn aimed at being effective, feasible 

their modernisation counter-productive. Such defensive structures included city 
walls and castles built in inaccessible, primarily mountainous areas, where the 

latter a much greater advantage in terms of range. Similarly, certain coastal forts 

importance (usually in favour of another fort in the area) were also abandoned. To 

-
ovations of different scale. In some cases, alterations or reconstructions applied 

-

individual elements.

Diana ZAFEIROPOULOU (Ed.),   = Castrorum Circumnavigation, Athens, 
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The region of Corinthia, i.e. the then administrative district of Romania (pro-
vincia di Romania, territorio di Corinto), was the epicentre of Venetian defen-

STERIOTOU, «      
       

 ,  

1 Plans of the principal castles and fortresses in the Peloponnese (Morea) at the time 
CORONELLI, Morea, Negroponte & adiacenze, 
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2 In some of these, the Venetians carried out small-scale 
-

cations that ran through the Acrocorinth, and which extended from the Lechaion 
along the Oneia Mountains. In this system, the Venetians carried out extensive 

 Their aim was 

system”, which had arisen as a response to the introduction and spread of the use 

the layout, design and construction of defensive structures of the period through-
out Europe.4

A true-to-form complex system of bastions would be impossible to construct 
anywhere in the Peloponnese for a number of reasons, most of them practical. 
The monetary cost would be too high and the amount of time required for such 

-
tated the shape of any possible outcome, while the geomorphological features of 
the Peloponnesian landscape were not always conducive to the design of such 
structures. All of the above contributed to the creation of a distinctly local vari-

-
duced or maintained in order to adapt to conditions on the ground.5

2 Ioannis T. SFIKOPOULOS,     
pp. 57–80.
Kevin ANDREWS, Castles of the Morea

pp
4 -

tian Rule, see ANDREWS, Castles of the Morea, cit., p Ioanna STERIOTOU, «  -
      », in Chryssa MALTEZOU (Ed.),   

   , Athens, Hellenic Foun-
dation for Culture,  pp  STERIOTOU, «  », cit.  Ioanna STERIOT-
OU, «    “  ”    », in -

, Studies in honour of Giorgos P. Ekkekakis, Rethymno,  Kritis, 
pp MARCHESI, Fortezze veneziane 1508–1797, Milano, Rusconi Im-

ZAFEIROPOULOU (Ed.),  POLANO, 
L’Architettura militare veneta del Cinquecento -

5 ZAFEIROPOULOU (Ed.),  
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As hinted above, the Isthmus and the wider area of Corinth (Fig. 2) were of 
particular importance to the Venetians. This was true not only for the period of the 

to the area: Duca Di Guadagne, Baron Di Stenau, Francesco Vuimes, Principe 
d’Arcourt, Spar and Milhau di Verneda to name but a few.  All recognised the im-

MALTEZOU, «        
     », Proceedings of the 1st International Conference 

on Peloponnesian Studies, Sparta, 7–14 September 1975 -

2

CORONELLI, Morea, 
Negroponte & adiacenze
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portance of the area of the Isthmus and agreed that sealing it hermetically would 

that were proposed varied widely.

it from scratch. Undoubtedly, this two-storey wall,7 which the Venetians consid-
ered to be the border between their possessions and the territories of the Ottoman 

defence of the area was critical at the time.8

of the Serenissima, however, the Examillion wall did not become the main focus 
of Venetian defence expenditure in the Peloponnese. Instead, the new rulers of 
the land chose to avoid grandiose plans and proceed with proposals such as that 

extending from the port of Lechaion along the ridge of the Oneia Mountains.  
-

ever, this was not the best choice as was evident right from the outset. To begin 

PINZELLI, «Les forteresses de Morée: projets 

Thesaurismata
7 For the Justinian or Hexamilion wall, its history, architectural characteristics and chronol-

ogy, see Timothy E. GREGORY, Isthmia V: The Hexamilion and the Fortress
IDEM

at Corinth», Hesperia SKARMOUTSOU-DEMETROPOU-
LOU, «   ( )», in      

,   , Heptapyrgion Thessaloniki 18–20 Septem-
ber 2003 EADEM, «     

   »,in Proceedings of the 1st Archaeological Meeting of 
South and Western Greece, Patra 9–12 June 1996

8 Angelos NEZERITES,    NIKOLOUDES, 
Athens, 
Eric PINZELLI, , 

of the Corinth defensive line, see ANDREWS, Castles of the Morea STERIOTOU, 
Ioanna, «  CARAHER and Timothy E. GREGORY, 

Hesperia
E. PEPPAS,      

LIANOS, «I progetti per la difesa dell’Istmo di Corinto durante il 
Thesaurismata
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order to provide an idea of the requirements in terms of manpower, however, it 
linea delle forti-

of the port of Lechaion.

 Rhys CARPENTER and Antoine BON, The Defenses of Acrocorinth and the Lower Town, 

 PEPPAS,  , cit., pp. 

3
CORONELLI, Repubblica di Venezia p. IV. Citta, Fortezze, ed altri 

Luoghi principali dell’Albania, Epiro e Livadia, e particolarmente i posseduti da Veneti 
descritti e delineati dal p. Coronelli
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The Venetians initially thought that this solution would be a realistic pursuit, 
completed in a relatively short period of time with the “assistance” of a number of 
local peasants, who would be called upon to provide personal service in the form 
of statute labour or angaria

purpose under the supervision of the proveditor extraordinario Giustin Da Riva.

burdened all Peloponnesian inhabitants regardless of their settlement’s geograph-

every villager was required to offer their services in angaria for a certain number 
of days each year. This meant that whenever occasion arose, a percentage of vil-
lagers were called upon to offer their prescribed days of forced labour. The distri-

demogerons and the syndics of the 
urban communities. The commanders of the militia (ordinanze) of each province, 
assisted by military detachments of dragoons, were responsible for rounding up 

proveditor general 
in the Peloponnese, 4,000 peasants were charged with labouring on the Corinth 

families  – then we can conclude that out of every ten or so families one per-
son was burdened with the annual angaria

members of urban communities, residents of certain regions and settlements, and 
a variety of other categories of people, were exempted on the basis of origin or 
other criteria that will be examined in more detail below. As such, the ratio of 

to 2,400, while the following year he brought this number down to 800 and in 

 PINZELLI, Venise et la Morée, cit., p. 424.
 Konstantinos NTOKOS, -

, pp
 Vassilis PANAGIOTOPOULOS,  
Athens,  p
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distributed the angaria
coincides with the year in which Grimani reduced the total number of conscripts 
from 4,000 to 2,400.

In order to increase the revenues of the State, while at the same time relieving 
the peasants from the oppressive nature of the angaria, Grimani proceeded to 
convert it from an angaria personale to an angaria reale, i.e. demanding pay-
ment in lieu of labour. Initially, the measure was implemented for one year and 
was optional as an alternative for those who wished to avoid personal labour. In a 

considered the corvée inadequate and ineffective in the case of the Corinth for-

power to avoid conscription and, ultimately, less than half of them turned up at 

harmed the State in the process. Grimani felt that by converting this labour from 
personal service to a corvée levy would guarantee that the State would secure 

Treasury (in this case, the Treasury of Achaia).
As the angaria was imposed on a percentage among the villagers per month, 

the corresponding levy was also collected once a month. In the allocation table 

 
Grimani estimated that, in this way, it would be possible to collect from all the 

reali per month. By order of the proveditor 
generale Molin, however, the entire Peloponnese was excluded from the Corinth 
corvée for four months each year. Consequently, as the angaria was in effect for 
only eight months of the year, the total revenue from the levy was estimated to 
be 28,800 reals. In order to address the abuses that were often observed in the 
distribution of the corvée, Grimani put the syndics and demogerons in charge of 

 NTOKOS, cit.
 ARCHIVIO DI STATO DI VENEZIA (hereafter: ASV), Provveditori da Terra e da Mar (hereafter: 

o 7.
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stream of labourers, he proposed the deployment of infantry corps (infanteria), a 

the rural population were vividly described by the proveditore
report to Venice:

un’anno dai lavori di Corinto ne saria stato in pieno arbitrio quando havesse 
contate nella Camera della sua provincia reali sei, estrahendo da essa le 

l’abborimento ch’hanno a quell’aria insalubre per le molte morti e malatie, 
il timore del severo castigo ch’ havevano veduto praticarsi gli anni a diet-

profondevano in occulte estrorsioni di trenta Reali per testa per esimersi 

promossero il pronto volontario concorso delli quatro territorii d’Achaja 

ricercarono il gratioso indulto, e seguitatone poi l’esempio da tutte le altre 
provincie riscosse […].

According to this report, the substitution of manual labour with a monetary 
contribution was a measure that was welcomed with relief. The syndics of the 
communities and the mayors of the villages of the four provinces of Achaia were 

provinces soon following suit.

angarie personali, 

o 7.
 Spyridon LAMPROS, « -

-

Provveditor General dell’Armi in Morea).
 Cf. NTOKOS, cit., pp
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cycle would be completed, the total amount to have found its way into the State’s 
20

-

20 o 42.

4

Hexamilion walls. Source: Bernard RANDOLPH, The present state of the Morea, called 
anciently Peloponnesus […]
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it contains. These documents are very important, as they provide us with basic 
information on the number of villages and individuals that were liable to the sys-
tem of angarie and, thus, obliged to contribute either in personal service or with 

they tend to provide additional information in the form of the number of families 
that were subject to the angarie. This allows us to speculate that the distribution 
of this burden among the inhabitants of each settlement was based on the total 
number of families residing in each one. In some cases, in fact, the allocation lists 
for the corvée were the same ones used for the angaria of the dragoons (compar-
ti), which was calculated on a per famiglie basis.

There is no doubt that the information contained in the allocation lists (com-
parti

preclude the formation of a complete picture. First of all, they do not extend for 
-

formation for the entire territory of the Peloponnese for the same length of time. 

time periods in order to arrive at detailed conclusions. For instance, while there 
are data concerning the imposition of angarie in the province of Achaia in the 

of the province’s geographical proximity to the construction site.22

angarie
-

tive district of Achaia were called upon to provide their services in the extensive 
 The “Grimani dai Servi” archival series 

contains the four allocation lists relating to the number of men recruited from the 

 
22 o
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territorii of Patras, Gastouni, Kalavryta and Vostitsa. Under the instructions of 
the local syndics, the recruits presented themselves before the proveditore gener-
al -
comes clear that this angaria
from which a total of 82 men were to be recruited. Since the option to transform 
this obligation from personale to reale was in effect, it was estimated that should 

-

ogni mese», that is, in case all men chose this option.24 If we refer to the census 
25 angaria

who belonged to the age category of vecchi
estimated that the number of men who were subjected to the corvée was roughly 

in other areas under Venetian rule. The age of 50, however, has also been suggest-
ed as the upper limit of eligibility.  If this was the case, the number of villagers 

every month.27 Comparing this with the population data available from the 
Grimani census, it appears that the system of angaria burdened approximately 

angaria. All 

we assume that 50 years was the age limit, we will have to deduct from this total 
another 400 or so men.28

24 Ibid.
25 PANAGIOTOPOULOS,   

 Georgios V. NIKOLAOU, provincia di Laco-
nia , pp

27 ASV, GS, b fasc. 82, ff r r.
28 PANAGIOTOPOULOS, , cit
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were called to Corinth each month.

uppermost limit of eligibility for the corvée, we will have to eliminate from the 

The list concerning the allocation of people to the same angaria for the area of 
Vostitsa imparts that the calculation of the number of villagers to serve in Corinth 
was based on the number of families that lived in each settlement: «comparto per 

famiglie s’attrovano in cadauna delle infrascritte Ville e Boarie native e foresti». 
 

and that the number of people labouring each month was 25.  These numbers 

(famiglie) of the entire territorio
families of the town of Vostitsa which, of course, were exempt from the angarie. 

were eligible for the angaria
As already mentioned, Grimani reduced the number of recruits to 200 per year 

reported that:

provincie concorrino al travaglio dei lavori nella Linea di Corinto con soli 

l’impiego delle persone.

-

 ASV, GS, b fasc. 82, ff r-v.
 PANAGIOTOPOULOS, , cit
 
 Ibid.
 PANAGIOTOPOULOS, , cit
 ASV, PTM, b no
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did not wish or could not afford to pay.  Grimani used this money in order to 

than not only the forced labourers, but even experienced craftsmen. By the end 

above this, however, the Syndici Inquisitori 
angaria

ownership were distributed to the inhabitants of the Peloponnese. Already, the 

long list of debtors to the State had formed who owed sums from previous years.  

-
als, -

conscripted populations.
The language and expressions used in administrative documents testify to the 

extent of the burden that this system had placed on the rural populations of the 
Peloponnese. The Venetian governors themselves, in their correspondence and 

Angaria and all types of associated ob-
ligations are described as: angaria molto gravosa,  pesantissimo aggravio,40 
obligo insofferibile,  aggravio insensibile,42 incredibile angaria et aggravio,  to 
name but a few of the gravest expressions found in the primary historical sources.

Based on the evidence, it is fair to argue that the inhabitants of rural settle-

 NTOKOS, cit., pp
 Ibid.

o

 LAMPROS, «
o

40 Ibid. o

 Ibid. o

42 Ibid. o

 Ibid. o
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Churches, the widows, and the destitute, were burdened in every possible way 
and to a degree that often exceeded their capabilities in order to serve the admin-
istrative and defensive needs of the state. As a result, they suffered losses over 

their safety and, on occasion, their very lives. The Venetian proveditori seem to 

the so-called poveri villici of the documents.44 Occasionally, they would express 
their thoughts on the types of angaria that were the most trying to the peasant 
populace at any given period.

of angaria

Grimani’s reports reveal the villagers’ feelings of utter despair at the prospect 
-

sanitary conditions prevailing at the construction site, which had claimed many 
45 Such references alongside mentions of the illnesses that plagued 

the labourers were quite frequent.

quanto richiedevano le premure di quell’importantissimo luogo, non ostante alle 
47 Although it would be reasonable to as-

sume that the number of people who had lost their lives during forced labour on 

rates is mere conjecture.
As a result of the political and social conditions of the time, forced labour 

was often accompanied by a multitude of arbitrary acts of mistreatment against 

a connection or access to the Venetian administration. Peasants falling victim 
to the ruthless behaviour of third parties with any sort of authority over them 
was a common occurrence. Members of the urban communities, village prefects, 

44 Ibid. o

45 NTOKOS, cit., p
os

47 Ibid. o
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soldiers scattered throughout the territory, the meidani charged with maintaining 
order, but also random charlatans and thugs would deceive villagers with bogus 

extracting extortionate amounts of money in return. All of the above contributed 
to the growing hardships of peasant life in Venetian Peloponnese.

-

5 Today’s map of the Isthmus of Corinth showing the Hexamilion location. Source: 
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tionalised, their attempts were obviously in contravention of the law, a fact which 
left them exposed to the greed and predatory tendencies of village chiefs and 

of people and animals to Corinth, the authorities observed the illegal exchange 

proveditore general 
Antonio Zeno, issued an edict regulating the election process and duties of the de-
mogerons, and stipulated that «the cursed initiative of collecting exorbitant sums 
of money, which had become so widespread that the poor were oppressed and 
destroyed on every occasion of public service, should be stopped». Moreover, 
he ordered the village mayors immediately «to re-collect without delay the sums 
collected and return them in full to those from whom they had been unjustly and 

-
rations for the corvée would be returned to its rightful owners.48

The majority of appeals sent to the Venetian Senate by inhabitants of the 

in the appeals include:
(a) The removal of peasants/farmers from their homes for a considerable amount 

of time, which often coincided with the sowing and harvesting seasons, forc-
ing them to be away at a crucial, for their survival, time in the agricultural 
cycle.

during the winter when many of the men fell ill. Another clear reference is 
made to the death rate, which, in the circumstances, should not be considered 
a rare occurrence.

48 NTOKOS,
 Georgios V. NIKOLAOU, Franc-
esco Grimani Proceedings of the 5th In-
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locals. It should be noted that Venice’s priority was the economic exploitation of 
the Peloponnese and, consequently, the increase of its agricultural production, 
which was directly and exclusively dependent on the peasantry. Its subjection 

performing at its best, even if it wanted to. Moreover, the Venetian rulers were 
essentially relying on the local population to meet vital defence needs through 
the system of angarie
and the Ottoman threat was ever-present. Consequently, the commanders of the 
Peloponnese were aware that it was in their best interests to heed the complaints 
of the locals, at least to some extent, in order to be able to rely on the land’s man-
power. Moreover, they sought to set limits on arbitrary practices, as they had an 
effect not only on the local population, but above all on the Venetian State itself. 
Undesirable consequences of the oppression of the peasantry through fraud and 
abusive practices included the loss of agricultural labour, a decline in participa-
tion in the system of statute labour, as well as the loss of much-needed revenue 
for the Public Treasury.

In the case of the Peloponnese, as was earlier in Cyprus, Crete and the rest of 

either outside the Peloponnese (to hostile areas under Ottoman rule)50 or to moun-

them to be located by the authorities.

State, which faced frequent delays in the completion of its projects, while its 
defensive needs were hardly met in the most effective way. These repercussions 
were not lost on the inhabitants of the territory of Arcadia52 or the territory of 
Fanari, who used them as leverage to achieve their own goals by convincing the 

ternational Conference on Peloponnesian Studies, Argos–Nafplio, 6–10 September 1995, 
Vol. 4, Athens, Society for Peloponnesian Studies p

50 o

 Ibid. o 5.
52 NIKOLAOU, cit., pp
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that, in this way, it would be possible to raise the necessary funds to hire more 

that the Venetian governors sought to limit. The measures that were adopted from 
time to time were arguably not directed at relieving the villagers from their ex-
cessive burdens or at combating the arbitrary acts committed against them. In 

the peasants themselves. It was, therefore, decreed that the latter had no right to 

«per frenar in avenire il disordine, e pregiuditii, che rillevantissimi rissultano al 
Publico interesse».

-
tions. These grandiose and ambitious plans for the defensive protection of the re-

angaria 
personale proved to be quite ineffective. A large number of recruits absconded, 
and the cost of the subsistence and per diem of those who did eventually turn up, 
made the Government a loss. The option of exchanging the personal labour of the 
corvée with a monetary equivalent was initially piloted for a year. The vecchiardi 

in Corinth (of whom, as Francesco Grimani observed, less than half presented 

as they were now presented with a choice.54 The angarici could provide statute 
labour or buy it out by paying six reals a month. The vecchiardi of each village 
were entrusted with monitoring the process, so that villagers who were not enti-
tled to an exemption could not in any way be granted one. Only those employed 

of community bodies were exempt from the measure. According to Francesco 

reals in total per year to the Venetian Treasury, which was a respectable sum of 
money to be used for the promotion of Venetian objectives in the Peloponnese. 

o 5.
54 Ibid. o 7.
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peasants.55

Despite any good intentions from the part of the Venetian overlords, the trans-
formation of the system of angarie

-
ant population was unduly burdened by the imposition of this corvée levy, as a 
result of the following factors:

-
er, were gradually transformed from personale to reale, those liable for the 
payments, and by extent economic activity in the Peloponnese at large, were 
adversely impacted. It is indicative of the situation that proveditor Emo had 
openly expressed his staunch opposition, clearly stating that the «damnable 
management» of the Venetian administration was one of the main reasons the 
land of the Peloponnese had fallen into economic disarray during his admin-
istration.

(b) Arbitrariness: one of the gravest injustices with regard to the system of an-
garia
on the rural populations. That is to say, despite the fact that monetary levies 
theoretically applied to the so-called “urban” populations as well, i.e. both 
to members of rural communities as well as to the inhabitants of towns, in 

-

Proveditor generale Sagredo, in a decree designed to improve the living con-

the angarie at the expense of those liable for performing them.57

(c) Unequal distribution of responsibilities: the problem was extremely wide-
spread in the Peloponnese, especially given that the populations of urban com-
munities, which were already considerable in number, were ever-increasing.58 

55 Ibid.
 NTOKOS, cit., p

57 Ibid., p
58 Ibid., p Alexis MALLIARIS, 

, Venice, Hellenic Institute for  and 
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-
tatori». He highlighted that this phenomenon had reached extreme proportions 

Serenissima was disproportionately borne by the poorest classes living in the 
countryside.

(d) Social inequalities: a further thorn in this process was the additional exclu-

peasants who were attached to the estates of the syndici and others under their 
protection. This had created a particularly discriminatory situation in which 
people of the same social status and origin had different obligations towards 

erosion of population numbers in certain settlements and the parallel en masse 
emigration of peasants to other communities, where they would be afforded 

-

(2) vital needs of the State in revenues and manual labour were not fully met 
through the system of angarie

-
ple of the same social class contributed to the creation of social inequalities 
within the body of the rural population.

full well that it was not in their interests to disrupt their relations with the “bour-
geois”, who lived either in cities or in estates in the countryside. This was an 
aristocracy that the Venetians themselves had installed in the Peloponnese as a 

-
land, and govern this vast new possession more effectively. As such, the members 
of this class were absolutely indispensable to the Venetians. Fear of displeas-
ing them meant that, ultimately, the system of angarie reale in the Peloponnese 

Post-  Studies in Venice, 2008, pp
 NTOKOS, cit., p MALLIARIS, , cit., pp
 NTOKOS, cit., pp MALLIARIS, , cit., p
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would never be implemented fairly for all.
All of the above suggests that the angarie amounted to social discrimination in 

the minds of all subjects. The people who owed service were disadvantaged both 

monetary levies, despite the fact that these applied mainly to members of society 

In the case of the Peloponnese, however, the bourgeoisie had made their position 
clear. They were willing to pay money for purposes reminiscent of leitourgies 
(honourary functions, such as paying for doctors and teachers in their communi-

process of angarie.
The mass exodus of rural populations from their hearths was a highly unde-

sirable outcome for the Venetian administration, which had sought to encourage 
the creation of new settlements and the growth of existing populations in the 
Peloponnese. Instead, the new territories were slowly becoming deserted. The 
few that remained, in their majority peasants, were not enough to cultivate the 

Serenissima .
The fact that the institution of the angarie was applied so extensively in the 

Peloponnese is a testament to how acute and immediate the needs of the new 
conqueror were. At the same time, the inability of the Venetian administration to 
streamline its plans for the economic exploitation of the hinterland and win the 

Eastern Mediterranean at large.
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ABSTRACT: This article aims to bring forward a number of elements related to 

sturdy ships, and competent men, the Sultan’s admirals set in motion a plan to ex-

emerged among naval crews. Fighting throughout the Aegean, the Venetian navy 
strongly opposed the enemy naval strategy, thus preventing its implementation 
and preserving for Venice the Ionian Islands. However, the war was decided in the 
north by the Habsburg Imperial troops, under the command of Eugene of Savoy. 
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-

Empire and of the member states of the Holy League, Austria, Poland, Russia, and 
Venice.
Transylvania, Croatia, and Slovenia, became the dominant power in the region, 
Venice also fared equally well. Indeed, while during the war the Republic had 

Morea), of the islands of Leucas (Santa Maura), in the Ionian Sea, and of Aegina, 
in the Saronic Gulf, and also of wide areas of Dalmatia, including Cattaro and its 

new Sultan’s envoy. Accordingly, the distinguished visitor was greeted with all 
honors. He gave all required assurances and then departed.

The European war, which Venice tried to avoid, and indeed succeeded in 
avoiding, but at the cost of becoming diplomatically snubbed and left without 
allies in the moment of crisis, came to an end with the Treaty of Utrecht in April 

-

-
insula, namely the Peloponnese, and ideally the Venetian held Ionian Islands, 
especially Corfu, the gate to the Adriatic Sea. The party, which espoused the re-

GARZONI, Istoria della Repubblica di Venezia. Ove insieme narrasi la Guerra per la 
Successione delle Spagne al Re Carlo II, vol. 
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sumption of the war against Venice, centered around the Sultan’s son-in-law, the 
-

council (Divan-i-Humayun), in which, according to tradition and in the Sultan’s 

-
ly, rejecting the objections of the supreme religious leader of the Ottomans, the 

-

troops, and, also, the desire of Vienna to stay out of another war, following the 
end of the exhaustive, for all parties involved, war of the Spanish succession. He 

legal authority.2 la guerra di 
Morea and sometimes la guerra di Corfù), was to be a brief land and sea vio-
lent encounter. Its conducting was dictated by the vicinity of the Peloponnese to 
mainland Greece, to which it was attached by the isthmus of Corinth, also bound 
by the Saronic in the east, and the gulf of Corinth in the west. Both land and sea 

-

naval activity and supplied with ammunition, and all necessary equipment, if and 
when needed. The Army’s big siege guns and mortars were to be transported by 

on the enemy’s movements and on the strength of the defenses of the powerful 

2 Ottoman 
Statecraft. The Book of Councel for Vezirs and Governors of Sari Mehmed Pasha, the 
Defterdar LIVINGSTON 
WRIGHT, JR HAT-
ZOPOULOS, La dernière guerre entre la république de Venise et l’empire ottomane (1714–

 [The last Vene-
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was expected to capture the last Venetian outposts in the Aegean archipelago, 
including those left in Crete, and, eventually in the Ionian Sea itself.

kanuname

-
sues in his kanuname

the Kapudan Pasha, who dealt with the administration and military issues of the 
 and who was 

rarely a seaman, three new Admirals were to be appointed. They, eventually and, 

Kapudan Pasha’s orders were to serve as Admirals the Kapudane-i-patrona and 
the Kapudane-i-riyale, formerly Commanders of the two wings of the galleys’s 

also to be imposed on the crews, and they were to be severely punished if they as-
saulted coastal villages, committed thievery, and other crimes.4 There is no doubt 

-

Idris BOSTAN

Moslem Heritage. Foundation for Science, Technology, and Civilisation, 
-

velopment of the Ottoman navy. Also, the late Kapudan Pasha, a sailor’s sailor, was al-

the Ottoman establishment. Cf. Guido CANDIANI, I vascelli della Serenissima. Guerra, po-
litica e costruzioni navali a Venezia in età moderna, 1650–1720, Venice, Istituto Veneto di 

4 Daniel PANZAC, La marine ottomane. , Pa-
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the Sultans, the absolute masters of a multinational Empire, or they came from 
-

to Islam, if competent, could reach high positions.5 -
ed to what had happened on land, when the Ottoman lords wrested control of 
Anatolia and of its valuable human resources from the Eastern Roman Emperors. 

-

and master of the eastern Mediterranean for centuries. It introduced new tech-
nologies, adopted from its European competitors, including the Venetians, and 

-

To the Ottoman rulers the presence of Venice in the Aegean world was tanta-
mount to an intrusion, an old notion espoused by the Eastern Roman Emperors. 

clear that the whole Mediterranean, ought to belong to a single «sublime state».7 
Despite sometimes protracted periods of peace and trade relations, the Ottoman 

-
ing them to the Ionian Islands.

available to the sultans, the seafaring Christian populations of Rumelia and 
8 Also, able seamen came from the 

5 Girolamo FERRARI, Delle notizie storiche della Lega tra l’Imperatore Carlo VI e la Repu-
blica di Venezia contra il Gran Sultano Acmet III e de’ loro Fatti d’armi. Dall’anno 1714 
sino alla pace di Passarowitz
Fiamengo [Flemish] rinegato chiamato Tre Mustacchi», distinguished in the naval clashes 

Guido CANDIANI

The Mariner’s Mirror
BOSTAN

7 Maria Pia PEDANI, , translated by 

8 PANZAC, La marine ottomane
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coastal areas around the Sea of Marmara and from the shores of the Aegean and 

recruitment requirements of the naval authorities. On the opposing side, Venetian 

-
tivity probably covered needed repairs, improvements, reactivation of existing 

-
lowed the manufacture of sails.  Furthermore, 

-
nal, and there is no doubt that, when the war started, the Ottoman State, contrary 

-

-
ferred. They were better adapted to the geography and weather conditions of 
the Aegean. Furthermore, to deal with shipbuilding lumber supply problems the 
navy acquired about 20 fully armed merchant vessels.  Also, before the start of 
the war, huge quantities of biscuit for the crews were prepared in Thessalonica, 

-
ciency of its crews transformed it into a powerful instrument in the able hands of 

PANZAC, La marine ottomane EICKHOFF, Vene-
zia, Vienna e i Turchi. 1645-1700: Bufera nel Sud-Est Europeo

 SEFER, The Arsenal of Ottoman Modernity: Workers, Industry, and the State in Late 
Ottoman Istanbul

FERRARI, Delle notizie storiche, cit., p. 27.
 CANDIANI CANDIANI, I vascelli della Serenissima, cit., pp. 482, 

484.
 HATZOPOULOS, La dernière guerre DIEDO, Storia della Repubblica di 
Venezia, dalla sua fondazione sino l’anno MDCCXLVII, vol. 
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its Commanders, beginning with the Kapudan Pasha Djanum Khodja Mehmed,  

in the form of taxes, and the continuous improvement of shipbuilding techniques 
in the arsenals of the Empire, built a strong naval arm. To the above positive fac-

of Adrianople (Edirne) in the same year, thus eliminating worries about enemy 
naval presence in that area.

-

-
ing equipment and even troops. The Venetian bailo at Constantinople, Andrea 

-

 The Kapudan Pasha, a competent and humane sailor, came from the fortress city of Coron 
in the Messenia district of the Peloponnese. According to FERRARI, Delle notizie storiche, 
cit., p. 27, Djanum Khodja was «nato Turco di Coron». Captured at Imbros as a young 

years until his ransom, thus becoming familiar with his future adversaries. In an Italian 
portrait engraving he is named as «Meemet Cicala General di Mare, del Gran Turco» (see 
Mario NANI MOCENIGO, Storia della Marina Veneziana da Lepanto alla caduta della Re-
pubblica Also, during the operation for the 

-
tain of a ship of the line (from the sailing formation in navies of the time), a sultana named 
Canal Bianco, was a brother of the Kapudan Pasha, whose name is given as Zecelis (see 

MONTREAL PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 

Cf. HATZOPOULOS, La dernière guerre
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author mentions an anonymous Dutch source, according to which the Kapudan 

with ardor the construction of additional sailing vessels. During that period were 

From the beginning the Ottoman Armada sailed through the Archipelago 
unobstructed and achieved full control of it. Strategically and traditionally, the 

-
ordinate itself to the Army, even when the latter was under the Command of the 

in the Mediterranean and renown, acquired through its history. Its autonomy was 
also helped by the vicinity of its bases (at the capital, Gallipoli, and when nec-

ships could be refurbished and resupplied, as opposed to its opponent’s having 
to sail, for serious repairs, to its distant base (Venice). Inevitably, bases near the 

 Roger Charles ANDERSON, Naval Wars in the Levant. From the Battle of Lepanto to the 

NANI MOCENIGO, Storia della Marina Veneziana FERRARI, Del-
le notizie storiche

(«barbareschi»), with no Egyptian vessels mentioned. -
pont. On his part, abbé LAUGIER, Histoire de la République de Venise, depuis sa fondation 
jusqu’ à présent, vol. -
ing ships, and «une cinquantaine de petits bâtiments». Vincent MIGNOT, Histoire de l’em-
pire ottoman depuis son origine jusqu’ à la paix de Belgrade en 1740, vol. 

-
sha, Djanum Khodja Mehmed, was «un des meilleurs hommes de mer». Furthermore, of 

later. CANDIANI, I vascelli della Serenissima PANZAC, 
La marine ottomane -
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carried out its mission transporting and delivering, where they were needed, mili-
tary supplies and heavy equipment, such as big guns and mortars, but also troops. 
It also captured the last outposts of Venetian presence in the Aegean and stood by 

its assault against the Ionian Sea possessions of the enemy, and after this, maybe 
the east coast of the Adriatic Sea, sailing further north.

-
ful, efforts to stay out of the European carnage, during the years of the war of 
the Spanish succession, and inevitably the political realities in Europe after the 
Treaty of Utrecht. Thus, with the exception of the Pope, Venice was left without 
allies to turn to, when it was needed, and the Republic was essentially begging 
for help, in order to preserve whatever could be saved among its possessions in 
the Levant.

Financially, the long years of the war for the conquest of the Peloponnese 
(the Morea) constituted for the Republic a heavy burden. Essentially, in its return 
to the East, Venice had ended up with a largely undeveloped large piece of real 
estate in the western periphery of the Ottoman Empire, which, as events were 
to prove soon, the previous owners did not intend to relinquish. As a matter of 
fact, the Peloponnese might have been peripheral or far from the center of the 
Empire, but it was also a strategically indispensable piece of land, a wedge be-

of Crete, and even the sea lanes to Alexandria, in Egypt. Indeed, as with Venetian 

for a long time been a Venetian irritant between the Ottoman Aegean Sea, Libya, 
and Alexandria, the Peloponnese was, by its geography, a western bastion of the 
Ottoman world, ready to shut access to the eastern Mediterranean, if and when 

Empire, and would pose a serious threat. Indeed, two great naval engagements 

when the naval reaction of Venice and the epic clashes in the Dardanelles, in the 

at times of war, posed by land held by the enemy, dictated the strategic elimina-
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tion of all remaining Venetian holdings in the region.
To hold the territorial gains, and defend them from the sooner or later to be 

launched onslaught, the Republic needed money, men, and ships, of which it had 
very little and very few. This was the reason Mustafa Aga, the Sultan’s envoy 

-

centuries of Venetian presence in Crete, with deep roots planted in the island, 
important commercial interests, a strong military presence, powerful fortresses, 
and an active naval presence, and powerful reaction to the Ottoman threat, did 
not prevent the capture of the island by the Sultan’s Army, even after a long war 
and mighty military encounters. One can debate whether any one in authority in 
Venice had any illusions on the possibility of preserving the Peloponnese. Unless 
indirect help was provided, as had been the case in the previous war, when the 
great battles were fought in the Danube front, and Venice stood alongside the 

forthcoming this time.
The new acquisition, the Peloponnese, was poor in natural resources, without 

inhabitants. Furthermore, its coastal areas were exposed to the raids of pirates, 
while robbery was not absent in the mountainous interior. Under the reality of 

with the local conditions and problems and try to improve the situation, more or 
less, decent men were appointed in positions of authority. Money was spent but, 

of the region, plans for the defense of Venetian Peloponnese were drawn and pro-

the new possession, he formulated, even before the end of the war, a plan for its 
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holdings, in order to protect the new acquisition, included Athens and Attica, 

the isthmus of Corinth, along the north coast of the similarly named gulf, with 

then Corfu and all the way north, along the coastal Dalmatian possessions of 
the Republic. The failure of the Euboea and Athens operations, during which 
disaster hit the Acropolis of Athens and the temple of Parthenon, on September 

-
tations and, in order to deal with the eventual return of the Ottoman Army, urged 
resistance behind the walls of a number of selected local fortresses. These would 

its relative distance from the sea and from incoming supplies, would be famine. 
The remaining fortresses were doomed. Otherwise, if defended, their anticipated 
capture by the enemy would mean a total loss of their guns, their ammunition, 
and their garrisons. Furthermore, as he wrote, a force of 20,000 infantrymen and 
4,000 horsemen would be needed, and could even challenge the enemy under 
the Command of an experienced, valorous, and prudent General, essentially a 

country, however with this difference, that a strong army, even without the sup-
port of fortresses, can still defend a country, but fortresses without an army are 

-

-
sime quando s’ha da fare con un nemico ostinato e prepotente»). The Republic 
did not entirely reject Mocenigo’s report. It adopted and adapted parts of it. Thus, 

-
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-
-

tresses, except Acrocorinth, Rio (Dardanello di Patrasso), Modon, Monemvasia, 

defense was a standard strategy in Venice’s wars against its mighty adversary. 

2
by the engineer captain Filippo Besseti di Verneda. Source: Léon Emmanuel S.J. DE 

LABORDE, Marquis, Athènes aux XVe, XVIe et XVIIe siècles, 
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-

 

end early, and disastrously for Venice, as was the case with Cyprus, soon to be 

signing of peace treaties, were achieved in collaboration with strong allies.

construction of new shipping was lagging. Indeed, between the signing of the 

number of vessels using oars. However, when the war started the Venetian arsenal 
was activated and a steady number of sailing ships started coming out. Thus, as 
an example, Madonna dell’Arsenale was launched in late January–early February 

on March 7, of the same year.  Even so, Lodovico Flangini, the new Capitano 

a problematic position.
Indeed, following the «fattali disgratie della Morea», as Flangini wrote in his 

 Alberto TENENTI, Venezia e il senso del mare. Storia di un prisma culturale dal XIII al 
XVIII secolo

 On Mocenigo’s report see Dionysios HATZOPOULOS, «Capturing and Defending the Pelo-
Thesaurismata

HATZOPOULOS, La dernière guerre
 Cesare Augusto LEVI, Navi da guerra costruite nell’arsenale di Venezia dal 1664 al 1896, 

NANI MOCENIGO, L’arsenale di Venezia
-

CANDIANI, I vascelli della Serenissima, 
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on examining the ships, one after the other, pointing to their decay and what had 
to be done with them. Accordingly, it was necessary to speed up and increase the 

of new, more powerful and robust ships, and thus rebuilding «the front wall of 
the fatherland» («l’antemurale della patria»). Also, a problem that had to be dealt 
with, as soon as possible, was the dearth of crews, whose absence hindered the 

hit in battle there wouldn’t be anyone to replace him. Under the circumstances, it 

3 ». Source: 
CORONELLI, Morea, Negroponte & adiacenze

Giancix’s – a military engineer in the service of Venice – ambitious project for the 
French military engineer Pierre de la Salle 
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receive compensation, when needed, similar to the one received by soldiers.

in order to acquire the assistance of the Pope, of Tuscany, of Portugal, and of the 
Order of the Knights of Malta.

 The naval squadron which sailed toward the battle areas was composed 
of eight sailing ships and of eleven galleys. The Ionian Islands provided some 

 ARCHIVIO DI STATO DI VENEZIA (hereafter: ASV), Provveditori da Terra e da mar e altre cari-

-

parte incapaci di mettersi alla vella. [...] Alle navi del primo rango non sono destinati da 
-

come si quelle, che queste hano le loro caggioni, così io mi conosco in debito di rapresen-

On the same 
issue see individual cases cited by NANI MOCENIGO, Storia della Marina Veneziana, cit., p. 

-

in gran parte deboli». As mentioned by CANDIANI, I vascelli della Serenissima
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allied naval crews and their Commanders remained inactive, witnessing the de-
pressive reality of the rapid total collapse of Venetian presence east of the Ionian 
Sea.

Zarnata, were abandoned. Rion, on the western end of the gulf of Corinth, surren-

Monemvasia accepted the terms of surrender. In the previous war, Monemvasia, 

was thrown out of the Aegean and of the Peloponnese. It still possessed the Ionian 
Islands, but Leucas was gone.

hours later, after the Kapudan Pasha’s promised immunity, the island surrendered 

turn of Spinalonga. Thus ended the long Venetian presence on the island of Crete, 

the Fourth Crusade.

-
bat areas, important prisoners, garrisons of surrendered places to still Venetian 
held fortresses, according to terms, and, most importantly, by its simple pres-

 NANI MOCENIGO, Storia della Marina Veneziana
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objective, seeing it as a second line and supporting it, while, simultaneously, 
acquiring control of maritime communications.20 By all accounts the handling of 

-
-

20 Thus, it abided by Julian Stafford CORBETT’s, Some Principles of Maritime Strategy, Lon-
-

ated almost two centuries later.

4
under the command of the Capitano Generale da Mar Andrea Pisani (left) and the 

Field Marshall Johann Mathias von der Schulenburg (right) respectively, captured the 
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spirit in Venice, of denying the eventuality of a new war with the Sultan. Instead 

could not stay in his position. Upon his return to Corfu, he was dismissed by 
the Senate, and replaced by the Provveditore Generale delle Isole Ionie, Andrea 
Pisani (Figs. 4 and 5).

from its positions in Dalmatia. The turn of the Ionian Islands had come. The 
expected fall of the stronghold of Corfu, the front door of the Republic in the 

5
Capitano Generale da Mar
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Adriatic, would be followed by the occupation of the remaining Ionian Islands, 
and, according to the worst scenario, the road to Venice would be open, with 
Italy’s coast on the Adriatic also exposed.
The sudden military collapse of Venice and the disappearance of all Venetian 

which led to the resumption of the war between the two Empires: the Ottomans 
and the Hapsburgs. The new war, a serendipitous event, saved Venice, and in par-
ticular besieged Corfu, from additional disasters, which were also staved off by a 

opponents of the Kapudan Pasha and of his Captains. However, unfortunately for 

 HATZOPOULOS, La dernière guerre

6
H.C. BRÖCKELL, Marburg Archives. 
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Djanum Khodja, he was accused that he didn’t do what was expected of him dur-

the island. As a result of the accusations, he was removed from his Command 

of a goal. The whole exercise was based on past experience. Following the vic-

-
preted as an attempt by the Republic to recapture lost territories. However, the 
Republic’s means were limited and essentially it did not possess an armed force 

7
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successfully launched along the coastal ar-
eas of western Greece and of Albania, 

capturing a small number of places, 
including the island of Leucas, 

Modon. However, everything 
depended on the Imperials 
who, as was soon demonstrat-
ed, with their northern Italian 
possessions exposed to French 

mischief, they had no inten-
tion of prolonging the war in the 

Danube. Furthermore, in Venice 
the enormous cost of supporting 

even a small one, had reached, near the end 
of the war, the sum of 2,700.000 ducats, putting 

22

-
ership, the Venetians put forward some of the most daring naval Commanders of 

-

-
erate in the Archipelago, all Ottoman possessions could be exposed to raids and 

far from the Ionian Islands, their sea lanes could be endangered, maybe even the 
ones to Alexandria, local maritime trade and commerce could collapse, insecurity 
could prevail, and, under a daring naval leadership Venice could even threaten the 

and foremost Crete, which still attracted the revanchist minds among Venice’s 

22 Ibid.
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leaders. On the Republic’s side, what was clearly brought forward was the inten-
tion of shutting the Ottomans in the Dardanelles. If this were achieved, then the 
Archipelago would be open to intervention and perhaps conquest here and there, 
while the Ionian Islands would remain safe and distant. Beyond this, landings 

ideally the capture of at least one of them, perhaps Modon, which would become 
a convenient anchorage. Of course, what was imperatively needed for success 
was the continuation of the war in the Danube, more defeats of the enemy, more 
of its troops withdrawn from the south, in order to reinforce the under heavy 

victory and the occupation of the Peloponnese in the previous war. The victories 

including many of their Commanders, imposed the continuation of the war.
-

Also, the Sultan’s prestige suffered, and in the European provinces, where most 
of the population was Christian, this may have had a negative impact and perhaps 
lead to revolts. The Republic did not want the war to end before it had achieved 

-
ing the war, that is Tinos, Cythera, Suda, and Spinalonga, and this despite the 
acceptance of the principle of uti possedetis by the belligerents, including the 

mainland Greece. If the Ottoman Government refused to return the Peloponnese, 
then in exchange («contraccambio») it should cede Albanian territory in the re-

 

Diedo in the post of Capitano Ordinario, and Francesco Correr as Almirante. All 
four were appointed by the Senate. Unfortunately, the recently appointed new 

 Ibid.
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human resources. It seems that only half of the men needed were available. Thus, 

in the Aegean and, there again, the Ionian islanders, recruited by the hundreds, 
alleviated the crisis.24

spread in three divisions: red, blue, and yellow. To them were attached two cor-

scene one of the protagonists of the dramatic events in the northern Aegean: the 
wind and its capricious behavior. Initially, it favored the Ottoman ships, then the 

on and so forth.25

operated in a large area covering the space between the island of Imbros and 

when they approached each other, they clashed viciously, usually sailing in par-
allel lines, causing on each other heavy material damage and death (Fig. 8). Still 
worse for the Venetian Command, Flangini was hit by a stray bullet on the left 

the impression to those around him that he was already dead.  Although he was 
in bad shape and deteriorating, he was carried to the patrona Madonna dell’Ar-

24 NANI MOCENIGO, Storia della Marina Veneziana  NANI MOCENIGO, «Lo-
dovico Flangini», Rivista di Venezia. A cura del Comune CAN-
DIANI, I vascelli della Serenissima

25 As FERRARI, Delle notizie storiche -
rious changing winds («spinte le armate per que’ mari ora da un vento, ora dall’altro»), 

-

che non mi giudicasse morto [...]», ASV
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The second big naval engagement was fought in the gulf of Laconia. It was a 
violent affair in which participated, with equal violence, nature’s elements. The 
brief clash was interrupted by a storm which dispersed the ships, at least of Venice 
and of its allies, between Cythera and the east coast of Sicily. On the 2nd of July, 

Malta, along with a Venetian ship, and a number of auxiliaries joined Diedo’s 

9 Capitano Straordinario delle 
Navi
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-

gulf of Laconia, between the two arms of mountainous land, mount Taygetos in 

10 Portrait of King John V of Portugal alluding to the Battle of Cape Tainaron 
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the southeast, with the peninsula of Mani, and mount Parnon in the northeast. 
The bloody action went on for a whole day, with the ships carried around by the 

opponents. The ferocious naval engagement probably provided a splendid show 
to the mountain village’s population, watching from a natural amphitheater the 
drama unfolding in front of them, with the elements becoming stronger and more 

the 20th the Ottoman ships were sailing in the vicinity of Cythera, while the allies 

action, but far from each other, and the weather deteriorating rapidly and turning 
into a vicious storm, the council of the captains (consulta
get out of the gulf and sail towards its Ionian Islands anchorages. In stormy seas, 
violent winds continuously changing direction, and the ships being battered by 

of Sicily. One by one, or in squadrons, the vessels reached Corfu, the galleys ar-

ships, including the two from Malta, the Portuguese having left for home, sailed 

side. Also, in the Ottoman camp circulated the rumor that following its defeat the 
-

fended. However, Venetian anxieties ended there, because soon arrived the latest 
news from the Danube, about the great victory of Eugene of Savoy at Belgrade, 
and the capture of that city by his army. Thus, once more, events in the north con-
tributed to the protection of what was left of Venetian possessions.

dismissed for failing to destroy the enemy’s naval arm.

Greece. The operation, well prepared, was successful and the two places surren-
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and soon after, the council of the ships’s captains decided, without further delay, 

began sailing along the west coast of the Peloponnese. Again, according to the 

Khodja, had reached the waters around Cythera. The Venetian ships bypassed 
Modon and entered the gulf of Messenia, where not far from Coron, on July 2nd, 

-
arated by a distance of only two miles. They were again in the gulf of Laconia, 
the Ottomans close to the small island of Elaphonissos, just north of Cythera, 

Elaphonissos, while in the Venetian battle line ships were still sailing into battle 
position. From the beginning the clash was extremely violent, destructive to the 

units had suffered serious damage and had lost many men. The Kapudan Pasha 

each other, were slowly pushed by the sea current towards Cythera. Tense gun-

mortal entanglement.
-

creased slowly, but steadily. Both groups moved towards Cape Tainaron. Every 
now and then, the wind changed direction and favored either of the opponents. 
In the morning of the 22nd, the Ottoman ships, pushed by the wind, were able to 

-
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suffered heavy material damage, while heavily damaged ships, covered by other 
vessels, were pulled out of action.

Before nightfall, the Kapudan Pasha signaled the disentanglement of his ships. 
The Ottoman Armada started sailing away from the battle area, and during the 

-

-
es. On the 24th and 25th the Ottoman ships continued their northeastern course. 

-

The next day, their Commanders received news of the signature of the Treaty of 
27

In Search of Naval Strategy

Strategy, political or military, the latter in its naval expression, incorporates 
the principles of a state’s doctrine. A doctrine, in both its military and political 
expressions, covers the whole specter of a state’s being and contains the elements 
which promote and protect its existence. Strategy, as a subordinate element, may 
also be political or military and aims at the achievement of goals set by doctrine. 
To achieve these goals, strategy invents and applies well rehearsed and effective 
methods. If all proceeds well, then doctrine, through sound strategy, has achieved 

to satisfy the requirements of doctrine, and sets in motion the necessary methods. 

Flexibility protects from failure and promotes chances of success. On the issue 

constituent element of it, that is its goal. Undoubtedly, the fundamental goal of 
naval strategy is the acquisition and preservation of command of the sea in a par-
ticular geographic area, combined with the elimination of enemy reaction. This 

27 HATZO-
POULOS, La dernière guerre
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goal may be reached through ways adapted to geography and climate, including 
weather conditions and, especially, – for warships of the times when sails were 
used – the bearing of winds blowing in the area of operations. Then, the student 
has to examine the means for the achievement of the above, including quality, 
number and type of ships involved, closeness of repair and maintenance naval 
stations, availability of necessary war materiel, such as number and type of naval 

equipment and instruments for on board repairs, and, of course, successful re-
-

petent Commanders, including High Command, composed of men who, besides 
being ready for vigorous action, would also be able to draw effective naval oper-
ations scenaria and, if possible, guess correctly the enemy’s destination, strength, 

-
tation of methods which lead to sought after goals, thus, abiding by and satisfying 

three elements have to be combined. As indeed has been proposed, «if there is no 
doctrine, strategy cannot be translated into tactical actions».28

On Venice’s side its authorities had to deal with the traumatic loss of Crete 

-

and geostrategic interests. The loss of the big island also meant the loss of repair 
and maintenance naval stations right in the Aegean Sea, and, inevitably, the dis-

both material and human, caused irreparable damage. However, as a member of a 

northwest of Crete. Its efforts to improve economic conditions and plant strong 

have time. Strategically, in case of a new war, the new territory, adjacent to main-

28 Vice Admiral Luigi DONOLO TRITTEN, The History of Italian Naval 
Doctrine
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land Greece, was fully exposed to the enemy. Thus, during the few years of its 

Indeed, the Republic’s wars with its great adversary had, for most of the time, 
-

ple and, of course Crete and the epic siege of the great fortress of Candia (today’s 

were captured and a peace treaty was signed, until, of course, the next war and the 

of those struggles: naval action. Unavoidably, this was imposed by the region’s 

or not, of the two Mediterranean actors, and, inevitably, from very early on their 

Venice had to protect the repaired and newly constructed, with huge expense, 
Peloponnesian strongholds. Being, however, unable to prevent the land approach 

naval force should at least have tried to impede, or seriously obstruct, all naval 
assistance, allowing only one arm of the enemy’s might to function. The meth-
od had been tried at Candia for many years. At least, in the Peloponnese, in the 

question of whether a Venetian naval strategy, corresponding to a doctrine, ex-
isted or not at that time. In the case of the Republic’s eastern possessions, before 

investment for their protection, is the rule. Inevitably, the answer to the existence 

it was too late, and the war ended before any results were produced. Indeed, in 
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Corbett put an emphasis on the issue of command of the sea, meaning control 
of maritime communications and not, necessarily, conquering of the sea, some-
thing physically impossible. He advanced the notion that naval warfare had as 
a main object the acquisition of command of the sea, while at the same time 
preventing the enemy from acquiring it. Acquiring and securing command of it 

obtain the best result and secure the desired goal the method needed consisted of 

be launched upon the enemy.  These arguments were successfully set in motion 
-

multaneously with the Ottoman Army obtaining control of the land. It is evident 
that two negative elements undermined Venetian resolution and caused the loss 
of command at sea, in the sense of total collapse of communications with its re-

-

body politic, and its timorous command, reaching the level of cowardice, in the 

England: «if Venice were to lose command of the sea, it would be all over with 
her»  was not far from the truth. On land, things were not much different and 

in the Dardanelles and thus protect the Aegean possessions of the Republic, si-
multaneously preventing the naval arm of the enemy from reinforcing troops op-
erating on land. This time the old tactic was forgotten. Besides, there was nothing 
left to protect in the Aegean.

of the war the two eternal adversaries found themselves in different situations. 
It was indeed a one sided war, with Venice bound to disappear from the regional 

through the Aegean Sea capturing the last Venetian possessions. In the following 

 CORBETT, Some Principles of Maritime Strategy
 England, in Ibid.
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and Prince Eugene’s victories, saved the strategic island for Venice and a new 

soon to be reinforced by allied units –, attempted to bottle up the Ottomans in the 
Dardanelles. By successfully shutting up or forcing battle, which would have to 

a reversal of the strategic situation in the Aegean could be expected. The question 

in the Archipelago or protect sea lanes leading to the Aegean possessions, that 

holdings had been lost. The idea of preparing the ground for landings here and 
there, maybe on the Peloponnese or, again, on Crete, and starting all over again 

of a land army. However, Venice still held valuable land assets in the Ionian 

-

among the many dead on both sides was counted Lodovico Flangini. Slowly, but 

become clear that the Kapudan Pasha intended to sail westward and assault the 

landing force. The enemy had to be stopped at all costs, which indeed happened.  

reaction in the early stages of the war, instructions could be issued and commu-

 FERRARI, Delle notizie storiche, cit., p. 204.
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nicated by the Ottoman Supreme Command, aiming at simultaneous operations, 
without adapting them to the enemy’s inexistent reaction. In pursuing its objec-

-

Army operating in the Peloponnese, other naval units could operate elsewhere. 
Inevitably, the early successes caused hardship to the Venetian crews, prone to 

-
tion of trying to hurt the enemy’s will to resist. This explains the enthusiasm 

the big Portuguese ships and those of the other allies. In the second stage of the 
war the two opponents were almost equal in war materiel and human resources.

From the beginning, the war was fought on the Ottoman side based on coor-
dination of land and sea forces, with the latter also controlling and protecting sea 

close coordination with the Army, seeing it exactly as a second line. The strategy 

troops from the Peloponnese, the two adversaries found themselves almost equal 
-

still intended to assault the Ionian Islands and also transport troops to them from 

-
lied units, especially the Portuguese big warships, in order to upset the Ottoman 

which, if not materially effective, at least they caused anxiety among the enemy 
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Captains, who had an additional element to worry about. Meanwhile, in Venice 
the arsenal’s shipyards were actively pursuing construction of new ships.

-

the Atlantic and Indian oceans of Europe’s sea protagonists, England, France, 
Holland, and to a lesser extent Spain. He might as well have examined the two 
Aegean adversaries, who had been at odds for a much longer time than Mahan’s 

volumes on 

Europe. But even so, the two old enemies fall largely within Mahan’s prerequi-
sites, something which essentially points to the universality of the precepts diag-

-
tration of forces was dictated upon both adversaries. The war had to be fought in 
the Aegean, a restrained sea space, dotted with islands. Certainly, it was not the 
wide Atlantic. This, inevitably favored a concentration of forces on both sides in 
a small area, a more or less limited dispersal of units and better communications 
under normal sailing, and also better coordinated handling of the movements 
of individual units by the High Command, when and if needed. However, on 
the negative side, when, during battle season, the vicious summer winds of the 

7 or 8 on the Beaufort scale, the Etesians (meltemia) imposed nature’s will on 
man’s actions and behavior.

a greater part in the history of the world, both in a commercial and a military 

has striven to control it, and the strife still goes on». Almost all elements, cited 
by the American author were encountered there, and the Aegean seaboard of the 
Ottoman Empire may be seen as a frontier opening to the outside world, while 
Venice was unable to maintain its positions, although it had come to the Aegean 
long before its antagonist. Of course, on a more practical and positive scale, in 
the case of both powers the existence of great shipping meant extended employ-
ment, crews were recruited from all around the Mediterranean, and great numbers 
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of people were involved in the construction, repair, and maintenance of ships.  

fortresses, for the defense and survival of Venice, something also demonstrated 

war ended in disaster, and one can only imagine what might have happened had 

 Alfred Thayer MAHAN, 

the Hellenic territories.

11 Corfu, view of the port of Gouvia and the Venetian shipyards. Source: André 
GRASSET DE SAINT-SAUVEUR, Voyage historique, littéraire et pittoresque dans les isles et 

possessions ci-devant vénitiennes du Levant 
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who sail on it its own terms and rules. Human strategy is adapted to the capricious 
watery element. One has to abide by it, learn from it, adapt to it, respect it, and 

experience has to be combined with familiarity, demonstrated by ships’s crews, 
with human inventions, from the lone sail of times past to the complexity of the 
ships of our times.
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Venetian capitano of Famagusta

A Primary Source on the Status and Preparations for Defense 

by STATHIS BIRTACHAS (ED.)*

Introduction

I account of their activities before the doge or the Senate and then (from 

report to the metropolitan authorities.
capitano of Famagusta, who served during the last 

decade of the Venetian rule on Cyprus.
Apart from the administrative and judicial authority in Famagusta and the 

districts of Mesaoria and Carpas, in times of peace, the capitano of Famagusta 
(the city was essentially a military base) was also the general commander of the 
Venetian army on Cyprus. In times of war and emergency due to impending external 

provveditore 
generale
the capitano of Famagusta. However, during the last decade of the Venetian rule 

provveditori generali were appointed on a regular 
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basis (approximately every two years)2

other, as well as with other military experts sent to Cyprus to prepare it for war.
This document is an important primary source from the Venetian State Archives 

that provides information regarding mainly: a) the status and preparations for 
defense in Cyprus – and in Famagusta in particular, the principal fortress of the 

Alexandria and Archipelago in the Cypriot area and the policies of the local 
Venetian authorities towards them, as well as the circulation of information about 
the enemy by informants and amateur spies at that time.

next capitano

4

Bembo and Antonio Bragadin, at that time provveditore generale of the island, 

of Famagusta in case of war. Bembo lists the ways of managing the product, 
the measures for its renewal, the currently stored quantities and the policies for 

2 For a list of them, see BIRTACHAS, 
On them, see, e.g., the essay of Chrysovalantis PAPADAMOU, «The Multifaceted Role of 

», published in the present special issue. See also below, note 5.
4 more veneto [date based on the Venetian 

calendar]). ARCHIVIO DI STA-
TO DI VENEZIA (ASV)

olim provveditore 
generale 

BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE MARCIANA DI VENEZIA (BNMV)
DE MAS LATRIE, Histoire de l’île de Chypre sous le règne des princes de 

la maison de Lusignan
ARISTEIDOU,     

      -
BIRTACHAS, 
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Rettori 
to Famagusta the total of grain quantities prescribed by law.

of cotton cultivation that displaced the cultivation of grain. Afterwards, he 
denounces the practice of landowners and leaseholders who purchase from other 

(tansa), also contributing to rising prices. The author suggests the return to the 
cultivation of grain in the lands that were initially intended for this purpose. For a 
series of important reasons, he also proposes that producers should deliver grain 
for tansa in September and not in October, as is the present custom.

increase it. Olive oil and vinegar, products stored and maintained in an appropriate 
manner, are abundant. There is no water problem in times of peace. In times of 
war, though, the sources of water will come into the hands of the enemy. The 
author proposes a system of management for the water from the wells in the city.

provveditore generale. There is a detailed 
description of their locations, storage and maintenance.

requirements of the Serenissima

at the new bastion (baluardo), in two curtain walls (cortine) and other points 

the fortress, widening of the fosse, levelling of the so-called Hebrew Heights or 
Mountains (Alture or Monti degli Ebrei), etc. Bembo points out the fact that funds 
had been saved for the implementation of these projects as well as the important 

unhealthy living conditions, it is imperative to continue the construction of new 

Castello of 
the city). During their construction, the capitano ensured cost-cutting by reducing 
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governatore generale del Regno di 
Cipro)5 provveditore 
generale were informed regarding the plans of the Senate for the construction of 

of the provveditore generale and Savorgnan, because, due to serious reasons, 
he has been unable to visit the city and supervise them. As to Famagusta, the 

Roncone, governatore of the civil militia (cernide, ordinanze). All of them, along 
with capitano Bembo and the governatore of Famagusta’s infantry (governatore 
delle fanterie

himself managed to complete until his departure with the help of soldiers and 
personal service of the peasants in the area (in the form of statute labor or angaria).  

to the author) and its vicinity to enemy territory such as Caramania and Syria 
(some locations on the island are only six hours from the opposite Ottoman coast, 
according to the author), in his opinion it is essential to also ensure the transfer of 

5 On this important military engineer of the Venetian state, as well as on the activity of him, 

see mainly Gilles GRIVAUD, Venice and the Defence of the Regno di Cipro. Giulio Savor-
gnan’s Unpublished Cyprus Correspondence, including Ascanio Savorgnan’s Descrittione 
delle cose di Cipro from the Collections of the Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation, trans-

see the essay of Eirini VRETTOU angarie -
-

cial issue.
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adequate and capable military forces and the required ammunition and provisions. 

As the metropolitan authorities have already been informed, the garrison 

disciplined men, just as the ones already serving in the city. He also notes some 
allegations of speculations by the capitani of the infantry against their soldiers 
during the procedures for replacing and equipping them, and he suggests mea-
sures to combat this practice and also to solve the problems in securing provisions 
of food and freight for the soldiers during their initial journey to the possession. 
Throughout Bembo’s term, the construction of a military hospital with 40 beds 
was completed. This hospital started functioning and providing medical care not 

Regarding the various military units on the island: a) The author notes the 
scarcity of expert and experienced bombardiers. b) He lists the numerous and 

from patrolling the coasts), in times of peace as well as in times of war, of the 
current force of civil militia (cernide, ordinanze), made up of 5,000 “free” peasants 
(farmers-land tenants, francomati), and proposes its abolition. On the other hand, 

to the abolition of the civil militia. c) The light cavalry of the stradioti has been 
7

provveditore generale Francesco Barbaro. One the other hand, 
the decree of the Serenissima to abolish the force of 200 mounted arquebusiers 
(archibusieri a cavallo), who were exclusively employed in agriculture, has 

7 On the peculiarity of these units in the Venetian Maritime State, see Stathis BIRTACHAS, 
«Stradioti, Cappelletti, Compagnie or Milizie Greche
in the Venetian State (Fifteenth to Eighteenth Centuries)», in Georgios THEOTOKIS and 
Aysel YILDIZ (Eds.), A Military History of the Mediterranean Sea: Aspects of War, Diplo-
macy and Military Elites
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been implemented. d) The so-called provisionati a cavallo8 must be chosen to 

quality horses and not practicing professions (as those of the merchant, lawyer, 
etc.) which prevent them from carrying out their duties.

Moreover, the two galleys that arrived at the island bringing the previously 
mentioned Giulio Savorgnan showed that these vessels are quite useful in times 
of peace: during their stay on the island no Ottoman ships appeared, while their 

way. These galleys would have been even more useful in times of war, carrying 
ammunition as well as participating in warfare with their canons and in other ways.

provveditore generale Barbaro. 
Yet, the peaceful climate and social equilibrium could be upset by the presence of 
the Orthodox bishop of the city, who is quarrelsome and disobedient to the Latin 
archbishop. The author proposes his transfer to Venice. In contrast, the relations 
between the primates of the two churches in Famagusta are excellent.

The Reggimento
deaths of its members, a fact that resulted in additional duties for the capitano 

luogotenente  Antonio 
Bragadin, provveditore generale
of Andrea Lando, camerlengo and deputy vice counsellor. Subsequently, supreme 

as a vice luogotenente, and Giovanni Battista Mocenigo, who served as a vice 

8 
BIRTACHAS, So-

ciety, Culture and Government in the Venetian Maritime State: The Case of Cyprus [ -
,        :  -

  pp ARBEL, «H 
APADOPOULLOS (Ed.), , 

Vol. 4, -
Cf. Gilles GRIVAUD and Aspasia PA-

PADAKI, “L’institution de la mostra generale de la cavalerie féodale en Cr te et en Chypre 
vénitiennes durant le XVIe si cle”, Studi Veneziani, n.s pp passim 
and esp. pp note Annexe C”.
Before his departure for Cyprus, luogotenente Marino Gradenigo, who had been elected in 

ARISTEIDOU,     
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luogotenente
died in Cyprus.

Around 70,000 serfs (parici) on the island live in conditions of dire poverty 
and hardship, and, consequently, nobody could be certain of their obedience in 

francomati) 

to the city of Famagusta, began under the supervision of the engineer Felice 
Brunello, who was sent from Venice for this purpose.

(commissione

sury, it cannot be implemented in the case of Famagusta. The practices there are 
quite different from the Italian ones: due to the poverty of the Community of 
Famagusta and with the agreement of Venice, the said funds are spent for salaries 

The resolution of this issue through a new decree is pending. Then, follows a 

The last part of the report comprises a detailed description of an event that 

surveillance galleys in Cyprus (4 from Rhodes, 5 from Alexandria and 4 from the 

 To get a better idea of this problem and the danger that the Venetian rulers was facing, in 
parici amounted to 70,000, the francomati to 70,000 and the urban population of 

the island to only 40,000. BIRTACHAS, 
ARBEL

M   
this, it should be added the discontent of the popular social strata (popolo) and their conse-

For further information on 
this issue, see Stathis BIRTACHAS -

CREVATO-SELVAGGI (Ed.), Atti del VIII Convegno internazionale Venezia e 
il suo Stato da mar. Alimentazione, cibo, gastronomia nello Stato da mar / Proceedings of 
the 8th

 
International Congress Venice and its Stato da Mar. Food and Gastronomy in the 

Venetian Stato da Mar 
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who accompanied the galleys (capitani della guardia) for their immediate and safe 

two parties. The Ottomans sent some men to the city to buy food and provisions. 

provisions and the strong defensive system of Famagusta – according to them, 
stronger than that of Malta or Rhodes (Fig. 4). The author also mentions their 
fear of the light cavalry units of the stradioti who guarded the adjacent shores. 

returned. One of the two Ottoman capitani

to the news and rumors from various people and sources regarding the large-scale 
war preparations of the Ottomans for the conquest of Cyprus. Finally, beside 
the aforementioned Ottoman letter of appreciation, there is a document dated 

one of the capitani in the garrison of infantrymen in Famagusta, acquired from 

infor mant, the Venetians should not trust lower-class Cypriots because of the 
oppression they suffer. The Ottomans, well informed of this favorable stance of 
the Cypriots towards them in case of a regime change, are preparing a quite large 

In summary, the document published here provides a vivid picture of the 

GRIVAUD

ottomane», in Angel NICOLAOU-KONNARI (Ed.),     :  -
        / La Serenissima and : Venice 

in Cyprus and Cyprus in Venice
IDEM, «       », in Theodoros PAPADO-

POULLOS (Ed.), I   
passim

Cf. Benjamin RBEL, 
«Résistance ou collaboration? Les Chypriotes sous la domination vénitienne», in Michel 
BALARD (Ed.), État et colonisation au Moyen Âge et à la Renaissance, Lione, La Manufac-
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that were being carried out in the fortresses of the main cities, the military 

to the fortress of Famagusta – the most important fortress on the island –, the 
management of natural resources in view of the war and the possible dangers it 
entailed for the defenders of Famagusta, as well as the construction of lodging 
and a hospital for the soldiers of the garrison of the city. The author of the report, 

each of the island’s fortresses and stresses the need for the timely dispatch to 

depicts the climate of tension, both internal and external, that prevailed in the 
most far-off Venetian possession, highlighting, on the on hand, the social unrest 
due to the miserable living conditions of the lower social strata and the wheat 
famine at that time, and, on the other, the threat of Ottoman surveillance vessels 
in the south-eastern Mediterranean. Finally, he presents some aspects of the secret 
war between the two rivals in the region, namely the activity of informants and 
amateur spies.

 On the espionage in the Venetian state and the Ottoman Empire, see mainly the following 
studies, with bibliography: Paolo PRETO, I servizi segreti di Venezia. Spionaggio e con-
traspionaggio ai tempi della Serenissima IORDANOU, 
Venice’s Secret Service: Organizing Intelligence in the Renaissance, Oxford, Oxford Uni-

GÜRKAN, Espionage in the 16th century Mediterranean: 
Secret Diplomacy, Mediterranean go-betweens and the Ottoman-Habsburg Rivalry, PhD 

IDEM, «L’Idra del Sultano: Lo spionaggio ottomano 
nel Cinquecento», Mediterranea: Ricerche Storiche
IDEM, «Laying Hands on Arcana Imperii: Venetian Baili as Spymasters in Sixteenth-Cen-
tury Istanbul», in Paul MADDRELL, Christopher MORAN,  STOUT, and Ioanna IORDA-
NOU (Eds.), Spy Chiefs, Vol. 2: Intelligence leaders in Europe, the Middle East, and Asia, 

IDEM, «Dishonorable 
Ambassadors: Spies and Secret Diplomacy in Ottoman Istanbul», Archivum Ottomani-
cum IDEM

 Thesaurismata IDEM, «Between connectivi-
», 

in Gerassimos D. PAGRATIS (Ed.), ,       (  
14 –  19  , Athens, Ionian Society for Historian Studies – Erodotos Pub-

IDEM, «Hile ü Hu’da: Deception, Dissimulation and Manipula-
tion of Information in Sixteenth Century Ottoman Empire», Acta Orientalia Academiae 
Scientiarum Hung.
the service of all rival forces in Sixteenth-century Mediterranean, see also Kostas G. TSI-
KNAKIS
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METHOD OF THE EDITION: Following the diplomatic method of editing documents 
and in the spirit of the most discrete intervention on the part of the editor, 
abbreviations are tacitly expanded according to the indications of the document 
and not to the rules of modern Italian, since the language in the text is in a 
transitional stage between medieval and modern Italian, in combination with 
Venetian idioms. Original spelling is maintained, and author’s misspellings 
and variations are observed. Consequently, word division follows the original: 
words joined together are not separated nor joined in the case of compound 
words so as to comply with the rules of modern Italian. On the other hand, in 

as in names of people, places and the supreme administrative bodies of Venice 

the Venetian Republic (Serenissimo Principe, Serenissima Signoria, Illustrissima 

are quite limited.
Transcription symbols:
|| new folio tag
\abc/ superscript letters
{abc} words repeated unintentionally

ARCHIVIO DI STATO DI VENEZIA (ASV)

Stathis BIRTACHAS,  by the Dominion’s Supreme 
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Plan de Candie, from Alain Manesson Mallet (1630–1706): Les Travaux de Mars ou 
l’Art de la Guerre divisé en trois parties ... : avec un ample détail de la milice des 

Turcs, tant pour l’attaque que pour la deffence : ouvrage enrichi de plus de quatre cens 
planches gravées en taille-douce, Amsterdam, 1684



Recensioni





YIANNIS MAVROMATIS, EIRINI LYDAKI AND EIRINI PAPADAKI (EDS.),

[= ]

 

T he rivalry between Venice and the Ottoman Empire constitutes indubi-

to spread its wings across the Mediterranean forcing the Ottomans to pay a signif-
icant death toll in their efforts to expand their plans of conquest.

In the aforementioned series of those Venetian–Ottoman wars, it was the Fifth 
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signaled the abatement in the dynamics of the Serenissima

facets of society, economy and political-military matters, primarily based on the 
pertinent use of archival material. It appears as the collective labors on the part 
of professors at universities and researchers, through twenty-one studies derived 

historiographical approach and research perspectives. In particular, Yiannis 

various historiographical approaches thus, manifesting its relevant research 

as it was handled on the part of Venice which was an issue of major importance 
for the Serenissima, as the reverberation of Crete’s loss on Venetian society was 

the Republic’s collective memory had somehow to be smoothened. In the fourth 

and defensive capabilities on the part of the Venetian administration regarding the 
most important military mechanics and their modus operandi during the period 
of the war.

deal with topics of social and economic history. A particularly interesting issue 
related to research for Venetian domination – and Latinocracy in general – is the 

essential assistance in Venice’s long-term struggle against the Porte. However, 



MAVROMATIS, LYDAKI , PAPADAKI (EDS.) • THE CRETAN WAR (1645–1669): UNKNOWN ASPECTS [PHOTEINE V. PERRA]

treat the issue of the extent to which Venetians and Ottomans could exploit the 
economic and demographical conditions on the island during the war, while A. 

ü
is, the struggle with epidemics and natural phenomena, which added yet another 
problem to the Ottoman aggressors in their attempt to capture Crete. The ninth 

Mateo Pacidhioti in the long course of the siege, providing another aspect of this 

earthly life but also for the one lying beyond – thus the historian is in a position 
to study the agonies and reactions of locals and foreigners in the crucial phases 
of the war.

Study ten by Maria Patramani is of a prosopographical nature and examines 
the life of the aristocrat Michiel Muatso, who ended up as a refugee in Venetian 

during its Ottoman siege and manifesting the ways in which social mobility was 
promoted on the Venetian side. On the other hand, essays thirteen and fourteen 

of worship and religious life in Chandax city during the war, while Demetrios 

those who supported the Venetians and those who believed that it would be to their 

yet another demographic and social approach, discussing the topic of Cretan 
refugees who eventually found shelter in Venice herself, thus strengthening the 

Cretae oppugnatio” forms the subject of 
essay sixteen by Stefano Trovato, who attempts to shed light on the impression 
of the war in the Veneto regions, while in essay seventeen Marinos Sariyiannis 
envisages the Ottoman conquest of the island from a different perspective, as 
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base of trade and economy within the larger eastern Mediterranean basin.

Finally, Alfred Vincent unravels yet another important literary facet connected 

belonging to the Sultan’s harem by the Hospitaller Knights of Saint John.
Some of the included studies contain interesting photographs, maps and 

helpful old editions on their contents, while, as a general observation, this is a 
most notable and carefully prepared volume, the originality of which is further 
enhanced by the high scholarly quality of its contributors. It will be most welcome 

well as to the lay reader. Its pages provide a multi-faceted picture, a conspectus of 

of the Eastern Mediterranean.

PHOTEINE V. PERRA

University of the Peloponnese (Kalamata, Greece)



GHERARDO ORTALLI, GIUSEPPE GULLINO ED EGIDIO IVETIC (CUR.),

 

S ono trascorsi oramai trecentoventisette anni dalla morte di Francesco 
-
-

di confronto, lo studio del Morosini riporta alla luce molti elementi attuali.
-
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-

di tradimento e peculato successivi alla resa dell’isola di Candia al termine del 

temi collaterali al Morosini ma al tempo stesso fondanti e indispensabili a com-
prendere i pattern
quali il condottiero visse.

Gli atti seguenti alle ricerche in merito furono presentati da autori e studiosi di 

-
lettivo che viene qui descritto: esso si presenta come un’antologia eterogenea ma 

-
na sia taluni aspetti geopolitici e storici della regione Greco-Balcanica oltre che 

Costantini (Professoressa associata di Armenistica, Caucasologia, Mongolistica 
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che, dopo aver brevemente anticipato i temi che si sarebbero in seguito trattati, 

Serenissima del periodo.
Trovo qui necessario indicare una premessa: come noto la Dominante, per sua 

stessa natura concettuale e governativa tendeva a disconoscere la retorica legata 
-

ma di governo collegiale e tipicamente “a specchi”, nella quale diversi organi isti-

durante il turbolento secolo che vide la Serenissima ridimensionata rispetto ai 
propri sogni di riconquista? La Guerra di Candia prima e quella di Morea poi non 

Capello o appunto un Morosini.
Gullino

rapporti di incontro e scontro, culminati nel saccheggio della quarta Crociata nel 

con il Sultanato Turco.

Generale da Mar prima durante l’assedio di Creta e diversi anni dopo nella 

ulteriormente nella storia della Serenissima) di Capitano Generale in Morea (e 

non solo servirono da presupposto ma divennero addirittura la fonte ultima ad 

2

.
2 «
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-
-

-

come il Morosini si consultasse giornalmente con i propri comandanti terrestri sia 
durante la guerra di Candia che durante quella di Morea (si veda il Kö

molto spesso si risolvesse alle loro decisioni strategiche.
Indicativo ci appare inoltre il fragile rapporto intrattenuto tra i comandanti e 

inglesi, francesi, albanesi), le quali minacciavano di sciogliersi qualora, come 
spesso avvenne, la paga non fosse arrivata puntuale o il vitto fosse stato conside-
rato scadente. Anche verso gli “oltremarini”, dei quali Morosini aveva massima 

-
dini.

-
-

-

Generale da Mar era un pio desiderio e che spesso Morosini era costretto ad avan-

un momento all’altro» (p. 27).
Vera Costantini   offre una prospettiva non comune della guerra di Candia e 

-orientale all’epoca di France-
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corso degli avvenimenti.
-

-

Dalle missive scambiate tra la corte ottomana e il Sultano Maometto IV tra-

-

fermata l’ondata ottomana nell’Europa centrale.

nel breve periodo di pace tra la guerra di Candia e quella successiva di Morea i 
rapporti commerciali e diplomatici tra la Sublime Porta e la Serenissima fossero 

come la “Porta d’Oriente”, patria di un Levante non solo rappresentato ma anche 
vissuto (p. 47).

Il contributo di Egidio Ivetic4 appare invece quanto mai fondamentale nell’af-

-

Se da una parte vi era la frontiera ungherese (quella settentrionale), alla quale 

4 .
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-

area asiatica ottomana. Possiamo quindi considerare a tutti gli effetti il territorio 

-
re per spingersi arditamente verso l’interno, con l’intento futuro di mantenere 

tale caratteristica dei Balcani concepiti come un territorio eterogeneo e sempre in 

sapore d’Europa”, un sapore che non avrebbero mai dimenticato restando tutta-
via, anche al giorno d’oggi, attratti dagli echi del Levante.

5

come, nonostante le spese sostenute dalla Serenissima fossero state pesanti in ter-

-

-
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la natura concettuale della Serenissima.
Espresso il costo globale della Guerra di Candia in tre milioni di ducati, come 

-

tansa -

-
-

permettevano l’emissione di una rendita o si sarebbero risolti in un successivo rimborso 

-

la vendita di cariche pubbliche fu invece prassi assai comune nel XVI e XVII secolo (p. 

Serenissima viaggiava su tassi di scambio di molto inferiori rispetto ai decenni precedenti 

-
sante anche dopo il ritorno della pace e la maggior parte dei capitali reperiti, 
seppur nella pletora dei metodi appena elencati, provenivano in buona misura da 
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forme di indebitamento a breve, medio e lungo termine della componente statale 

sia verso l’esterno (allargamento o apertura del credito ad investitori stranieri) (p. 
-

investitori interni (compagnie mercantili o privati) sia da quelli esterni (governi 
e compagini straniere).

La domanda che si pose Gerassimos Pagratis nello studio poi presentato in 

vittoriosa guerra di Morea contro i turchi e prima del ritorno di questi ultimi nel 

-

Se dal punto di vista amministrativo e sociale la Morea fu suddivisa in ven-
-

-

che le gerarchie della Serenissima speravano di instaurare in Grecia, consapevoli 

-
fermare in toto
urbana mantenendo invece l’inferiore status quo di pastori e pescatori, ossia la 

«
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Anche in ambito legislativo e soprattutto di intesa religiosa i risultati furono 
deludenti: pur emettendo un aggiornato codice legislativo in linea con quello 

-

-

Sergio Perini7 si concentra su un tema coevo a quello affrontato dal Pagratis, 

privilegiare l’aumento delle difese della fascia costiera e l’instaurarsi di poche 

-

pirati e predoni.
-

7 .
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-

miniere e giacimenti o fondi boschivi e saline, sebbene questi ultimi  due fossero 

-

-

moreoti che non invogliavano certo i mercanti stranieri a fermarvisi per trattative 

-
-

Perini nota come, pur a fronte di una notevole e dispendiosa cura da parte del 

decisamente deludenti.

contributo di Piero Falchetta8 -

8 .
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 si sofferma invece su un interessantissimo aspetto della 
guerra di Creta (anche da me affrontato durante il mio lavoro su Morosini in re-

-

-
-

-

Di diversa natura e tenore sono invece i «testamenti sprituali
documenti stilisticamente molto particolari nei quali l’autore, sempre anonimo, 

«caratti
tuttavia di accusare coloro il cui comportamento o inettitudine permisero la vittoria 

note che conferiscono a questo o a quel personaggio una lode o un biasimo.

del Morosini dato che, come spesso capitava, si tendeva a confondere i diversi 

Molto interessante notare come Candia stessa (tramite l’autore), sebbene an-
che in questo documento accusasse taluni protagonisti di non averla saputa di-

.
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Irene Favaretto («Le «antiche vestigia di celebri ed erudite memorie...»: 

spaccato di carattere artistico e si sofferma sull’analisi del furto (perché altro non 
fu) di vestigia, icone, marmi incompiuti e addirittura intere parti di bassorilievo e 

-

Propedeutica all’analisi successiva, Favaretto descrive brevemente una lista 

-

sicuramente i leoni marmorei che lo stesso Morosini volle riportare nella capitale 

Lo scempio e il furto di opere d’arte provenienti dal Partenone e dall’Acropoli 
-

inglese Thomas Bruce Duca d’Elgin, che con la scusa di eseguire rilievi artistici 

nota la studiosa, vi fu un piccolo lato positivo a seguito del periodo di furti: l’in-
staurarsi nel resto d’Europa di una profonda ondata di neoclassicismo e amore 

-

e come questi si legarono agli eredi del grande condottiero?
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come un’abile mossa politica dei Morosini per legare il proprio nome di antica 

particolare ramo della famiglia (i Morosini di Santo Stefano, rione del quale era 
originario il condottiero), con il ripristino da parte asburgica dei fedecommessi 

Morosini restava ciononostante la componente ereditaria maggiore, come erede 
principale dei lasciti risalenti a oltre un secolo prima.

-
nitivo ritiro a vita privata della contessa Morosini, mentre la dipartita del seppur 

-

-

-
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-

-
toriale ma di fatto anche come un aggravamento di tale «sindrome della corona»: 

-
sa di essere riconsegnata agli antichi fasti, vedeva ora aggiungersi proprio l’isola 
cretese come secondo territorio sovrano sottratto.

(temporaneamente) ritirarsi nuovamente, in quel Golfo Adriatico che suonava 
oramai quasi come il giardino di casa (p. 242).

importa se, all’atto pratico, il ritorno a Cipro e a Candia appaiono per il momento 
impraticabili.

stia attuando: il Morosini appare quasi come il bravo dottore che somministra una 
medicina sì amara ma necessaria alla guarigione dell’onore vituperato.
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I sogni di gloria rinnovata, l’ultimo canto della fenice dopo la sua ultima ri-

-

-

-
feggiata, ma una nobile ancora vivace e culturalmente centrale nella vita europea.

-

socialmente ha contribuito a creare di secolo in secolo fattori di attrito prodotti 

-

Ci si sofferma in particolar modo sull’ultimo punto elencato, andando ad in-

-
-

lineare al contempo le dinamiche, sottese o esplicite, alla base degli avvenimenti 
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-
mente in modo diretto, o paralleli.

-

di prerogative personali incredibili, ottenute attraverso un mix di riscontri militari 
-
-

-

in una missione bellica gargantuesca a vantaggio dell’intera Europa cristiana, se-

aveva stentato ad elevare singoli personaggi ad emblemi di valore imperituro e 

contraria agli individualismi privati in quanto, a livello statale, si era consapevoli 
-

ad esempio nel caso dei contrasti avvenuti tra il Morosini e il Mocenigo durante 

Serenissima fossero divenuti oramai quasi indispensabili in un’ottica di credibi-

vituperato.
Se poniamo l’accento sul protagonista indiscusso di questo studio, lo stesso 

Morosini non fece mai nulla per limitare la sua vanagloria: insensibile alle cri-

-

Clemente).
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Conoscendo l’indole del personaggio (abilissimo sui mari e in politica ma che 

che rendeva altamente improbabile (se non virtualmente impossibile) il ripetersi 

grande campione della Serenissima, capace per un breve periodo di tempo di 

le sue fortune. Temuto dai nemici turchi e anche da una parte dei propri compa-

artistici ma al tempo stesso protagonista della riscoperta europea di quella “grei-

sull’argomento in questione. Si tratta veramente di un libro estremamente utile 

Serenissima e l’Impero Ottomano durante il periodo morosiniano.

DAVIDE VILLA
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-
tage Management at the Ionian University, Department of Archives, Library Sci-

Corfu under Venetian rule.
The volume includes the following essays.

traces the foreigners who arrived because of war during the two decades between 

(served in the Venetian guard and the forces of mercenaries’ companies or in the 
navy, mainly in the armata sottile, i.e. in galleys and galleasses). The author em-

Sophia Laiou

id Efendi. Efendi presented the efforts of 

suggests that Efendi’s narration can be considered as a realistic registration of 
the Siege from the Ottoman’s point of view, and attempts to compare it with the 

Roberto Vaccher’s essay [
logistici»2

it affected communications and supplies. How many provisions reached Corfu in 

English title: «The description of a failed military operation. The Ottoman chronicler 
».

2 ».
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study of Venetian archival sources.
Gabriele Medolago’s essay («Dalla terraferma Veneta alle Guerre del 

, 

in particular, have entailed for Venetian Bergamo, and with the way in which 

series of unpublished documents from Bergamasque or Venetian public and pri-

issues under consideration are the following: the contribution of the inhabitants 

artillery factories which were necessary to Venetians.

4, 

Serenissima’s Senate on the eve of the war, 

town of Corfu. The author points out that, despite the approval of the measures 

and the delivery of the necessary supplies. Only after the arrival (in February 

5

the role of Jews during the Siege of Corfu: of the Venetian Overseers, of the Field 
Marshal Schulenburg, of the Captain and Superintendent of the Artillery Antorio 

From the Venetian terraferma

4 -

5 
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Sora, of the Procurator Antonio Loredan, of the Archbishop of Corfu Augusto 
Zacco etc. Indeed, according to them, the Jewish people demonstrated loyalty to 
the Venetian authorities’ orders, fought bravery sharing the suffering and the sac-

 
claims that these attestations, received by those who played a leading role in the 

 

-
grate the hills of Avramis and Sotiras in the defense system of the city of Corfu 

ideas.
Schulenburg e la 

7

Furthermore, it examines the phases of the siege and the positions deemed favor-

Finally, it presents the plans for strengthening and updating of the defenses of 

problemi di riassetto urbano»8

of a series of civil constructions during the last eighty years of the Venetian rule, 
but also after that.

7 

8 
problems».
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Karl August Varnhaggen von Ense published a volume entitled Biographische 
Denkmaler [= Biographical Monuments]. Among the three biographies included 
in this volume, the author gives a literary biography of Johann Matthias von der 
Schulenburg. Hans-Bernhard Schlumm («Johann Matthias von der Schulenburg 

would have achieved higher goals within a German national state.

of commemoration of the Siege of Corfu, based on published and unpublished 
sources, on the monument dedicated to Schulenburg, placed near the entrance 
of the Old Fortress of Corfu, the lamp donated by the Venetian Senate for the 
Church of Saint Spiridon of Corfu, and the Santuario della Madonna dell’Appa-

Claudia Salmini («Le aventure dell’archivio Schulenburg»
presents the adventurous history of Schulenburg’s papers, now preserved in the 
State Archives of Venice. This collection does not consist of personal documents. 
On the contrary, its material (maps, drawings, descriptions of cities, harbors, for-

-

the those campaigns.
    Johann 

Matthias von der Schulenburg»

against King Charles I of Sweden, and in the same time he expressed his admi-

epistle Voltaire set out his views on the virtues that a great man should have.
-

English title: «Johann Matthias von der Schulenburg – The literary description of a hero».
 English title: «The adventures of the Schulenburg’s archive».
 English title: «A hero or a great man? Johann Matthias von der Schulenburg from Vol-

taire’s point of view».
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co Der König von Korfu»
von der Schulenburg, a nineteenth century scholar, dedicated to his ancestor and 
Venice’s Field Marshal Johann Matthias von der Schulenburg.

volanti”), military chronicles and diaries, as well as “actuelles militaires”, i.e. 
accounts coming from the battlefront accompanied by plans depicting the Siege, 

By revising the relationship between the painter Antonio Guardi, born in 
Serenissima’s 

Field Marshal Schulenburg, one of the most important Guardi’s clients, Miltos 
, pp. 

dell’assedio» -
es from Venice relating to the Siege of Corfu (paintings, engravings, medals, 
historical maps, technical reports and journal handwritten during the Siege), em-

to the collection of Teodoro Correr (Venice, Museo Civico Correr).
Il confronto fra oriente 

a systematic way the famous oratorio by Antonio Vivaldi Juditha triumphans 

 Der König von 
Korfu [= The King of Corfu]».

 English title: «The historical memory between narration and narrative: The Venetian mili-
tary calendars of the siege of Corfu».

 English title: «The Field Marshal Schulenburg and the painter Antonio Guardi».
 English title: «An unpublished painting from the collection of Teodoro Correr with the na-

 
Juditha’s “Triumphs”».
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devicta Holofernis barbarie, an allegorical description of the Venetian defense 
of Corfu and the Christians’ victory over the Ottomans in the same year of the 

       

given that both mortal and divine forces –Schulenburg and Eugene of Savoy on 
the one hand, miraculous interventions of Saint Spyridon, patron saint of Corfu, 
and Virgin Mary on the other– involved in the defense and salvation of the island 

-
porated into its political theology the aforementioned traditions, both Orthodox 

-

 E. 
    , pp. 

to the relevant historiography.
Ultimately, the volume includes a series of visual sources (see “Illustrations” 

In conclusion, the essays of this collective volume give new evidence and 

-
-
-

-
quences of the war and its impact on Venice and Europe. Some of the essays, 
drawing on data from military engineers’ and other experts’ reports, point out that 
Venice implemented its vast experience on the art of warfare, and in particular on 

 
 
and historiographical perspectives».
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and the underground tunnels, i.e. the transfer of war outside the city walls. The 

city of Corfu. In addition, the volume provides important information about the 
Serenissima’s Field Marshal Johann Matthias von 

der Schulenburg, and, especially, about the history of his archive, the memory 
strategies he adopted, and the representations of his history through art, literature 
and philosophy. Finally, expressions of the events of the Siege of Corfu through 
art, along with their reception by historiography, religion and politics are studied 
by the contributors in a systematic way. This is, therefore, the most complete 
collection of studies to date regarding the Siege of Corfu that offers new historio-
graphical approaches, based in great part on primary sources.

STATHIS BIRTACHAS
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ars serving the relevant research in Greece. The editor has studied for a long time 
the literature and history of Crete under Venetian rule and has also edited anoth-
er collective volume with the same theme, entitled 

pp. 242).
-

sively on military operations in Crete, the Aegean Sea and the Dalmatian coast. 
On the contrary, war is approached not only as a theme of traditional military 

Accordingly, this is not the case of a plain narrative consisting of facts, state de-

of all aspects of life and human activities in relation to war. In this context and 
on the basis of literary and historiographical texts of the time, as well as archival 
sources, but also using various interpretive tools, the authors attempt to highlight 
new aspects of the war in space and time. They mainly investigate the activity of 

-
es and the problems that plagued the local societies or even far from the fronts of 

-
fort the affected population groups, to promote the point of view and the rights of 

forces against Islam and the Ottoman Empire the Catholic and Protestant public 

control of the eastern Mediterranean. In addition, the attitude of the mentioned 
European forces towards the two warring parties is also investigated, as well as 

2

 English title: The Cretan War. From history to literature.
2 English title: «Good Christians but reluctant allies: English politics during the Cretan 

».
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monograph he wrote entitled See how Gods Favour Sacrilege. English Views and 
Politics on Candia under Siege, 1645–1669 

much more than a chapter in European war history: it served as an inspiration and 

handle Islam: as crusaders or as merchants? Gounaris explores the complex rela-
tionship among London, Venice and Istanbul during a critical period not only in 
Venetian, but also in English history. The Serenissima was dragged in the politics 

spirit of capitalism. The author follows this story step by step, concluding that in 

-

which required maintaining good relations with the latter.

of Dutch public opinion and the traditional good relations between the Venetians 
and the Dutch, due to their commercial interests in the Mediterranean, the latter 
considered it imperative to maintain good relations with the Ottoman Empire. In 

assistance to the Serenissima
Dutch government has tacitly and repeatedly facilitated the purchase of ammu-
nition and the recruitment of mercenaries by Venetian envoys. In addition, the 
role of the Dutch press in disseminating information in Europe about the Cretan 

the author quotes in translation some news about the siege of Candia, published 
in the Herald of Haarlem

 English title: « ».
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4

views on the economic, political, and military crisis of the Empire, focusing on 
the adoption, appropriation and application of Galen’s medical theory.

5

some treatises of the Cretan philosopher, theologian and philologist Gerasimos 

treatise (consulta , written to 
refute certain positions of a dogmatic nature of the Jesuit missionaries operating 

7 -
ment, that upset the Jewish communities of Europe and the Ottoman Empire, 

8, written a year after the occupation of Candia by the Ottomans to 
refute the “errors” of the Muslim religion.

scholar Gerasimos Vlachos. Following the study of Ovidiu Olar “The Sons 

4
».

5
».

7 English title: «Against the Jews».
8

codex BAR ms. gr.
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 ARCÆVS: Studies in the History of 
Religions 
code belonging to the Library of the Romanian Academy in Bucharest, the author 
outlines the character of Vlachos as a preacher in Candia of the early war period 

the Ottoman invasion and on the other hand in his anxiety for the preservation 
of the Venetian rule. The concept of sin is promoted by Vlachos as the dominant 
cause for the suffering caused by war -
pendix the author publishes the manuscript under examination.

   
-

rative in verse by the Zantiot writer Theodoros Montselese entitled
 (inside front cover: Narration. The destruction of 

the Turkish Armada
-

capitano generale da mar 

year. The narration is embellished with animated descriptions, lyrical passages 
with very frequent invocations to the divine, laments of cities and other literary 
motifs.

-
-

Çelebi 
as he describes himself in his voluminous travelogue (Seyahatnâme), where he 

 English title: «Lazzaro Mocenigo’s bravery
 English title: Lazzaro Mocenigo’s bravery.
 English title: «In the rear of the besiegers of Candia: Evliya Çelebi as a “war correspon-
dent”».
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recorded his travels in the Ottoman Empire and its neighboring countries. In this 

he was. In the narrative of Çelebi, which according to Kolovos has parallels with 

fellow-believers, on whose side he moved, with the depiction of the suffering 

the ramparts of the fortress of Candia. In this way, the text of Celebi, who acts 
as a “war correspondent” of that time, eventually acquires a character of a mixed 

especially of the soldiers and those who remained in the rear.

-
ry of emotions of the Ottoman conquest of Crete from the point of view of the 
Italian media. In particular, in her analysis uses the strange and the marvel (see, 
for example, the monster of Candia on p. 402) as heuristic tools to explore the 
symbolic position of Crete in the imaginary geographies of the Levant and the 
cultural mediation of the occupation of the island by the Ottomans. According to 
the author, the strange and unusual stories generally articulate real and complex 
historical relations, which in the present case concern the relations between rulers 
and ruled, Venetians and Ottomans, among Catholics, Orthodox and Muslims, 
as well as between women and men. Accordingly, wonder was a central concept 

reading public a vehicle for emotional engagement with the distant “others”. The 
essay also highlights the importance of image and iconographic news as histori-

On the basis of published and unpublished archival documents, Panajota 

presence and activity of Cretan students at the University of Padua during the 

 English title: 

 English title: «Studies and degrees in the years of war and refugeeship: Cretan students at 
the University of Padua».
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their homeland. During the period under review, the majority of these students 
were refugees settled on the Ionian Islands and in the Venetian capital. The suffer-

-
gument in their applications in order to achieve the privileged treatment provided 
by the Venetian laws and regulations of the University. Their participation in the 

nazione, as well as their involvement in the 
administration of the University faculties, was also important. Finally, the author 
discusses issues of memory and identity of the Cretan students.

-

Kircher, Oedipus Aegyptiacus, dedicated to the Holy Roman Emperor Ferdinand 

College of St. Athanasius in Rome Georgios Mousalos from Candia. Through 

scholars (the so-called “wise Greece”), an appeal to the emperor for the liberation 

The time of the appeal was extremely critical: Mousalos’s birthplace was under 
Regno di Candia had already been 

conquered by the Ottomans, the Aegean Sea had been turned into a scene of war 
between Christians and Muslims, and the author saw the danger of not being able 

campaign on the part of Christian states against the Ottomans, indeed, expressed 

the Ottomans. Therefore, the text of Mousalos is chronologically the last of the 

“Greece”».
 English title: «Epigram to His Majesty Ferdinand».
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text of Mousalos in the annex.

activity as priests in churches of the city of Corfu and its suburbs, as usufructu-
aries of public ecclesiastical institutions, as founders of temples and monasteries, 
as well as teachers. According to the author, the integration of these refugees was 
rapid, given that the political, social and cultural data of Corfu did not differ sub-
stantially from those of Crete: the political administration, the social structure, 

-
gious associations and so on, were generally common. Karydis also examines the 
descendants of the above-mentioned refugees, i.e. the clerics who were born and 
raised in Corfu at a depth of about eighty years. Finally, based on the study of a 
large number of archival sources, he points out the need to re-investigate the real 

, pp. 527-572) 

-

-
stance, events that deserved their attention? The author explores the way in which 

phical interest in the context of the philhellenic movement during the years of the 

 English title: «Cretan clerics in Corfu “after the fall of miserable Crete”».

Konstantinos Paparrigopoulos».
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Zampelios and Konstantinos Paparrigopoulos, inspired by the aforementioned 

-
ever, that silences in “national history” can “equally shout” that their study is 
very important at least for understanding the process of composing the national 
narrative. In other words, the historiographical evaluation of such events, what 

original contributions, based largely on primary sources, or attempts to re-read 

combines the classical and the modern viewpoint and approaches to historiogra-
phy. Despite the diversity of the essays and the variety of historiographical view-
points and trends adopted by the authors, the volume functions as a synthesis and 
acquires narrative unity. The result of this collaboration is a volume that is invalu-

the related literary and historiographical production, the Ottoman views, the poli-
cies of the European forces and the position of the Catholic and Protestant public 

STATHIS BIRTACHAS
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to the Ottomans and the relocation of thousands of its inhabitants, mainly from 
the urban centers of the island, to the Venetian capital, the Venetian Terraferma 
or other possessions of the Serenissima in the Levant. The authors follow the 
archival traces of the Cretan refugees in Corfu in the development of a century, 

of Greece / Archive of the Prefecture of Corfu, which record the following: the 
social groups in which the refugees were distinguished, various issues concerning 

-
ity in the economy and trade, their presence in the service sector, their cultural, 
educational and religious activities, and, ultimately, their impact on the formation 
of cultural identity of their place of establishment. The same documents also cap-

also the hopes for a return to the motherland.

In particular, seven sections address issues related to the arrival of refugees and 

second or third generation Cretans permanently settled in Corfu, their social and 

assimilation, their activity in the economic and commercial sector, their religious, 

people who stood out, each one for different reasons, in the Cretan community of 
Corfu, as well as the material and intangible assets that refugees brought to their 
new homeland: memories and souvenirs, useful objects, jewelry, religious icons 
and secular paintings.

sections: registry (birth, baptism, age), deeds of last will (wills and codicils), 
-
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their surname, and represent, as far as possible, each refugee group. In the third 

people who stood out, each one for different reasons, in the Cretan community 
of Corfu. Finally, in the fourth section, documents were collected that deal with a 
wide variety of topics, such as e.g. testimonies for the participation in the struggle 
of Venice against the Ottomans, applications for professional rehabilitation and 

-
ples and monasteries, etc. The volume also includes a glossary of terms, a general 
index and a summary in Italian.

-

-
-

doctoral dissertation at the University of Cyprus on “Cypriot Refugees in Venice 

libraries of Venice (Archivio di Stato, Archivio storico del Patriarcato, Archive 

important Venetian possession in the Ionian Sea. The authors raise a number of 
issues, including the need for a re-evaluation by modern historiography of the 

STATHIS BIRTACHAS
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D imosthenis Donos is the author of many essays related to the history 

Venetian rule of the city. In this context, he studied at length the mil-
itary operations and the pirate raids in this Hellenic region. In the present short 
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was due to its geostrategic position at the mouth of the Ambracian Gulf. An im-

to the Republic of Venice for about seventeen years.

army, under the command of the Capitano Generale da Mar Andrea Pisani and 
the Field Marshal Johann Matthias von der Schulenburg respectively, captured 

town of Vonitsa.
The author, based on published and unpublished archival and cartographic ev-

idence from Venice, Corfu and Marburg, provides an account of the main histori-
cal and military facts of the campaign and discusses the reception of the Venetian 
victory by the European public opinion and the press. Furthermore, he outlines 

after its passage to the Venetian rule until the fall of the Serenissima

of the town and addresses the impact of war and border-mentality on its cultural 
physiognomy. Finally, he investigates the reception of the Venetian conquest and 

In the appendix, the author presents a variety of visual sources: images, mil-

of the castle of the city and urban fabric, publications in the European press, etc. 
In this way, he gives the reader a comprehensive analysis and a clear image of 

STATHIS BIRTACHAS
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Tinos under the Ghisi’s dynasty, but also during the Venetian and Ottoman rules 
on the basis of primary archival sources from Rome and Venice.

This collective volume contains a series of essays investigating various as-
pects of the war and mainly its consequences (political, social, economic) during 
the Serenissima

indirectly related to the war (the remaining essays have not highlighted in this 

      2, 

examines on the one hand a signed protest of some inhabitants of the island ad-

a) a request of the local Community’s commissioners of the same period to the 
provveditore generale and inquisitore (namely, travelling inspector or inquisitor) 

system of the possession, the abuses of the local administrative and military of-

reality and the need to restore law and order, as well as a series of proposals for 

who migrated to other areas due to the war tensions and the consequent economic 
hardship on the island. Finally, the issue of the slaves’ refuge on Tinos, coming 
from various parts of the Ottoman Empire, is raised.

George Tolias      

tory of salvation».
2 English title: «Tinos after the Fourth Venetian-Ottoman war».
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also presents an image of the Aegean islands shortly before the start of the Cretan 
isolarii [cartographic encyclopedias of islands] 

religious interest. The latter was a typical example of a Franco-Levantine adven-

-

years of his long life (he lived over a hundred years). According to Tolias, during 

-
tion offered to immigrants from Venetian Tinos, who left the island and settled in 
Smyrna permanently or occasionally due to the economic hardship that followed 

scudo per year. The Tinian com-

pretended to be Tinians in order to avoid Ottoman taxation.
 

 :       4

describes in detail the situation of Tinos and the role that the island played during 

on the economy of the island. To these should be added the raids of pirates and 
corsairs, whose action was intense in the Aegean not only during that time, but 

».
4 -

».
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society, their negative effects on the local rural economy and the threat of famine 

to be treated by the Ottoman authorities as Venetian subjects in order to avoid 

to 2,000.
 : 

5

of the Ottoman monetary economy in Tinos was already clearly apparent, given 
the high volume of trades imported from the Ottoman Empire and the role of the 
island on the transit in the Ottoman trade with the other Aegean islands.

-

onwards when the islands were occupied one after the other by the Ottomans, 
some of these families follow the opposite path. Rinaldo Marmara («   

 :     , pp. 

-
quest of the island. The author highlights the importance of some primary sourc-
es, in particular those from the Vatican Apostolic Archives and the Archive of the 
Apostolic Vicariate of Constantinople, to understand the extent of this migratory 

      (5–7 
7

5 ».
English title: «The Tinians of Constantinople: The importance of the ecclesiastical ar-
chives».

7 ».
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served the Venetian interests. In this context, the Venetian rettori of the island 
sought to balance between the instructions given them from metropolitan author-

-

conquest of Morea and other military and diplomatic events of the last Venetian–

well as the primary sources on which they are based. Thirdly, he describes in 
detail the military operations and the invasion of the island by the Ottomans, the 

and food supplies, and, ultimately, the negotiations and the terms of the surrender 
of the island to the conquerors. These included, on the one hand, the departure of 

the other, the non-looting of the island by the Ottoman army and guarantees of 

with a reference to the explosion and destruction of the Castle, the houses and the 
-

tion of the Ottoman rule.
After a brief introduction to the military and diplomatic phases of the last 

           
»8 mentions the two-year exemption from the 

the non-tax capacity of the latter after the passage of the above two years, a fact 

8 English title: «The Berat [ ] on the tax regime of Tinos after the Ottoman con-
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attributed to the departure of a large number of wealthy families from the island 

Regarding this issue, on the basis of two Ottoman archival documents of the year 
berat by the Ottoman authorities at the 

request of Tinos envoys for the reduction of the annual tax and the privilege of 
the tax collection by part of the Tinian community.

In conclusion, Tinos was the only Venetian possession left in the Archipelago 

-
tween the Venetian Republic and the Ottoman Empire (from the Third Venetian–

as their consequences on the local society and economy. In some of them, the 
authors studied the raids and the activity of pirates and corsairs, the migration 

Tinos from the Venetian to the Ottoman rule. A special place was reserved for the 

ically sound original contributions, based on primary sources.

STATHIS BIRTACHAS
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Translated from the French by Joe Cunningham,

 

T -

with the social, economic and military history of Cyprus under its vari-

relative studies. Especially noteworthy are his important publications regarding 
-
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managed, the dispatch of Venetian engineers and military experts to the island in 
order to inspect and improve its defenses, and the overall military preparations of 

for the 
-

tion.  The study in question enumerates, in chronological order, the military prepa-
rations of both Venetians and Ottomans, the military tactics and operations after 

-

the local population.

-
es on the edition of the letters written by two important Venetian military experts, 
the brothers Ascanio and Giulio Savorgnan, who were sent to the island to inspect 

-
cations or to construct new ones. At the same time, the author examines a series 
of letters written by other individuals who were also involved in this process. In 

Cyprus, and the references in later writing, allow a better appreciation of Giulio’s 
personality and character traits, which is essential to fully understanding his con-
tribution to late-Renaissance military architecture.

The manuscript contains the report of Ascanio Savorgnan, who visited the island 

-
port in question. He was the younger brother of Giulio, the military engineer who 

Gilles GRIVAUD PAPADO-
POULLOS (Ed.),  , 
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The aim of Grivaud is to bring to light, through the publication and analysis of 
-

better to fortify the island, the relative decisions of the Venetian administration, 

family history. They were part of the Friulian aristocracy from the High Middle 

himself into the Venetian patriciate, but failed to receive the title of Venetian no-

efforts to integrate the family into the social elite of Venice went on, since Feder-

the Savorgnans being accepted into Venice’s patrician circles.
-

es of the Savorgnan family, appointing some of its members in military positions: 

-

Extensive reference is made to the history of the family during the sixteenth 
century. Girolamo Savorgnan, father of the two military experts at the center of 
Grivaud’s research interest, and his offsprings are selected for special mention. In 

-
peror Maximilian I in the Cadore Valley, paving the way for new Venetian con-
quests in eastern Friuli, and for this the Signoria rewarded him with an annuity, 

the enemy. In the following year, the Venetian Senate appointed him ambassador 

among the Venetian patriciate. However, his most important contribution to the 
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was then that Girolamo, who was with the military forces under his command in 

giving Venice the opportunity to recapture Udine and reoccupy nearly all of Friu-

military tactician and he was regarded as a loyal defender of Venice and its inter-

As regards the family circumstances of Girolamo, the latter concluded three 

the Venetian patrician lady Orsina di Girolamo Canal, with whom he fathered an-

-
steps. Girolamo steered his sons towards a military career, in accordance with a 
seigneurial tradition that respected and aspired to the prestige of military leader-
ship, which was even more pertinent to the Savorgnans, given that their family 
estates were located in a border area where armed combat was an essential du-
ty. During their childhood, therefore, the boys were trained extensively in com-
bat techniques, military tactics, offensive and defensive strategy. Giulio, Mario, 
Marcantonio and Ascanio joined the armies of Venice, while others offered their 

-

Venetian politics.

an early age he served in the military forces of the Serenissima against the Holy 
-

ria della Rovere, and allied with the French. He was also present during the cap-

to Tuscany and Rome. Furthermore, the Venetian government posted him to its 

-
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-

-
-

Ottoman invasion.

-
-

-
cations, and his opinion was sought on projects all across the Terraferma: in Padua 

-
lo church in Venice.

Ascanio Savorgnan was the seventh child of Girolamo and was born around 

-

the military forces of Ferrara, where he served alongside his brother, Germani-

-

offered him the opportunity to attach himself to a powerful patrician family and 
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to rise socially in the Venetian metropolis. Ascanio eventually died on the night of 

in the parlor of the Santi Cosma and Damiano monastery, in Giudecca in Venice, 
while the latter was visiting his sister, Felicita, a nun.

-

-
lavicino (condottiere and governator-general of the Venetian armies), Girolamo 

Cyprus. All three military experts agree that, due to the military supremacy of the 

begin in various cities with a view to protecting them and ensuring the security of 
the local population.

The second part presents the exploratory mission of Giulio Savorgnan to Cy-

-

-
-

ulio met Venice’s expectations providing exact measurements of the enceintes and 
-
-

done on the fortress, which also meant spending large sums of money. After his 

-
-

nia could be used to build a new enceinte with a rectangular perimeter, around four 

-
canio Savorgnan (Descrittione delle cose di Cipro), compiled during the summer 

-
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brother Giulio on the mission entrusted to the latter by Venice, to inspect the is-
-

ing his younger brother with him on his expedition. Maybe he wanted Ascanio to 

as an advisor on technical problems related to military architecture. Ascanio wrote 

or three sites, where local geomorphological conditions would favor the construc-
tion of defenses within a short period of time and at a reasonable cost. He then 

whatever cannot be transported, in addition to rendering the water reserves unus-
able. Ascanio also added a description of the island, referring to its regional en-
vironment and the physical particularities of its eleven administrative districts. 
Ascanio considered seven potential sites and intended to examine their respective 

-
tion, Ascanio made references to the island’s population, at the same time posing 
the question of whether they should possibly be equipped with weapons – a poli-
cy which he himself thought to be unwise.

Three copies of the aforementioned report of Ascanio were produced within a 

-
pleted a month later, on June 8, and delivered to Gabriele Capodilista, a member 
of the Paduan aristocracy. On July 25 of the same year, the last copy was sent to 

is one of the series of copies Francesco Marcaldi implemented during the autumn 
-

of Giovan Battista Cini, a man of letters who was part of the entourage of Cosi-
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of 58 letters written by Giulio Savorgnan. They were sent to notable personages 

-
my, the doge Girolamo Priuli, Marco Michiel, captain of Famagusta, Francesco 

-
glitico, count of Rochas, the archbishop of Cyprus Filippo Mocenigo etc. These 

-
-

land and their relevant proposals to the administration, as well as the positions of 

those of Giulio Savorgnan and the other Venetian military experts. Finally, the au-
thor publishes the decrees of the Venetian administration pertaining to the evolu-

-

Venetian state’s military engineer who had a lead role in this effort. The author not 
only did he provide a critical edition and commentary of important unpublished 
documents on the subject, but he also placed them within the wider context of the 

-
land and the Mediterranean basin. Particular emphasis was placed on the evolu-

the guidance of Giulio Savorgnan, as well as on the involvement of other military 
-

ropolitan. In addition, the publication comes with an updated bibliography and a 
wide variety of photographic material.

CHRYSOVALANTIS PAPADAMOU
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dialect), a group of islands in the Ionian Sea, off the coast of Acarnania, between 
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-

Historical Research, is the author of many essays regarding the Venetian–Otto-

movements that manifested in the Hellenic territories during these wars.

Academy of Athens Member today, notes the following. After the naval battle of 
Lepanto, the sultan reportedly told the Venetian ambassador in Constantinople: 

hair of our beards, while we, detaching Cyprus from your rule, cut off an arm». 
Indeed, the victory of the allied Christian forces against the invincible Ottoman 

Republic, failed to redeem it militarily and politically to the expected degree. 

Islam was of great importance and was celebrated with great pomp in Europe. 

despite the distance of centuries that separates us.
The volume includes the following studies.

battle of Lepanto, as well as their connections with the Spanish and Venetian 

of Spain from the day after the naval battle to the present day. The choice of 
the Spanish case is due to the fact that Lepanto occupies a special place in the 

-

English title: «Ideological endurance of the naval battle of Lepanto in the Spanish world».
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the Risorgimento its ideological uses had, in contrast to Spain, a less Italian and 
more local character. The same is concern Venice – which, of course, presented 
the most productive and brilliant depiction of the naval battle, especially in liter-

supranational priorities.

2

before the naval battle of Lepanto. The victory of the Christian forces, howev-
er, triggered – in most cases at the instigation of Venice – a revolutionary wave 
that spread to a great part of the Hellenic regions (from Morea, Central Greece 

Imbros to the Dodecanese, as well as on the coasts of Asia Minor). The lim-
ited support by the Venetians, however, but also the general procrastination of 
the Christian forces were destructive for the insurgents: it is estimated that the 

uprising. The anti-Venetian climate, which began to grow after the described de-

areas in order to promote their interests in the East.

Venetian point of view. According to him, it should be noted the conscious adop-

2 English title: «The naval battle of Lepanto and the revolutionary movements in the Hellen-
ic territories».

».
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ress of the war, the failure to continue the pressing offensive, the shortcomings 
of the command, the overwhelming stagnation of operations, the dissensions on 
the same operational theater, the unresolved differences between the Christian 
allies and the jam that these caused. The Venetian–Ottoman peace is signed under 
very harsh conditions for the Serenissima

-

have been crushed by the Ottomans, whom they had defeated at Lepanto.

crucial. Actually, several of the galleys that fought were Catalan, commanded by 
Catalan admirals. For this reason, in the Catalan historiography of the Romantic 
period the Christian victory in Lepanto depicted as the last major achievement of 
the Catalans in the East, after the legendary campaign of the Almogavars in the 

battle of Lepanto: Luis de Requesens. Due to the young age of John of Austria, 

-

Catalan literary texts on the battle of Lepanto, with emphasis to the extensive epic 
poem Lepant

The religious, military and maritime Order of Santo Stefano (St. Stephen) 

Knights of Santo Stefano, under the Pope’s order in the naval battle of Lepanto. 
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also on the other seven Tuscan galleys. Christine Pennison («The Grand duchy of 
Tuscany’s contribution to the battle of Lepanto and, in particular, that of the Order 
of the Knights of St. Stephen. A preliminary survey of sources in the archive of 

on a series of sources from the Order’s archive (Archivio di Stato di Pisa, Ordine 
dei Cavalieri di S. Stefano).

The oracular, prophetic and prognostic literature was very popular in the 

4

As mentioned earlier, Venice presented the most productive and brilliant de-
piction of the naval battle of Lepanto in literature and art. Indeed, this historical 
event was celebrated in a climate of triumph with large processions, liturgies and 

on many literary and dramatic genres: plays, poems, lyric songs, etc. usually 

5 -

a short-lived literary genre, the “military comedy” (commedia stradiotesca). His 
lyrics are written in a mixed literary idiom (i.e. in a hybrid literary language, creat-

-
rate the adventures of Manoli Blessi, stradioto in the service of the Serenissima, 

-

4 
5 

The case of Antonio Molino».
English title: «The Battle of Curzolari [= Echinades] islands. The depictions of the naval 

».
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-

of the Renaissance and Mannerism, in the most interesting moment of the phe-
nomenon we call today the Cretan Renaissance.

7

/ or Iberian Peninsula during the time of the military operations in Lepanto and 
immediately after the naval battle, when a large number of orders on the subject 
of the naval battle were carried out. From these orders a varied iconography was 
formed, which contributed to the consolidation and comprehension of the my-
thology of Lepanto and which concerned issues related to the preparation and 

the worship associated with it.
The enthusiasm for the victory of the Holy League in Lepanto led to the com-

position, immediately after the naval battle, of a large number of poems and oth-
er compositions, songs, honorary speeches, exhortations, prayers and psalms to 

-
ing houses, and the rest mainly in Italy. They circulated as individual pamphlets, 
which, in addition to texts, often included woodcuts or simpler decorations. 

8

7 
».

8 English title: «Printed pamphlets with poems about the Battle of Lepanto in the collections 
of the Gennadius Library».
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of this genre, which he found in the Gennadius Library of the American School 
of Classical Studies at Athens.

, pp. 227-258] republishes an extensive report written by the counsellor of 
Girolamo Diedo, on the orders of the Venetian bailo of Corfu Francesco Corner, 
and was addressed to the Venetian bailo in Constantinople. This report is a histor-

In conclusion, this collective volume presents a variety of perspectives and 
themes regarding the contribution of the Christian forces in the naval battle of 

of the time, but also on historiography, literature and art to the present day. The 
-

tions, based largely on primary sources, or attempts to re-read and re-interpret 

STATHIS BIRTACHAS

English title: «Description of the naval battle of Lepanto by the Venetian Girolamo Diedo 
».





BASIL C. GOUNARIS,

 

T -
-

tory and Archaeology. His research interests include British policy in 
-

searcher of the British historical archives, Gounaris attempts a new approach 

scholars in various disciplines. Indeed, leaving aside the military operations and 
the relative literary and historiographical production, as well as the study of the 
relationship between the two warring powers, Venice and the Ottoman Empire, 
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from British diplomatic records.
Thus, the author focuses on the political, economic and diplomatic history of 

the English monarchy, as well as on its relationship with the Venetian Republic 

including the way European thought, public opinion and the diplomacy of the 
-

portance of the mercantile and economic conditions prevailing in the Eastern 
Mediterranean at that time in shaping the policies of the European powers.

famous wine of Crete (Malmsey). At the same time, the raisin trade in the Ionian 
Islands was booming. This commercial activity proved particularly lucrative for 

transport and circulation of these goods in the Mediterranean was also decisive 
to the detriment of Venetian interests. As for the reception of the Venetians by 
the English public opinion, it was undoubtedly positive. The Serenissima was, 
in fact, treated with admiration by the English, as it sought to reduce Spanish 
predominance in the Italian peninsula, and was generally welcomed in Protestant 
Europe because of its opposition to the Holy See during the Interdict controver-

Venetian prestige dramatically. Furthermore, the majority of English society con-
sidered Venice as the stronghold of Europe in the struggle against the Ottomans. 

most part under Ottoman rule), many English merchants formed relations with 
the Ottomans Empire and traded favorably with them. According to the author, the 

fascinated and frightened these English merchants at the same time.
The second chapter («Venice between King and Parliament») examines the 

diplomatic relations between Venice, on the one hand, and the monarch and the 
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Levant Company Directors sought to persuade Parliament to vote in favor of 
ceasing raisin imports from the Ionian Sea, as the embargo would force Venice 

-
sure, English traders would turn to the Ottoman Peloponnese, which at the time 

British Parliament, the Venetian ambassador in London, Giovanni Giustiniani, 
reacted by trying to convince those involved that England itself would suffer, as 
its trade with the East would be drastically reduced. Moreover, he turned to the 
rising Member of Parliament and Trade Commissioner Sir Henry Vane and tried 
to persuade him to cancel the above Parliamentary procedures. All these efforts 

however, wishing to avert any possibility of a veto, determined that the ordinance 
would be in force for only three years. This was accomplished due to the vulner-
ability of the central government at that time amidst the turmoil of the English 

English monarch after the Royalists defeat at the Battle of Marston Moore, with 

against Ottoman aggression. He also raised the Ottomans’ concerns about a po-
tential partnership between Venice and the English Parliament, promoting the 
role and the activity of the Company as a clandestine supplier of the Serenissima. 

the Parliament rejected Venice’s request for the provision of troops and ships. 
Ultimately, English politics refrained from a direct involvement in the Cretan 

In the third chapter («For Christianity, trade and liberty»), the analysis shifts 

Serenissima 
was trying to promote an anachronistic argument to rally European forces, and of 

religious identities as a cause of rivalry. However, conditions in Europe after 
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based primarily on its economic interests, which dictated the adoption of a 
neutral stance on the Eastern Mediterranean front. Although English diplomacy 

Company’s merchants and the English administration furtively negoti a ted with 
the Ottomans. The British were therefore primarily interested in securing their 
highly lucrative trading activities and free navigation – without the harassment 
of pirates – in the already war-torn waters of the Eastern Mediterranean. The 
author points out that of course, for their part, the Venetians always hoped for a 
diplomatic incident to arise as a consequence of the activity of the Algerian and 
Tunisian pirates – tacitly tolerated by the Ottomans – to the detriment of English 

against the Ottomans.
The fourth chapter («A royal arbitration of peace») focuses on the complex 

and changing diplomatic relations of the tripartite group of England, the Venetian 
Republic and the Ottoman Empire, during the period of the restoration of the 
English monarchy. As mentioned above, although England was sympathetic to 
Venice, it was not in position to disrupt the policy of neutrality and to openly 
express a favorable attitude towards it and actively assist it. England’s main con-
cern was to protect the English merchant ships from Venetian intrusion (inspec-
tions), on the one hand, and from the pirate raids. Consequently, English diplo-
macy reached an agreement with both powers. The replacement of the English 
Ambassador at the Sublime Porte Sir Thomas Bendysh by Sir Heneage Finch, 

affected relations with the Venetian bailo -
ate between the rival powers, Venice and the Ottoman Empire, and by competing 

and strained the relations of the English Crown with the Venetian bailo as well 

-
sons that eventually led to de-escalation. English diplomatic policy, realistic as it 
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the two long-warring parties at the request of the Serenissima. On the other hand, 
of course, the vague promises made by the English monarch for immediate in-
tervention on the Cretan front in support of the Venetians were unfounded and 
were merely an effort to impress or even to reassure the monarch’s own fears of 
possible Dutch involvement, which in turn could bring about the involvement of 
other European forces, such as France. In any case, the end of the Second Anglo–

which was interested in securing its interests in the Eastern Mediterranean basin, 
forced English diplomacy to remain neutral and conciliatory. This policy was 

After the war, England renewed its capitulations with the Ottoman Empire, as 
well as its intention to maintain good relations with Venice.

The sixth chapter («Religion and state interests»), which essentially summa-
-

terdependence between the religious element and state interests (diplomatic and 

interests (namely those of the Levant Company) did not allow England to openly 
and actively align itself with the Venetian camp. In short, it seems that the eco-
nomic reasons and conditions that prevailed in the European political scene after 
the religious wars and the overseas European expansion – practices in which 
the English were already directly engaged – imposed a more lucid and realistic 

-

-
ing and pragmatic diplomatic ventures begun to emerge for the dynastic states of 
Europe.

and a detailed index of names and thematic terms.

relations was multifaceted. The primary diplomatic sources from the British state 
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authorities, calendars, etc.), widely used by the author, shed light on the diplo-
matic processes among London, Venice and Constantinople during the Cretan 

sources that resonated with European public opinion, such as newspapers, novels 

THEOFANIS STOLTIDIS
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